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Abstract

For more than a decade straw has been utilized as fuel and made it clear that a process
which could concentrate the energy in the field, remove ash, and reduce the logistic
costs would improve the attractiveness of this alternative fuel significantly. These
objectives can be achieved by in situ flash pyrolysis, where straw is converted to biooil in the field and char is left on the ground in order to improve soil structure and
provide plant nutrients. Incondensable pyrolysis gas is also produced by the pyrolyzer
but is combusted internally to provide heat for the process.
The main objectives of the Innovation Ph.D. project reported in this dissertation were
to support the development of a suitable reactor for in situ flash pyrolysis, construct a
small stationary pilot plant, characterize and test straw bio-oil as a liquid fuel, and
compile a business plan for the commercialization of the results. Further objectives
were to increase the knowledge on flash pyrolysis of straw and to develop a tool
capable of predicting the performance of the developed reactor.
A literature study on the requirements of in situ flash pyrolysis found that, due to the
restricted size of a vehicle, the reactor should have a small footprint and utilize gas
rather than char for heating. Furthermore, in order to reduce the mechanical power
consumption, the reactor should be able to operate with relatively large particles and
be arranged horizontally to accommodate the shape of the vehicle. Accordingly, it
was concluded that a reactor of the ablative design operating without gas recirculation
would be the best choice, and the Pyrolysis Centrifuge Reactor (PCR) was developed
in an attempt to accommodate these findings. It was designed as a horizontally
arranged heated pipe within which a rotor creates a swirling gas wherein biomass
particles are suspended. The centrifugal acceleration acting on the circulating particles
cause them to be forced against the wall where reaction takes place.
Initial experimental runs showed only minor response to temperature and rotor speed
variations for yields of the principal products. It was concluded that the observed
behavior was caused by slow pyrolysis conditions due to a non-uniform temperature
profile on the reactor pipe and by heterogeneous tar cracking in the cold zones or in
the combined char separator and catch pot. Based on the observed particle hold-up
time in cold flow experiments, it was concluded that the particles traveled through the
reactor in plug flow. However, further investigation of the particle flow, conducted
visually with a glass version of the reactor, established that the material did not travel
evenly through the reactor but was retained at the reactor entrance before being
quickly ejected. Accordingly, the reactor pipe and rotor were modified to ensure plug
flow of particles, the heating system was split in zones to ensure a uniform
temperature profile, and the char separator and catch pot were separated in order to
further limit heterogeneous tar cracking.
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After the system had been modified, a new series of experimental runs was performed
and the yields of the principal products now varied markedly with reactor conditions.
A model was developed to describe the yield distribution with reactor parameters.
Solid-phase primary pyrolysis and secondary tar cracking in gas phase were treated
independently in separate reactors. Conversion of the biomass particles was treated as
a pseudo-surface reaction and the split between products was determined by the
surface temperature of the particle. Following the primary reactions, the formed
pyrolysis gas and vapors were injected into a plug flow gas phase reactor where the
vapors undergo cracking to gas. The modified Broido-Shafizadeh kinetic scheme was
applied in the modeling. The model could be applied directly to the pine wood
experimental results, but two parameters were fitted for the straw runs. For both
feedstocks, the model described the performance of the PCR acceptably. However,
the model also revealed a relatively flat spatial temperature profile in the investigated
particles and that the criterions for ablative pyrolysis were not satisfied. The ability of
the model to describe the system despite the invalidated surface reaction assumption
was attributed to that cracking of tar within the particles was negligible and that the
violent movement of the particle hindered the formation of an insulating char layer.
The experimental results represent the first reported systematic investigation of straw
flash pyrolysis in an ablative (i.e. solid convective) reactor. Modeling of the yield
distribution showed that the same approach as used for wood feedstock is applicable if
the catalytic effect of the ash content is incorporated. It was demonstrated that this can
be accomplished simply by fitting the activation energy of the two solid pyrolysis
reactions in the Broido-Shafizadeh kinetic model. The effect was shown to be a ~ 80
°C lower temperature of reaction which in combination with the catalyzed char and
gas forming reaction result in higher yields of these products but also in an increased
rate of conversion whereby the temperature of maximum liquid organics yield is
shifted downwards.
For the reactor parameters investigated in the experimental unit, modeling showed
that liquid organic yields exceeding 50 % daf. are possible if centrifugal acceleration
is increased to above 3·104 g or the particle size distribution is monodisperse. The
yield was expected to improve further if larger particles are employed in a reactor
designed to provide sufficient residence time. This indicated that the PCR is well
suited for flash pyrolysis of straw without having to finely mill the feed.
For the investigated straw particles and reactor parameters, the experimental results
and the model established that the yield of liquid organics does not increase
significantly above a centrifugal acceleration of 104 g. The highest yield at this level
was predicted to be 43 % daf. at a reactor temperature of 515 °C. At these conditions,
the specific capacity of the reactor on straw input was estimated to be 330 kg m-2 h-1.
The specific reactor capacity was found to be strongly influenced by centrifugal
acceleration and exceeding 104 g of nominal centrifugal accelerations was predicted to
significantly increase the capacity of the reactor.
Pilot runs were conducted, and it was concluded that straw-derived bio-oil is expected
to be able to obtain a proposed light-medium specification if char separation is
improved, water content reduced by fractional condensation, and nitrogen partitioning
controlled. It was attempted to combust the samples in two domestic furnaces,
normally operating on rapeseed oil, but neither unassisted ignition nor stable
operation was achieved. It was concluded that the observed behavior was caused by
iv
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the significantly higher specific pre-ignition energy addition needed by bio-oil and
that combustion in these burners was possible if relatively simple measures were
taken to increase heat transfer to fuel droplets immediately after atomization.
The most suitable option for commercializing the intellectual property rights obtained
during the project was identified by using strategic marketing planning techniques
combined with analysis of selected scenarios. It was found that for the coming three
years superior conditions for commercialization exit in the EU, mainly due to
implementation of the first phase of the Kyoto Protocol, but on a longer time scale
conditions in the US are likely to improve. Based on a SWOT analysis, two scenarios
for commercialization were identified, establishing an independent research company
or transferring the IPR to a multinational producer of agricultural equipment. It was
concluded that the objectives of the owners are better satisfied by transferring the
project to an established company in the agricultural machinery industry.
It was concluded that the objectives for the project were achieved, but several issues
are still poorly understood or have not been investigated. These include the effect on
yield distribution of feed water content and particle size. Solid particle movement in
the reactor also needs to be investigated more fundamentally, reactor heating by
combustion of pyrolysis gas verified, and the area specific reactor capacity
established. The project has demonstrated that in situ pyrolysis of straw is a promising
concept both technically and commercially, but a great deal of effort still remains.
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Dansk Resumé

Erfaringerne med forbrænding af halm opnået gennem et årti har vist, at en proces der
kan koncentrere energien på marken, fjerne aske og reducere logistikomkostningerne
ville gøre denne alternative energikilde betydelig mere attraktiv. Disse mål kan nås
med in situ flash pyrolyse, hvor halm bliver omdannet til bio-olie i marken og koks
efterlades på jorden for at forbedre jordstrukturen og tilføre mineraler. Ikke
kondenserbar pyrolysegas produceres også i processen, men bruges internt i
pyrolysatoren til produktion af den nødvendige varme.
Hovedformålene med dette Innovations Ph.d. projekt var at understøtte udviklingen af
en reaktor til in situ flash pyrolyse, konstruere et mindre stationært pilotanlæg,
karakterisere og teste halm bio-olie som flydende brændstof samt udvikle en
forretningsplan for kommercialisering af de opnåede resultater. Yderligere var det
ønsket at undersøge flash pyrolyse af halm generelt og udvikle et værktøj, der kunne
modellere den udviklede reaktors opførsel.
Ved hjælp af en litteraturundersøgelse af in situ flash pyrolyse blev det fastslået, at
reaktoren skal være kompakt på grund af den begrænsende plads i køretøjet og bruge
gas i stedet for koks til opvarmning. Reaktoren skal ydermere kunne udnytte relativt
store partikler for at begrænse kraftforbruget og have en horisontalopbygning for at
udnytte køretøjets form. Herudfra blev det konkluderet, at en ablativ reaktor uden
gasrecirkulation var bedst egnet til opgaven, og efterfølgende blev Pyrolyse
Centrifuge Reaktoren udviklet i et forsøg på at opnå disse mål. Den var designet som
et horisontalt opvarmet rør med en central rotor, der skaber en roterende gasstrømning
hvori biomassepartikler suspenderes. Centrifugalkraften tvinger de roterende partikler
ind mod rørvæggen hvor reaktionen sker.
I den første forsøgsserie blev der kun observeret en begrænset variation i udbyttet af
hovedprodukterne ved ændringer af reaktortemperatur og rotorhastighed. Det blev
konkluderet, at årsagen var såkaldt langsom pyrolyse reaktionsbetingelser skabt af en
ujævn temperaturfordeling på reaktorrøret, samt heterogen tjærekrakning i de kolde
zoner eller i den kombinerede koksseparator og opsamlingspotte. På grundlag af den
observerede hold-up tid, målt med uopvarmet reaktor, blev det konkluderet, at
partiklerne bevægede sig gennem reaktoren i stempelstrømning. Efterfølgende
undersøgelser af partikelstrømningen, foretaget med en glasversion af reaktoren,
afslørende dog, at materialet ikke bevægede sig som først antaget, men derimod
hobede sig op ved fødeporten for derefter at blive skudt ud af reaktoren. Reaktoren
blev derfor modificeret således, at partiklerne bevægede sig i stempelstrømning,
opvarmningen blev splittet op i zoner for at få en ensartet temperatur over røret, og
koksseparatoren og opsamlingspotten blev adskilt i to enheder for at begrænse
heterogen tjærekrakning.
Efter reaktoren var blevet modificeret blev der kørt en ny forsøgsserie, og nu udviste
udbyttet af reaktionsprodukterne en betydelig variation med reaktorparametrene, og
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en model blev udviklet for at beskrive udbyttefordelingen. Fastfase primær pyrolyse
og sekundær tjærekrakning i gasfase blev behandlet uafhængigt af hinanden i to
separate reaktorer. Omdannelse af partiklen blev behandlet som en pseudooverflade
reaktion, og selektiviteten mellem produkterne blev bestemt af partiklens
overfladetemperatur. Efter de primære reaktioner blev den dannede pyrolysegas og
gasformige tjære overført til en gasfase reaktor, med stempelstrømning, hvor tjæren
kunne krakke til gas. Den modificerede Broido-Shafizadeh kinetiske model blev
anvendt ved modelleringen. Modellen kunne anvendes direkte på de eksperimentelle
resultater opnået med fyrretræ, hvorimod to frie parametre blev estimerede ved
anvendelse på halmresultaterne. I begge tilfælde beskrev modellen de eksperimentelle
resultater tilfredsstillende, men afslørede samtidig, at den rumlige temperaturfordeling
i partiklerne havde været relativ jævn og at kriterierne for ablativ pyrolyse ikke havde
været opfyldt. Modellens evne til at beskrive produktudbytterne, trods den ikke
opfyldte antagelse om overfladereaktion, blev tilskrevet, at krakning af tjære i
partiklernes indre var af mindre betydning, og at den hårdhændede behandling i
reaktoren forhindrede, at der kunne dannes et isolerende kokslag på overfladen.
De eksperimentelle resultater udgør den første rapporterede systematiske
undersøgelse af halm flash pyrolyse i en ablativ (solid convective) reaktor.
Modellering af udbyttedistributionen viste, at den samme metodiske tilgangsvinkel
anvendt for træ er anvendelig, hvis der tages højde for den katalytiske effekt af
halmens askeindhold. Det blev demonstreret, at dette kunne gøres ved at tilpasse
aktiveringsenergien for de to faststof pyrolyse reaktioner i Broido-Shafizadeh
modellen. Det blev vist at effekten var en ~ 80 °C lavere reaktionstemperatur, hvilket
i kombination med den katalyserede koks og gas dannende reaktion resulterer i et
højere udbytte af disse produkter, men også i en øget konverteringshastighed hvorved
temperaturen for maksimalt tjæreudbytte sænkes.
For de reaktorparametre, der blev undersøgt i laboratoriereaktoren viste
modelleringen, at et udbytte af vandfri tjære på over 50 % daf. er muligt hvis
centrifugal accelerationen øges til over 3·104 g eller partikkelstørrelsesfordelingen er
monodispers. Udbyttet forventes at kunne øges yderligere hvis større partikler fødes
til en reaktor, der er designet til at give tilstrækkelig opholdstid. Dette indikerede at
den udviklede reaktor er velegnet til flash pyrolyse af halm uden, at skulle findele
råmaterialet først.
For de reaktorparametre, der blev undersøgt i laboratoriereaktoren fastslog de
eksperimentelle undersøgelser og modelleringen samstemmende at udbyttet af vandfri
tjære ikke øges væsentligt ved at hæve centrifugal accelerationen over 104 g. Det
højeste udbytte ved denne værdi blev forudsagt til at være 43 % daf. ved en
reaktortemperatur på 515 °C. Under disse forhold blev den specifikke reaktorkapacitet
estimeret til at være 330 kg m-2 h-1. Det blev fundet at den specifikke reaktorkapacitet
var stærkt afhængig af den anvendte centrifugal acceleration, og større værdier end
104 g blev forudsagt til at øge reaktorkapaciteten væsentligt.
I to pilotforsøg blev der fremstillet prøver af halm bio-olie, og efter analyse af disse
blev det konkluderet, at de vil kunne opfylde en fremtidig let-medium specifikation
hvis separation af koks blev forbedret, vandindholdet reduceret ved partiel
kondensering og nitrogenfordelingen mellem produkterne kontrolleret. Det blev
forsøgt at anvende den producerede bio-olie i to husholdningskedler, udviklet til
afbrænding af rapsolie, men hverken uassisteret antænding eller stabil forbrænding
viii
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blev opnået. Det blev konkluderet at begge dele skyldtes, at bio-olie dråberne
krævende en betydelig højere tilførsel af energi før antændelse, og at forbrænding i
sådanne systemer var mulig hvis kedlen blev modificeret således, at varmetransporten
til dråberne blev forøget efter forstøvning.
Den bedste måde at kommercialisere resultaterne opnået i projektforløbet blev
identificeret ved brug af strategiske marketingsplanlægningsteknikker kombineret
med analyse af udvalgte scenarier. Resultatet var at for de kommende tre år er der
ekstraordinært gode forhold for kommercialisering i EU, hovedsagelig på grund af
implementeringen af Kyoto Protokollens første fase, men samtidig forventes det, at
forholdene på længere sigt i USA og resten af verden vil forbedres. Ud fra en SWOT
analyse blev to scenarier for kommercialisering identificeret, etablering af et
uafhængigt forskningsfirma eller overførsel af patentrettighederne til en multinational
producent af landbrugsmaskiner. Det blev konkluderet, at ejernes ønsker blev bedst
tilfredsstillede ved at vælge den sidste løsning.
Slutteligt blev det konkluderet, at formålene med projektet var blevet opnåede, men at
forståelse eller yderligere undersøgelser stadig mangler på flere områder. Disse
områder omfatter råmaterialevandindholdets og partikelstørrelsesfordelingens
indflydelse på udbyttefordelingen. Partikelstrømningen i reaktoren skal også
undersøges mere fundamentalt, reaktoropvarmning ved forbrænding af pyrolysegas
konfirmeres og den arealspecifikke kapacitet bestemmes. Projektet har alt i alt
demonstreret, at in situ flash pyrolyse af halm er et lovende koncept både teknisk og
kommercielt, men et betydeligt arbejde venter stadig forude.
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Preface

Between 2002 and 2004, I was managing a company from St. Petersburg, Russia and
had the opportunity to visit our partners in the Fore-Caucasus on several occasions.
The widespread grain fields around the cities Rostov-on-Don, Krasnodar, and
Stavropol brought back memories of Ukraine and especially of Midwestern USA
where I had lived years back. It also started reflections on how the unused energy in
the form of straw left on the field as compost could be utilized. In my childhood, we
had a straw furnace at the farm where I grew up, but apart from the messy and labor
intensive jobs of collecting the straw and disposing the ash, it seemed obvious that
utilizing straw as fuel in power plants would not make economic sense in such
scarcely populated areas. After considering several options, it seemed clear to me that
employing flash pyrolysis to convert the straw to bio-oil in the field might just do the
trick. Accordingly, I established contact to the head of Department of Chemical and
Biochemical Engineering, Professor Kim Dam-Johansen, and he supported my ideas.
Due to the project’s practical nature and expected commercial interest, we applied for
funding in form of an Innovation Ph.D. scholarship and were successful.
This dissertation reports the progress we have achieved so far and sketches how we
plan to proceed with realizing my goal. There is still considerable work to be done
before I can fire up the tractor and go bio-oil harvesting, but when I look back today, I
realize that we are on the right track and have achieved what we set out to do during
the project.
Financial support for the project was received from the Technical University of
Denmark’s Innovation Ph.D. Program and from the Nordic Energy Research Program
and is gratefully acknowledged. However, the results reported in this dissertation are
the fruits of the people who have contributed directly and indirectly to the project.
Professor and main supervisor Kim Dam-Johansen was the first technically
knowledgeable person to support the concept, and he has continued to do so
throughout the years. I want to thank him and Associate Professor and co-supervisor
Peter A. Jensen for the rewarding discussions we have had. At Copenhagen Business
School, Managing Director and owner of Nor-Group, Troels Elgaard supervised the
business plan development and contributed with support and advice during our
sessions far in excess of what was expected. Engineer’s Assistant, Machinist S. V.
Madsen at the departmental workshop has been instrumental in constructing the
reactor and the experimental set-up, and I consider him a personal friend today. The
same goes for my other colleagues at the department, classmates at CBS, and
participants in the Nordic BiofuelGS program who all have been supportive and
contributed with valuable input. Rasmus Ebbesen, whom I meet in Russia, has been
by my side all the way and has even provided his work during the bio-oil combustion
trials. But above all, I want to thank my beautiful and loving wife Diana Bech who
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has been there for me when things did not turn out as expected. Without you it would
not have been possible.
I want to stress that all these people have had no part in possible inaccuracies and
errors for which I take sole responsibility.

Niels Bech
Kgs. Lyngby, February 2008
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Chapter 1: Introduction

For more than a decade straw has been utilized in Denmark as fuel in dedicated straw
furnace systems or by co-combustion [1]. Besides the positive environmental impact,
this practice has drawn attention to the negative aspects also associated with utilizing
this solid fuel.
Despite being considered a waste material from grain production, straw handling and
storage costs make it an expensive fuel compared to traditional fossil fuels. This is
reflected by the fact that the costs associated with logistics are approximately five
times the cost of raw straw on the field, see Figure 1.
The high logistic costs are caused in part by the low energy density. Straw has a
typical lower heating value of 14.9 MJ kg-1 [1], and to enhance storage and transport it
is compressed in Hesston bales whereby the density is increased to 139 kg m-3 [2].
However, the volume specific energy content is still only 2.1 GJ m-3 or about 7 % of
the value for mineral oil products.
Wheat Straw for Energy
Baling

Handling

Raking
Transport

Straw

Overhead
Interest
Insurance

Storage

Figure 1: Distribution of costs for straw delivered in Hesston bales to power plants under Danish
conditions [3, 4]. Based on data from [5].

On weight basis straw, like the biomass of other herbaceous species, contains
approximately 5 % ash including a high proportion of potassium (and associated
chloride) [1] due to the requirements of the fast-growing plant. When the ash is
subjected to the temperatures encountered during combustion, potassium chloride is
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partly melted making the ash sticky and promoting attachment to heat transfer
surfaces in the boiler. The results are reduced heat transfer and energy efficiencies [6]
and increased deposit formation and corrosion [7-9]. Operational costs are negatively
influenced by shut-downs for cleaning and repairs and accelerated deactivation of
catalytic air pollution control systems [10, 11]. In contrast to fly ash derived from
coal, combustion of straw yields an ash which can not be freely utilized in cement
production [12]. The potassium-rich ash may be used as fertilizer, but this option
would require the ash to be stored through the winter and transported back to the field
for distribution.
The aggregate effect of the above drawbacks translates into high total fuel costs which
tends to reduce the attractiveness of using the CO2 neutral straw as fuel even though it
is readily available in the temperate parts of the world [13]. A process which could
concentrate the energy, remove ash prior to combustion, and reduce the costs of
transport and storage would clearly represent a significant step in making straw a
more attractive fuel.
Flash pyrolysis is an irreversible thermo-chemical process in which organic material
is rapidly heated in the absence of oxygen, whereby the material is decomposed and
can be separated into distinct fractions of tar, char, and gas. Ash is largely retained in
the char, whereas the tar is a homogeneous mixture of organics/water commonly
referred to as bio-oil. Employing straw as raw material, the distribution between
fractions is roughly 50%, 30% and 20%, respectively, on dry mass basis [13]. At 25 %
wt. water content bio-oil has a lower heating value of 16 MJ kg-1 and a density of
1200 kg m-3 [14] resulting in an energy density nine times the value for raw straw.
Bio-oil viscosity is comparable to that of medium or heavy fuel oil, and burners for
these traditional industrial fuels can be utilized for bio-oil with few modifications
[15]. Gas or char may, depending on process conditions and yields, be combusted to
provide the required process heat. Obstacles with utilizing bio-oil seem to be limited
to polymerization resulting in increased viscosity and layer separation following
prolonged storage [16].
Interest in flash pyrolysis increased in the 1980’s, and the development has presently
reached a level where several large scale pilot facilities are operational [17]. These
plants mainly focus on exploiting materials derived from wood, but straw and other
agricultural residues such as bagasse have also been demonstrated to be suitable for
the process [18]. Commercial operation has so far been visualized as pyrolysis plants
employing local raw materials sourced within 25 km [19, 20], but this scheme will
inevitable be burdened by many of the drawbacks experienced by conventional straw
combusting power stations. These include the need to compress, transport, and store
high-volume straw, and the result is that the process has the potential to eliminate the
negative effects associated with the ash content, but the cost of straw-derived energy
may increase further and make straw still less attractive compared to fossil fuels.
An alternative to exploiting flash pyrolysis in stationary plants is to process straw in
situ, that is, to organize the operation on a tractor-propelled vehicle in the same
fashion as a baler and convert straw to bio-oil in the field, see Figure 2. The benefits
of the pyrolyzer will include that handling of straw is eliminated, char can be
distributed on the field for direct recycle of nutrients, and the volumetric transport and
storage space requirements are reduced substantially compared to straw. Addition of
pyrolytic char to agricultural soils has been found to increase soil fertility and biomass
2
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yield substantially [21-23] whereby long-term damage resulting from removal of
organic material from the field [24] is avoided [25]. Although char left on the field
decreases the potential yield of energy, the CO2 defying potential only suffers
marginally since the char represents a carbon sink created by the growing plants. In
the soil, char has been found to be stable for periods on the order of 102 to 103 years
[26] thus securing a viable tool for managing atmospheric CO2 concentration.

Figure 2: Schematic presentation of the pyrolyzer in operation on the field. Straw is processed by flash
pyrolysis in the pyrolyzer pulled by the tractor to obtain gas, tar (bio-oil), and char. The gas is
combusted internally to provide process heat, whereas char is distributed on the field. Bio-oil is
collected on board and transferred to a transport vessel on the field when full [3, 4].

The Ph.D. project reported in this dissertation has been dedicated to advancing in situ
flash pyrolysis of straw. The main results are summarized in the following chapters,
where the material is presented in chronological order, to help the reader gain an
overview of the subject. However, readers who are interested in specific sub-areas are
encouraged to consult the appendixes that contain detailed results and discussions of
the individual investigations. References to the appendixes are included in the text in
order to assist the reader locate the material which has his specific interest.
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Chapter 2: Objectives and Approach

The overall objectives for this Innovation Ph.D. project were to support the
development of a reactor for in situ flash pyrolysis of straw and to compile a business
plan for the commercialization of the results. These objectives were further specified
to include the goals listed below.

2.1

Scientific Goals

Due to the predominate focus on wood as feedstock in earlier studies, it was desired to
increase the understanding of straw flash pyrolysis especially in relation to ablative
reactors. It was planed to study the primary variables of interest which were perceived
to be reactor conversion rate and yields of the principal fractions as influenced by
process parameters such as reactor and gas phase temperatures, gas phase residence
time, and straw particle size. The ultimate goal was to obtain a model, design
equations, or procedures capable of predicting the performance of straw in the
developed reactor.

2.2

Engineering Goals

The main engineering goal was to identify a reactor for in situ flash pyrolysis of straw
by investigating the special requirements for this mode of operation. This task should
ultimately result in the construction of a bench-scale unit for installation in the
laboratory. The lab unit should be suitable for collecting the experimental data needed
to complete the scientific goals.
It was furthermore desired to prepare the lab reactor in order to operate continuously
for longer periods of time in order to approach pilot-plant scale. The ultimate goal was
to obtain a small operational pilot plant in order to demonstrate the process under
conditions approaching those the full scale pyrolyzer will be subjected to.
The engineering goals related to the product included characterizing and comparing
bio-oil samples produced in the pilot plant runs to samples from other flash pyrolysis
facilities by analyzing basic physical and chemical properties. Furthermore, it was
planed that combustion trials should confirm the suitability of straw bio-oil as a liquid
fuel replacement.

2.3

Commercial Goals

The commercial goals were to analyze the potential of the intellectual property rights
obtained through the research and to explore possible schemes to realize this potential
following the completion of the project. Since the project was organized as an
Innovation Ph.D. project, the commercial findings were required to be compiled in a
business plan.

Objectives and Approach
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Chapter 3: Results and Discussion

The main scientific, engineering, and commercial results are summarized below. For a
detailed account the reader is directed to the appendixes at the back of the dissertation.
In Appendix A the requirements for an in situ reactor are identified and
recommendations for basic reactor design given. Design and specifications for the
constructed bench-scale reactor system are presented in Appendix B. Appendix C
contains the preliminary experimental results obtained with the reactor system [27].
The experimental results obtained with the reactor system after optimization and the
model which was used to describe the results are presented in Appendix D [28].
Appendix E contains a procedure for predicting the elementary composition of fuels
by use of a bomb calorimeter [29]. Appendix F reports the results of pilot runs on the
experimental set-up and the combustion trials, and discusses the fuel properties of the
produced bio-oil samples. Patent applications for in situ pyrolysis of biomass [30] and
the developed reactor system [31] are presented in Appendixes G and H, respectively.
Finally, Appendix I contains the business plan in form of the thesis from the Graduate
Diploma in Business Administration Program at Copenhagen Business School.

3.1

Scientific and Engineering Results

3.1.1 Pyrolysis Centrifuge Reactor
Several reactor designs have been found suitable for flash pyrolysis of biomass, but
the review presented in Appendix A of these reactors and the requirements of the in
situ process (Table 1) revealed that none were well suited. The restricted size of the
vehicle implies that the reactor should have a high volumetric and weight-specific
capacity in order to obtain the desired capacity. In addition, it should utilize gas rather
than char for heating due to the inability to store the former on board. Furthermore, in
order to reduce mechanical power consumption, the reactor should be able to operate
with relatively large particles and should be arranged horizontally in order to take
advantage of the shape of the vehicle. It was concluded that a reactor of ablative
design operating without gas recirculation was the best choice.
The Pyrolysis Centrifuge Reactor (PCR) was developed in an attempt to
accommodate these findings. The concept of the PCR is described in detail in
Appendix H and one manifestation is depicted in Figure 3. It consists of a horizontal,
heated pipe into which particles are introduced tangentially and slide across the inner
surface. The motion of the particles is caused by a swirling gas flow established by a
rotor placed within the pipe. Due to the centrifugal acceleration acting on the particles
firm, contact with the wall is established whereby heat transfer is maximized. Char
particles are separated from the pyrolysis vapors continuously by a tangential outlet at
the end of the reactor pipe. Vapors continue into the direct bio-oil condenser through
ports in the rotor flange. The condenser is placed within the rotor and is supplied with
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a flow of cool bio-oil through the axel at the char-discharge end. The cool bio-oil is
discharged to the condenser packing through the entire condenser length by a
perforated lance. Since the condenser rotates and is conical, the bio-oil flows towards
the feed end. Here, a stationary scraper ensures that the liquid is removed from the
condenser wall and discharged along with uncondensed gas through the hollow feedend axel. Heating of the PCR is accomplished by a pyrolysis gas fired burner arranged
around the reactor pipe.

Table 1: Requirements and constraints for an in situ pyrolyzer.

Specification

Value

Weight/volume specific capacity
Acceptable particle feed size
Bio-oil yield
Maximum weight
Heat-up time
Source of thermal energy
Time between service
Capacity
Mechanical power demand
Length
Width
Height

As high as possible
As high as possible
As high as possible
As low as possible
As low as possible
Pyrolysis gas
> 250 h
> 10 t h-1
< 112 kW
< 12 m
< 3.3 m
< 4.0 m

Table 2: Reported flash pyrolysis yields of main fractions in weight percent of feed on moisture free
basis under specified process conditions for full-scale, pilot, and bench reactors. Results have been
normalized, if needed, to obtain full mass balance closure. To obtain bio-oil yield, add yields of
organics and water. FB (fluid bed); AV (Ablative vortex); AP (ablative plate); Mill (ablative pyrolysis
mill); VRT (vapor residence time); MSW (municipal solid waste); PS (particle size); * water of
reaction estimated (not reported in source) [13].

Reactor
Type
FB (ash)
FB
FB
Mill
FB
AP
Cone
FB
FB
FB
FB
FB
AV

8

Org.
% db.
40
52
69
34
45
59
36
51
66
45
41
65
56

Gas
% db.
30
25
5
37
15
5
40
16
11
18
21
10
13

Char
% db.
20
19
14
17
29
26
12
18
12
29
30
13
18

Water
% db.
10
4
12
12*
11*
10
12*
15
11
8
8*
12*
13

Temp.
°C
500
575
500
550
473
600
600
515
504
550
450
430
625

VRT
ms
n.a.
520
600
90,000
8,100
1,710
490
500
500
500
3,000
n.a.
300

Feedstock

PS
µm
MSW
<1200
Wheat straw <595
Poplar
<595
Pine
595-841
Fir
300-425
Pine
<6250
Pine
200
Wheat chaff <1000
Poplar
<1000
Wheat straw <250
Wheat straw <1000
Hardwood
<1000
Pine
<3200

[32]
[33]
[34]
[35]
[36]
[37]
[38]
[18]
[18]
[18]
[18]
[38]
[39]
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Ring burners

Feed entrance

Reactor wall
Cooling liquid
entrance

Char exit
Bio-oil + gas exit

Hydraulic
seal
Cooling liquid
entrance

Furnace casing

Feed entrance
Ring burners
Scraper
Hydraulic
seal

Bearings
Bearings
Condenser
ports
Rotor blade
Char exit
Insulation Condenser
Cooling liquid
packing
lance
Bio-oil + gas exit
Figure 3: Pyrolysis Centrifuge reactor.
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Placing the bio-oil condenser within the hot reactor and utilizing the created
centrifugal acceleration for particle separation serve several purposes:
1. Utilize available space. Since the heat transfer takes place on the surface of the
reactor pipe, scaling is accomplished by increasing pipe radius and/or length. For
a given reactor length the available heat transfer area will be proportional to the
pipe radius squared, whereas the volume within the rotor is proportional to the
pipe radius cubed. Accordingly, when the reactor is scaled free space within the
rotor is created that would otherwise be lost. Furthermore, since reactor,
condenser, and particle separation is integrated in one unit, no bulky vapor piping
is needed.
2. Reduce gas residence time. Liquid organics yield is reduced when organic vapors
are cracked to gas (see Appendix A). Eliminating piping reduces the time at which
vapors are kept at reactor temperature and therefore increases liquid organics
yield.
3. Avoid premature condensation. Organic vapors start to condense on surfaces
maintained below approximately 400 °C and cause piping to plug (see Appendix
F). With no external hot piping this will not be an issue.
4. Minimize heat-up time. To avoid condensation piping needs to be heated to above
400 °C before vapors are admitted. Since external piping is eliminated, heat-up
time is reduced.

Figure 4: Simplified flow chart for the final version of the bench-scale reactor system.

A bench-scale version of the PCR was developed in order to study the performance
and collect data from experiments where straw was employed as feedstock. From a
review of the published flash pyrolysis results (see Table 2), it could be established
that in order to maximize the yield of liquid organics, the reactor temperature would
likely fall in the range 450 to 600 °C, while gas residence times as low as 500 ms
were foreseen. The yield of liquid organics was expected to increase with rotor speed,
10
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or equivalently centrifugal acceleration (e.g. expressed in units of gravity g), so this
parameter was specified to be as high as possible but considering what could be
achieved with conventional machine elements (i.e. bearings and axel seals).
Table 3: Specifications and main dimensions for the experimental set-up.

Reactor Specifications

Value

Unit

Overall pipe length
Pipe length, entrance to exit (c-c)
Pipe inner diameter, avg.
Pipe particle-swept area
Rotor diameter
Wall-to-rotor-wing clearance, min
Motor, rated power max
Rotor speed, max
Centrifugal force at wall, max

200
137
81.4
3.50⋅10-2
60.3
2.2
0.37
2.0⋅104
1.8⋅104

mm
mm
mm
m2
mm
mm
kW
rpm
g

Reactor Heating

Horst heating cable HSQ, 4 zones

Zone-split over full pipe length
Cable temperature, max
Heating power, all zones
Tracing Temperature, max
Gas preheater temperature, max
Gas preheater power

3:1:3:4
900
1870
450
540
750

Temperature Sensors

K-type thermocouple

Accuracy @ 500 ºC

±2.0

Gas Pump

Rietschle Thomas VTE8 (rotary vane)

Reactor gas volume
System total hot gas volume

0.44
0.50

Feeder

AccuRate MOD304M with centerless helix

Feed rate (straw particles), max

2.4

Gas Meter

IGA AC5M, positive displacement, temp. comp.

Gas flow, max
Accuracy

5
±0.5

(length)
ºC
W
ºC
ºC
W
ºC
L
L
kg h-1
Nm3 h-1
% vol.

Figure 4 shows a sketch of the bench-scale version of the PCR which was constructed
and installed in the lab. Feed particles are dosed by the screw feeder to the tangential
reactor entrance. Within the horizontally oriented reactor pipe, a three-winged rotor
creates a swirling gas flow within which the particles are suspended. Due to the
rotation they slide across and are forced against the reactor wall which is heated by
four electrical heating elements separately controlled by thermocouples machined into
the outer surface. While undergoing reaction the particles move down the reactor pipe
before leaving suspended in the gas through the tangential outlet. Larger char particles
are removed by a change-in-flow separator, while fines are collected by the following
cyclone. Vapors are condensed in a direct condenser filled with previously produced
bio-oil and cooled by a helix through which tap water flows. In order to collect the
aerosols not retained by the condenser, the gas flows to a coalescer filled with fibrous
11
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ROCKWOOL® insulation material, where droplets of bio-oil are formed and flow by
gravity to a flask mounted below. The clean incondensable gas is pumped to a preheater before it reenters behind the rotor at the reactor inlet. Excess gas flows through
a tap water cooled glass condenser before it is measured by a temperature
compensated gas meter and collected. The reactor is maintained at atmospheric
pressure and is controlled by setting wall temperature, rotor speed, and the gas
recirculation rate by adjusting a valve in front of the gas pump. Following a run, gas
residence time can be calculated based on the performance curve of the positive
displacement gas pump and the yield data. Specifications and dimensions for the
system are displayed in Table 3, and Appendix B contains detailed specifications and
construction drawings of the lab system.
Contrary to the full-scale PCR, the experimental unit does not feature heating by
combustion of the generated pyrolysis gas, internal char separation, or an integrated
condenser. It was selected not to include these features due to the desire for increased
temperature control, the small size of the system, and the complexity they would add.
It does, however, feature the possibility for recirculation of gas in order to control gas
residence time independently of feed rate and the other reactor parameters.

3.1.2 Preliminary Experimental Results
The preliminary experimental runs were conducted with the intention to collect yield
data for model development and are described in detail in Appendix C. During this
series of runs, the reactor system was slightly differently configured compared to the
final layout described above as the change-in-flow char separator and the connected
flask for particle collection were integrated in one unit. Furthermore, reactor heating
had not yet been split in zones, but the entire reactor surface was heated by a single
heating element controlled by a centrally mounted thermocouple. As illustrated in
Figure 5, the latter feature resulted in an uneven temperature profile, and the
temperature at the inlet was between 159 and 109 °C below the set-point for the
temperature range 450 to 600 °C. Unfortunately, this was not discovered until later
but contributed to the unexpected results as discussed below.
700
650

Temperature [°C]

600
550
500
450
400
350
300
Inlet

Center
Sensor position

Outlet

Figure 5: Temperature profiles on empty reactor pipe with position and set point (equal to center
value). Results shown for set points equal to 450, 500, 600, and 650 °C.
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Determining the yield of liquid organics required that the water content of the bio-oil
was determined for the condenser fluid before and after a run and for the fraction of
bio-oil collected from the coalescer. This is traditionally accomplished by Karl Fisher
titration [14], but it was found, and reported in Appendix C, that the results obtained
with this method and the measured refractive index correlated well as seen in Figure
6. Thus, water determination by refractive index measurement was used throughout
the project which reduced the experimental workload considerably. Furthermore, for
future full scale operation of a pyrolyzer, the found correlation will allow inline realtime determination of bio-oil water content.

C w ater [% wt.]

100
90

Wheat Straw

80

Pine Wood

70
60
50
40
30

y = 523.52x2 - 1981.5x + 1803.8
R 2 = 0.9936

20
10
0
1.3000

1.3500

1.4000

1.4500

1.5000

nD [-]

Figure 6: Water content determined by Karl Fischer titration with refractive index at 30.0 °C for wheat
straw and pine wood bio-oil mixtures.

Experimental runs were performed with both wheat straw and pine wood at various
combinations of nominal centrifugal acceleration (4.9·103 – 1.7·104 g) and reactor
wall temperature (480 – 620 °C), while gas residence time was fixed at 2.0±0.5 and
2.2±0.6 s for wheat and pine, respectively. The feed material was prepared by
crushing pellets of wheat straw and pine wood followed by sieving to obtain particles
below 1.4 mm. Mean mass diameter (MMD), as determined by sieve analysis, was
630 µm for both feeds.
For the yield of liquid, char, and gas (Figure 7), as well as the average molecular
weight of the latter and the water content of the former, only slight trends were
observed. This was unexpected as the yields normally change markedly within this
temperature range (see e.g. Appendix A). Maximum yield of liquid organics was 35
% daf. for wheat straw obtained at 1.0·104 g and 524 °C. Compared to the highest
reported liquid yield for ablative reactors operated with pine wood, the maximum 46
% daf. yield for pine wood at 4.9·103 g and 585 °C was 28 % (relative) below.
The particle flow behavior was investigated by measuring the hold-up time in cold
runs. Due to the linear relationship found between inverse feed rate and residence
time and the insensitive response to gas flow rate and rotor speed, it was concluded
that the particles traveled through the reactor in plug flow. This is also reported in
Appendix C.
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0
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10,071 G
Char

17,004 G
Gas

Figure 7: Yield of liquid, char, and gas for pine wood (top) and wheat straw with reactor wall
temperature and centrifugal force.

Based on an analysis of earlier reported mechanisms acting to reduce liquid organics
yield and a mass balance, it was in Appendix C concluded that the low liquid organics
yields were caused by the non-uniform temperature profile on the reactor pipe. The
identified mechanism was that particles undergoing pyrolysis did so partially through
a competitive low temperature reaction (i.e. slow pyrolysis by R3 in Figure 13) which
favors formation of char, water, and gas. In addition, heterogeneous tar cracking at the
cold zones or in the combined char separator and catch pot was suspected as a
possible source of especially gas. Cracking of tar within particles was ruled out as a
significant mechanism due to the low specific surface area (1.2 – 1.5 m2 g-1) of the
char product as measured by BET adsorption.

3.1.3 Reactor Optimization
The disappointing yield of liquid organics obtained in the preliminary runs in
conjunction with the suspected causes prompted the particle flow to be investigated in
more detail. Since only the extremes of the reactor pipe had been maintained at a
temperature below the set-point during the initial runs, the extent of the identified
slow pyrolysis conditions seemed excessive unless the solid material flow deviated
from the desired mono layer plug flow. This idealized flow pattern is characterized by
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that all particles rest on and travel at constant speed across the reactor surface,
whereby vapors can leave the reacting particle layer without encountering cold
particles on which condensation can occur or char surfaces that promote cracking of
liquid organics.
A copy of the reactor pipe was fabricated in glass, whereby full view of the particle
flow was possible under cold runs. These runs showed that the observed hold-up time
was not caused by particles progressively filling the surface of the reactor but rather
that the material was retained at the reactor entrance. Here, it formed a relatively thick
layer limited in size by six mm cutouts in the rotor blades. These cutouts were
designed to create an entrance zone where particles could be gently accelerated to full
speed without hitting the blades. However, as shown in Figure 8, the cutouts
combined with the shape of the tangential inlet caused the feed material to be retained
at the entrance, and when a sufficient amount of material had collected, a pulse
rapidly moved down the reactor. Since the amount of material trapped at the inlet
corresponded to the capacity of the reactor surface, if it had been filled with a mono
layer of particles, this behavior had wrongly been interpreted as proof for that the flow
was as desired. Accordingly, the particle flow pattern could more appropriately be
compared to a stirred tank reactor where the main part of the residence time was spent
in a relatively thick layer at the cold reactor inlet, while most of the reactor surface
was not utilized for heat transfer.

Figure 8: Reactor fitted with glass pipe during a cold run before it was modified. Notice the thick layer
of material retained at and to the left of the entrance and the separating ring-shaped pulse that is
moving towards the exit situated at the lower right hand corner (not visible).

The observed particle flow behavior supported the findings of the preliminary
experimental runs. When the feed material was retained at the entrance, and only
shortly utilized the remainder of the reactor surface, the heat transfer at this position
was dominating. Since the temperature controller was connected to a thermocouple
mounted at the center of the pipe, where heat transfer was insignificant, the
temperature distribution was further skewed compared to the profiles shown in Figure
5. Accordingly, the material was pyrolyzed at temperatures which as a minimum were
100 °C lower than the temperature set point whereby slow pyrolysis was promoted.
Furthermore, condensation in the piping had earlier been observed if the tracing
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temperature was not maintained above 400 °C, and since vapors were released within
the cold layer, condensation on solid particles could be expected. Condensation
followed by re-pyrolysis lead to a reduction of the liquid organic yield and an increase
in the yield of char, gas, and water. Although the char surface does not participate
actively, this process is analogous to the mechanism for heterogeneous char induced
tar cracking through adsorption proposed in Appendix C.
Further experimentation with the glass reactor revealed that a flow approaching the
desired mono layer plug-flow could be established by eliminating the dead volume
formed by the rotor cutouts and by attaching several rings to the inside wall. As a
further precaution, a twisted strip was attached to the wall at the entrance in order to
sweep the feed material away and preventing it from being trapped. The rings were
found to slow down particle speed across the surface whereby surface coverage and
particle residence time were increased. The effectiveness of these modifications was
ascertained in the glass reactor by photographing the flow of altering portions of straw
particles undyed and dyed at feed rates and centrifugal accelerations comparable to
those used in the experimental runs (~24 g min-1; 4.9·103, 1.0·104, 1.7·104 g) and in
the later pilot runs (~40 g min-1; 1.0·104 g). In the series of pictures, the dividing line
between the differently colored feeds could be identified as it moved through the
reactor. By converting the pictures to monochrome and analyzing the pixel count, it
was computed that at 1.0·103 g centrifugal acceleration 41 % and 53 % of the reactor
surface was covered by particles at the feed rates mentioned above, respectively.
Accordingly, it was concluded that the desired plug flow was established but the
reactor surface was still not fully utilized at the employed feed rates. These
modifications were implemented in the steel reactor as shown in Figure 9 (top left and
right) and described in Appendix B in detail.

Figure 9: Reactor details: One mm thick by four mm wide flow guide rings on the reactor wall (top
left) and assumed gas velocity profile in the gap between rotor tip and reactor wall (bottom left). To the
right, a view in to the modified reactor pipe with the entrance port in the foreground, the helix strips at
both ends, and the rings welded to the wall.
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Figure 10: Yield of liquid organics (o), gas (g), and solids (s) and model predictions (lines) with
temperature for pine wood at 1.7·103 g (left) and wheat straw at three centrifugal accelerations (right).
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The heating system was split into four zones with independent temperature control in
order to assure that the entire pipe surface was supplied with the heat necessary to
maintain the set point. Finally, the char separator and catch pot were separated in
order to limit contact between char and vapor whereby char-induced heterogeneous
tar cracking could be further suppressed.

3.1.4 Final Experimental Results and Modeling
After the system had been modified, a new series of experimental runs were
performed in order to collect data for modeling. In addition to wheat straw, runs with
pine wood were again included in order to use the results as a reference in the
modeling work. The conditions employed were similar to those used in the
preliminary runs, but the vapor residence time was reduced to 0.6±0.3s and 0.7±0.2s
for wheat and pine, respectively. A full description and discussion of results can be
found in Appendix D.
As seen from Figure 10, the yields of the principal fractions now varied markedly
with reactor conditions. The liquid organics yield of pine wood increased steeply with
temperature from the lowest investigated temperature of 475 °C but stabilized or
declined slightly from 525 °C and up to 600 °C. The opposite behavior was observed
for the collected solids (i.e. unreacted wood and char). The gas yield increased
steadily over the investigated temperature domain. For pine wood, all the experiments
were conducted at a nominal centrifugal acceleration of 1.0·103 g, and the highest
yield of liquid organics was 52 % daf. (51 % db.) obtained at 525 °C.
The influence of temperature on the yields of the principal fraction for wheat straw
followed the same pattern as pine wood. However, yields of char and gas were
generally higher and the increase in liquid organics yield not as rapid with
temperature. The temperature at which the maximum yield of liquid organics was
obtained decreased with centrifugal acceleration whereas the yield increased from 43
% daf. (40 % db.) at 575 °C and 4.9·103 g to 46 % daf. (43 % db.) at 520 °C and
1.7·104 g.
Pyrolysis Centrifuge Reactor
Gas-phase reactor (tar cracking)
Gas
Gas
(purge)

Plug Flow

Organics

Biomass

Heat-up

Reaction

Solid-phase reactor (biomass pyrolysis)
t2
t1

Gas

Water

Transport

Bio-Oil

Char
Unconv.
biomass

Solids

tn

Figure 11: Model outline and convention for reactor streams.

As detailed in Appendix D and references [40-42], a model was developed to describe
the yield of the principal fractions with reaction parameters. Figure 11 outlines the
overall approach taken to model the reactions in the PCR. Conceptually, solid-phase
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primary pyrolysis and secondary tar cracking in gas phase were treated in separate
reactors although numerically solved simultaneously. Particles are introduced in the
solid reactor where they travel in plug flow undergoing heat up, reaction, and
transport of char. For some particles, conversion is not completed before they are
discharged from the reactor, whereby the collected solids are a mixture of char and
unconverted biomass. Following solid pyrolysis reaction, the formed pyrolysis gas
and vapors are injected into the plug flow gas-phase reactor where the vapors undergo
cracking to gas. The numerical method resulted in a number of discrete time steps
which were automatically sized to avoid numerical inaccuracies.
Temperature

Temperature

Original
surface

Moving
surface

Surface heat
flux

Time

r=0

Surface heat
flux

r = RSurf

r=0

r = RSurf

Figure 12: Schematic illustration of solid material undergoing surface decomposition at time t (left)
and t +∆t.

Conversion of the biomass particles was treated as a pseudo-surface reaction. As
discussed in Appendix D, for ablative pyrolysis, the steep temperature gradient earlier
observed experimentally combined with a reaction rate which is strongly dependent
on temperature suggested that reaction is concentrated in a relatively thin shell at the
surface. The reaction scheme was coined pseudo in order to stress that particle density
was considered constant, whereby any reaction within the particle also resulted in
movement of the surface towards the centre rather than formation of a porous system.
Figure 12 illustrates the surface decomposition of a solid material under high heat flux
conditions. Drying of the particles was not considered in the model and the enthalpy
of reaction assumed to be insignificant compared to the sensible heat.

Organics
Biomass

R1

R4

Gas

R2
ILC
R3
γg Gas + (1-γg) Char

Figure 13: The Broido-Shafizadeh model for biomass pyrolysis.

The modified Broido-Shafizadeh kinetic scheme was applied in the modeling, see
Figure 13. The shrinking particle is converted to an Intermediate Liquid Compound
(ILC) which in turn is further degraded to the final pyrolysis products tar, gas, and
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char. Only the formation of ILC was assumed to determine the degradation rate of the
particle, whereas the split between products was determined by the surface
temperature of the particle. Heat transfer to the particle was assumed to originate from
wall-particle contact only. In addition, slabs and cylinders were assumed to be
indefinite and during conversion particles of slab geometry only submitted to wall
contact on one side, whereas cylinders and spheres were evenly exposed to the hot
surface due to rotation. Further, it was established that the gas flow was turbulent and
it was assumed that the velocity profile between rotor tip and wall (Figure 9, left
bottom) could be described by a power law. Particle residence times for the
investigated combinations of rotor speed and feed rate were measured directly in cold
flow experiments with the modified glass reactor.
Discretization by orthogonal collocation was used to approximate the transient
temperature profile inside the particle. Integration of the coupled differential
equations was performed using the FORTRAN-based semi-implicit Runge-Kuta
integration routine SIRUKE. As the feed materials used in the experiments were not
homogeneous with regard to particle size, the code was set up to repeat the
calculations for each ASTM screen size between 106 and 1180 µm using the
arithmetic mean as twice the characteristic particle dimension. Results for the
combined feed were obtained by taking the weighted average yields using the sieve
mass fraction as weights. Pine particles were modeled as cylinders and wheat as
spheres based on their appearance in a light microscope.
Kinetic parameters were directly available for pine wood (see Appendix D), whereby
the model for this material had no free parameters. For wheat straw it is known [43]
that the higher ash content has a pronounced catalytic effect on the pyrolytic reactions
favoring formation of char and gas by reducing the activation energies of the
corresponding reactions. Accordingly, the distribution between char and gas (γg) and
the pre-exponential factors were left equal to those of pine, and the gas phase cracking
of tar was assumed to be unaffected by the ash which to a large degree was found to
be retained in the solids for the investigated temperature domain. Thus, the activation
energies for R1 and R3 were left as free parameters and visually fitted to the
experimental data simultaneously for the three investigated rotor speeds. Reductions
of 14 % and 4.5 %, for the two reactions, respectively, were found suitable.
As seen from the correspondence between model predictions and experimental results
shown in Figure 10 and Figure 14 (left) the model described the PCR acceptably for
both raw materials. Figure 14 (right) shows the predicted influence of particle size on
the yield of liquid organics. Optimum liquid organics yield under the investigated
conditions at 1.7·104 g for straw was predicted for particle sizes close to the mean
mass diameter (MMD) of the investigated distribution. It is noted that the optimum
temperature for this particle size was lower than what was predicted for the entire
distribution. The reason for this behavior is that particles below approximately
0.8·MMD require considerably higher temperatures to minimize the fraction of
biomass passing through the reactor unconverted. In contrast, particles several times
lager than MMD require a relative long residence time for conversion and the
optimum temperature is limited upwards by the rapidly increasing organics cracking
above 500 to 550 °C, an effect which is less pronounced for the smaller particles
where the decreasing centrifugal acceleration and thus heat transfer tend to favor
higher temperatures. It was found that loss of potential organic yield due to char
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formation was not responsible for the decrease in liquid yield for particle sizes
different from the MMD as the result of the increased optimum reactor temperature
was to increase gas but lower char yield. The implications would be that in order to
maximize the yield of organics the reactor should be designed to suit the relevant
particle size and that fines and over-sizes should be avoided (or removed) in the
preceding size-reduction process.
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Figure 14: Left: Simulated optimum reactor temperature (broken line) needed to maximize liquid
organics yield expressed on daf. basis (dots) as functions of dimensionless centrifugal acceleration
compared with experimental results (symbols). Full line shows relative reactor capacity (proportional
to inverse conversion time) with dimensionless centrifugal acceleration for straw particles of mean
mass diameter (MMD). Right: Simulated reactor temperature for optimum organic yield (broken line)
with relative particle size for wheat straw (MMD≡1). Optimum organic yield (dots) and unconverted
straw yield for particle size also shown (full line). All conditions equal to those investigated
experimentally at 1.7⋅104 g.

The model also revealed a relatively flat spatial temperature profile for a straw
particle of MMD throughout conversion under typical conditions (550 °C; 1.7·103 g)
and that the criterions for ablative pyrolysis, defined by bounds on the Biot number Bi
and Thermal Thiele modulus Th, were not satisfied [44, 45]:
Bi ≥ 1
Th >> 1
The ablative envelope is characterized by internal control of particle heating and that
solid degradation proceeds faster than the inward solid heating rate. Therefore reactor
parameters in combination with particle properties determine whether the conditions
under which a particle is converted can be defined as ablative. Simulations with
particles with diameters five times higher than the MMD employed in the experiments
and unchanged reactor parameters showed that the ablative conditions were satisfied
here. Under these conditions the surface temperature of the particles is almost
constant during conversion, for straw particles 319 °C compared to 405 °C for wood.
Although the ablative conditions favor the yield of liquid organics, this is not
observed for the investigated reactor parameters since particles sufficiently large to be
converted ablatively leave the reactor before they are fully converted (Figure 14
right).
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The ability of the model to describe the system despite the invalidated surface reaction
assumption was attributed to that cracking of tar within the particle had been found
[46] to be negligible under similar conditions and that the violent movement of the
particle across the reactor surface would hinder formation of an insulating char layer.
Furthermore, despite the computation of the primary distribution between products
was based on the surface temperature, this would not have introduced significant error
due to the homogenous spatial temperature. Accordingly, it was suggested that the
terms ablative char peeling (see Figure 15) or solid convective should be used in place
of ablative to more accurately describe the form of flash pyrolysis taking place in the
PCR with the employed reactor parameters and particle properties, even though the
latter term generally is applied to systems where heat transfer takes place on a metal
surface directly.
A. Ablative

B. Pore-forming

C. “Ablative char peeling”

Figure 15: Idealized visual presentation of flash pyrolysis schemes.

3.1.5 Extension of Model Results
The experimental results represent the first reported systematic investigation of straw
flash pyrolysis in an ablative (i.e. solid convective) reactor defined as a reactor where
heat transfer takes place directly between a heated wall and the biomass. Modeling of
the yield distribution has shown that the same approach as used for wood feedstock is
applicable if the catalytic effect of the ash content is incorporated. It has been
demonstrated that this can be accomplished simply by fitting the activation energy of
the two solid pyrolysis reactions.
Straw has been shown experimentally to generate lower yields of liquid organics and
increased yields of gas and char compared to wood under the same reaction
conditions. These differences are the result of the changed kinetics caused by the
catalytic ash content. Straw has been shown by modeling to be depolymerized at a
temperature on the order of 80 °C lower than that of wood which in combination with
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the catalyzed slow pyrolysis reaction increase the char and gas yields. However, the
lower temperature of reaction also results in a higher heat transfer to the reacting
particle and that less energy is required to bring the particle to the reaction
temperature whereby the particle is converted faster. This in turn results in a higher
conversion for a given solid residence time and shifts the temperature of maximum
liquid organics yield down compared to wood. These effects are not evident from the
experimental results due to differences in particle morphology, size distribution, and
physical properties between straw and wood feeds but are demonstrated in Figure 16
where the reactor parameters and feed material properties from the straw runs at 104 g
are simulated with straw and wood kinetics.
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Figure 16: Simulated yield of liquid organics (Yo) and unconverted biomass (Yb) with reactor
temperature. All conditions identical to straw experimental runs at 104 g except kinetics: Straw kinetics
(s) and wood kinetics (w).

The experimental runs have demonstrated that liquid organics yields for wheat straw
similar to the results reported in Table 2 are possible with the PCR. For the reactor
parameters investigated in the experimental unit, modeling has shown that yields
exceeding 50 % daf. are possible if centrifugal acceleration is increased to above 3·104
g or the particle size distribution is monodisperse within 0.3·MMD to 3·MMD.
However, due to the stable and higher surface (i.e. reaction) temperature which is
predicted for larger particles where pyrolysis takes place in the ablative regime, the
yield is expected to increase somewhat if larger particles are employed in a reactor
designed to provide sufficient residence time. The predicted influence of particle size
has not been confirmed experimentally but indicates that the PCR is well suited for
flash pyrolysis of straw without having to finely mill the feed. The challenge is rather
to prepare a flowable material without creating fines.
For the investigated straw particles and reactor parameters, the experimental results
and the model have established that the yield of liquid organics does not increase
significantly above a centrifugal acceleration of 104 g. The highest yield at this level is
predicted to be 43 % daf. at a reactor temperature of 515 °C. However, it should be
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considered that maximization of liquid organic yield is not a sufficient criterion if the
reactor relies on pyrolysis gas for heating. The yield of combustible gas is not directly
available from the model, because the water of reaction is included in the predicted
gas yield, but based on a run performed at 104 g and 525 °C the yield will be on the
order of 15 % daf. The higher heating value of the pyrolysis gas was in Appendix D
determined to be 11.2 MJ kg-1 and the heat capacity of straw is 2.4 kJ kg-1 K-1 [47].
Accordingly, the ratio between needed and available thermal energy will for these
conditions roughly be 0.7 based on that the raw material is heated to the reaction
temperature. This estimate does not include the heat load from water evaporation from
the raw material and that the burner efficiency will be lower than unity. Accordingly,
for a pyrolysis gas fired reactor, it may be necessary to increase the reactor
temperature in excess of that determined optimal in terms of liquid organics yield and
thereby reduce the yield of liquid organics.
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Figure 17: Simulated specific straw capacity of the PCR with reactor wall temperature and centrifugal
acceleration for spherical wheat straw particles with a diameter of 630 µm. Particles are assumed
arranged in a hexagonal lattice on the surface and converted 99 % wt.

The specific capacity of the reactor is of interest because it determines the size of a
reactor for a given production. Since the solid movement in the reactor is still poorly
understood, and has not been modeled, the specific capacity can not be accurately
computed but an estimate may be given based on calculated particle conversion time.
Assuming that the reactor surface is fully occupied by particles arranged in a
hexagonal lattice (close-packed) and particle residence time is equal to the time of
conversion (i.e. particles reach reactor exit when 99 % converted), Figure 17 shows
the specific straw capacity of the reactor for particles of the MMD used in the
experimental investigations. Since heat transfer to particles increase with reactor wall
temperature and centrifugal acceleration, the specific capacity is promoted by
increasing both these parameters. At the conditions discussed above, 104 g and 515
°C, the specific capacity is predicted to be 330 kg m-2 h-1. However, unlike the effect
on liquid organic yield, specific reactor capacity is strongly influenced by centrifugal
acceleration and increasing it to 2·104 g results in a specific capacity of 600 kg m-2 h-1.
Accordingly, exceeding 104 g of nominal centrifugal accelerations may be interesting
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not because it increases the yield of liquid organics but because it is predicted to
significantly increase the capacity of a given reactor. However, the heat transfer will
ultimately be limited by the gas burner acting on the reactor pipe and thereby define
an upper centrifugal acceleration above which the specific reactor capacity does not
increase further.

3.1.6 Bio-oil Properties and Combustion
Pilot plant runs and combustion trials were conducted in order to test the reactor
system over longer runs and at higher feed rates, obtain representative samples of
straw bio-oil for characterization, and to test the suitability of straw bio-oil as a liquid
fuel replacement. The results of the investigation are reported in detail in Appendix F.
The reactor system had at the time of the optimization been modified whereby longer
runs were made possible, and two pilot runs each producing about two liters of bio-oil
with the properties shown in Table 4 were conducted. Feedstock properties were as
shown in Table 5 and experimental conditions as in Table 6. The wheat straw
feedstock, which had been prepared similarly to the feed used for the scientific
investigations, had an expected mass mean diameter of ∼ 630 µm.
Table 4: Comparison of fuel properties between the October (10/07) and November (11/07) straw biooil samples and typical specifications for Dynamotive wood-derived bio-oil (Wood).

Property

Method a

10/07

11/07

Wood b

Density @ 20°C (kg dm-3)
Water content (% wt.)
Ash content (% wt.)
HHV (MJ kg-1)
HHV db. (MJ kg-1)
C (% wt. daf)
H (% wt. daf)
O+N+S (% wt. daf)
Dynamic viscosity (cP)
- @ 20 °C
- @ 40 °C
- @ 60 °C
- @ 80 °C

Hydrometer
Refractive index c
ASTM D1102 (550 °C)
DIN 51,900
DIN 51,900
Calorimetry d
Calorimetry d
Calorimetry d
Rotation viscometer e

1.18
25.8
1.2
15.4
20.7
50
6.6
42

1.20
28.1
0.36
15.5
21.5
52
6.4
41

1.2
20-25
<0.02
16-19
21-25
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

108
24
9.2
6.4

53
18
8.9
6.0

84
23
10
5

a

For straw-derived samples; bFrom Dynamotive [48]; cSee Appendix C;
Appendix E; eDIN SC4-18/13R spindle

d

See

The yield of bio-oil was 53 and 48 % wt. for run 10/07 and 11/07, respectively.
Although not statistically significant, this was in average somewhat lower than the 54
% obtained in one of the earlier experiments with similar feedstock and conditions but
at a lower specific feed rate of 41 kg m-2 h-1. The yield of liquid organics was on
average 44 % daf. or somewhat higher than obtained earlier under similar conditions.
Accordingly, the increased specific feed rate did not result in a lower yield of liquid
organics. As the runs were conducted at the maximum capacity of the feeder and the
heating system in zone one and two was not able to maintain the desired temperature,
the ultimate reactor capacity could not be determined.
The properties of the samples were in Appendix F compared to proposed
specifications for bio-oil used as boiler fuel, and it was concluded that straw-derived
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bio-oil produced by the PCR is expected to be able to obtain a proposed light-medium
specification [49, 50] if char separation is improved, water content reduced by
fractional condensation, and nitrogen partitioning controlled. Whereas the former two
were expected to be relatively straightforward to achieve, the latter may require
further investigation to determine the effect of process conditions and raw material
properties because herbaceous feed stocks are known to contain more nitrogen than
wood. If the nitrogen portioning can not be controlled declassification to medium or
heavy may result which may affect the value of the product negatively.
Table 5: Properties of straw feed used for the pilot runs.

Property

Method

Value

Water content (% wt.)
Ash content (% wt. db.)
HHV (MJ kg-1)
HHV db. (MJ kg-1)
C (% wt. daf)
H (% wt. daf)
O+N+S (% wt. daf)

Mettler-Toledo Moisture Analyzer MA40 a
ASTM D1102 (550 °C)
DIN 51,900
DIN 51,900
Calorimetry b
Calorimetry b
Calorimetry b

9.2
7.0
17.0
18.2
49
6.2
45

a

Drying at 105 °C until change in weight < 0.01% in 120s; b See appendix E

Table 6: Experimental conditions during pilot runs.

Property

Unit

Value

Nominal centrifugal acceleration
Reactor temperature, zone 1
Reactor temperature, zone 2
Reactor temperature, zone 3+4
Gas preheater temperature
Tracing temperature
Gas residence time
Solid feed rate
Specific feed rate

g
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
ms
kg h-1
kg m-2 h-1

1.0·104
420
480
550
60 - 70
420
∼ 500
2.4
69

It was attempted to combust the samples in two small (~25 kW) domestic furnaces
normally operating on rapeseed oil. These small-scale systems were selected due to
the relatively small sample sizes and because the viscosity of the samples was
significantly higher than diesel oil but similar to rapeseed oil (18 cP at 60 °C [51]). In
neither of the tested furnaces could the bio-oil be ignited by the electric spark ignition
system. However, if either ethanol or rapeseed oil was used, combustion could be
initiated but stable operation with acceptable flue gas values was not possible. It was
concluded that the observed behavior was caused by significantly more specific preignition energy needed by bio-oil compared to rapeseed oil and that combustion of
straw bio-oil with these burners was possible if relatively simple measures were taken
to increase heat transfer to fuel droplets immediately after atomization. As discussed
in Appendix F, these findings were supported by reported experiences with bio-oil
combustion were it had been found that the combustion chamber should be redesigned
in order to partially enclose the flame and that combustion air swirl should be
increased to support the combustion. Further findings included that a cold furnace can
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not be started on pure bio-oil but must be preheated and that air-assisted atomization
of bio-oil preheated to 60 ºC is a suitable way of introducing bio-oil in to the furnace.

3.2

Commercial Results

The most suitable option for commercializing the intellectual property rights (IPR, i.e.
patent rights and experience) obtained during the project was identified by using
strategic marketing planning techniques combined with analysis of selected scenarios.
As shown in Figure 18, internal and external factors were analyzed to provide the
basis for a SWOT analysis from which scenarios were developed. Analysis of the
scenarios resulted in recommendations regarding participation in alliances, needed
management capabilities, and optimum capital structure. The detailed analysis is
available in Appendix I.
The analysis concentrated on a three year time frame, corresponding to the time which
was considered necessary to develop a mobile prototype pyrolyzer. As seen in Figure
19, a proof of concept reactor system and a pilot plant, both stationary, were
contemplated prior to building a mobile prototype. It was selected not to expand the
time frame further into the future in order to focus on the commercialization process.
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Figure 18: Framework for the developed business plan. SWOT: Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities,
and Threats.

The IPR is owned by the inventor, co-inventors, the department, and the university.
The risk profiles of the owners were found to span from risk averse to risk neutral.
Apart from especially the inventor and co-inventors’ wish to maximize the outcome
of the commercialization, other objectives also affect their attraction to a particular
mode of commercialization. The inventor is interested in continuing his work with the
project to realize his ideas whereas his co-inventors prefer a more passive role. For
DTU and the department, strategy and PR considerations favor the formation of a
spin-off company with Danish participation. However, provided a more favorable
solution involving foreign participation exits this may also be acceptable especially if
it offers the institute the possibility to establish a long term scientific co-operation. In
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any case, DTU and the department prefer to be sleeping partners and do not have
ambitions of long term ownership. None of the owners demand to have control over
the project in the form of a controlling stock share or otherwise.
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Figure 19: Timeline for bringing the PCR from the lab to the field.

The environment for the commercialization process was analyzed in a PEST
(Political, Economic, Social and Technological) analysis, and the factors shown in
Table 7 were considered. It was found that for the coming three years superior
conditions for commercialization exit in the EU. As the total market for energy is
expected to stagnate, this is mainly due to implementation of the first phase of the
Kyoto Protocol’s initiatives to reduce carbon dioxide emissions in the period 2008 to
2012. Furthermore, the focus in the EU on utilizing alternative energy sources to
reduce carbon dioxide emissions, and not primarily gain national independence from
oil exporting regions like in the US, also acts in favor of energy technologies focused
on the production of electricity and heat. However, on a longer time scale (i.e. beyond
the one considered), conditions in the US are likely to improve if the expected shift in
priorities towards those in the EU takes place. Macroeconomic conditions were
expected to be favorable for business investment during the period due to economic
growth and low real interest rates. However, further support to alternative energy
technologies from increasing prices of traditional fuels or a higher demand for energy
was not foreseen. Accordingly, this in turn further strengthened the position of the EU
as the driver will be the increased costs of traditional fuels brought about by
regulations to reduce carbon dioxide emissions.
Table 7: Selected PEST factors in the environment.

Group

Topic

Influence

Technology

Global Warming

Curb CO2 emissions (interest in alternative fuels)

Use of subsidies

Distribution of subsidies between alternative fuels

UN CO2 Regulations

Interest in alternative fuels

EU

Interest in alternative fuels

Foreign policies

Access to energy resources

Fossil fuel prices

Relative fuel prices (competitiveness of alternative
fuels)

Economic growth
Individualism/
Collectivism

Demand for all fuels
Priority for specific alternative fuels

Government

Macro
Economy

Culture
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The competitive pressure on the pyrolyzer was found to be extorted by alternative
uses of straw primarily in the production of high-value transport fuels. In the period of
interest, none of the potential entrants were expected to be important, but they could
potentially be in the longer run if they resolve the cost challenges they face. Their setups rely on production economies of scale which are off-set by the mounting costs of
logistics as their plants increase in size. Furthermore, the giant initial investment in a
production facility will form a barrier to entry. All the competing technologies were
found to rely on low-cost access to straw which drive them to take opportunistic
advantage of the farmers. The pyrolyzer would, on the other hand, be his chance to
integrate forward in the value-adding process. This opportunity is not provided by the
baler that only allows him to deliver locally to one of the potential entrants.
Accordingly, the manufacturers of agricultural machinery are not in a favorable
position to expand the market for big balers even though they have raised large
barriers to entry through scale economies in production and marketing and through
their effective distribution networks.
On this account, it appeared that the pyrolyzer will have freedom to operate in the
market for the entire time frame. The potential straw supply and the virtually
unlimited market for bio-oil to large installations (see Figure 20) indicate that a
significant share of the market for machinery to turn straw into energy could be
claimed. In the EU this potential was found to be as high as 26,000 pyrolyzers
representing a total value of DKK 70 billion. However, the organization of the well
established agricultural machinery industry that presently supply balers clearly
indicated that access to effective production, marketing, and distribution will form
effective barriers to entry which will have to be circumvented.
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Figure 20: Forecast of the aggregated demand curve for the identified primary segment for bio-oil
(industry, power production, and district heating) for the EU in 2008. Supply curves for bio-oil shown
for comparison. TOE: tons of oil equivalents.
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Based on the SWOT analysis two scenarios for commercialization were identified,
establishing an independent research company or transferring the IPR to a
multinational producer of agricultural equipment. It was concluded that the objectives
of the owners for the commercialization are better achieved by transferring the project
to an established company in the agricultural machinery industry. This company will
be able to overcome the barriers to entry and thereby profit on the favorable market
conditions for the pyrolyzer in the time frame. However, if possibilities to receive
government grants arise this could be pursued by the owners in order to increase the
value of the project before it is sold. It was not recommended to transfer the project to
an independent research company as the financing of this venture would rely on
venture capital which is not expected to increase the owners’ financial gain.
Furthermore, incorporating a research company based on a partnership with an
outside company was not found to be a viable route as the gain to the latter is
expected to be negative. By nature the recommended mode of commercialization does
not require any specialized management capabilities or capital.
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Chapter 4: Limitations

The proceeding chapters have revealed that the main goals set for the project were
achieved. A suitable reactor for in situ flash pyrolysis of straw, a model to predict the
distribution of the reaction products with reactor parameters, and a business plan were
all developed. However, several issues are still poorly understood or have not been
investigated.
The effect of feed particle size on product distribution was not investigated
experimentally. In the model the particle size distribution of the feed was handled by
dividing the distribution in to a number of discrete fractions and pooling the results to
obtain the product distribution for the combined feed. However, since experimental
runs were not conducted with monodisperse fractions, it was not ascertained that the
model conveys the effect of particle size correctly. The same is true for gas phase
residence time since this parameter was not investigated systematically and the model
relied on kinetic data previously reported for the homogeneous cracking of woodderived organics.
Water content of the feed and evaporation of water was ignored in the model. The
straw feed materials used experimentally were at 5.8 and 9.2 % wt. for the scientific
and pilot runs, respectively, relatively dry. However, straw on the field has a water
content of approximately 15 % wt. which may lead to inaccurate predictions.
Establishing satisfactory particle movement in the reactor proved to be more
challenging than expected. For the modeling this parameter was measured in cold runs
for each combination of centrifugal acceleration and feed rate and specified in the
code. However, the basic understanding of this issue and the ability to predict solid
residence time still lack.
At the outset of the project it was foreseen that combustion of pyrolysis gas for heat
generation would be investigated. However, since the bench-scale reactor could not
easily be converted to utilize gas for heating, it was decided to focus on optimizing
performance of the reactor. Accordingly, operation on pyrolysis gas still needs to be
confirmed.
Two batches of straw bio-oil were produced and it was made probable that by
optimizing char separation and employing partial condensation, the PCR could be
optimized to produce bio-oil from straw with the same classification as wood-derived
bio-oils. However, it still remains to be demonstrated that this is the case and that
straw bio-oil can substitute conventional liquid fuels.
The developed model and the experience obtained from the experimental set-up will
provide valuable support in the engineering of a future up-scaled reactor. However, it

Limitations
has not been possible to accurately determine the area specific capacity of the reactor
neither experimentally nor by modeling due to the limited capacity of the
experimental set-up and the inability to describe solid transport in the reactor,
respectively. Since this parameter will ultimately determine the capacity of a given
reactor the dimensions for a full-scale plant have not been determined.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion

The results obtained during this Ph.D. project have increased the knowledge on and
helped advance in situ flash pyrolysis of straw. Through a literature study the
requirements of the process were established and a suitable reactor identified. Based
on the concept of ablative pyrolysis, a bench-scale model of the Pyrolysis Centrifuge
Reactor was developed and installed in the laboratory. Data from the optimized
reactor was applied to develop a mathematical model whereby yields of the principal
products could be predicted. The reactor was operated in pilot plant mode and it was
attempted to use the produced bio-oil as replacement for rapeseed oil in domestic
furnaces. Even though the combustion trials were not successful, the produced
samples showed promise to that the reactor system could be further optimized
whereby the product can obtain a classification similar to wood-derived bio-oil.
Several technical aspects of the reactor developed in the project are still poorly
understood or require experimental verification. The latter include the effect on yield
distribution of feed water content and particle size. Solid particle movement in the
reactor needs to be investigated more fundamentally and heating by combustion of
pyrolysis gas verified.
The conceptual in situ pyrolyzer and the developed reactor represent the intellectual
property created during the project, and by submitting two patent applications steps
were taken to secure the IPR for the owners. The compiled business plan
demonstrated that the technology is commercially interesting especially within the EU
but also in the USA and other countries on a longer time scale. It was found that the
owners better accomplish their objectives by transferring the IPR to a multinational
producer of agricultural machinery rather than establishing a research company.
The project has demonstrated that in situ pyrolysis of straw is a promising concept
both technically and commercially. A great deal of effort still remains, but significant
steps have been taken toward realizing the vision on which the project was initiated.

Conclusion
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Chapter 6: Further Work

The following list includes the future work identified during the course of the project:
1) Confirm experimentally the effect of feed particle size. This could be
accomplished by performing a series of experiments with monodisperse
particle fractions and varying reactor parameters.
2) Investigate the effect of feed moisture content experimentally, and incorporate
moisture evaporation in the model. This could be accomplished by performing
a series of experiments under varied reactor conditions with feeds prepared by
adding controlled amounts of water.
3) Establish the area specific capacity of the reactor. Due to the importance in the
engineering of a full scale pyrolyzer and the commercial application, this
parameter should be established experimentally.
4) Confirm that the reactor can be heated by combustion of pyrolysis gas.
5) Investigate solid particle movement within the reactor in detail, possibly by
CFD modeling.
6) Confirm the suitability of straw bio-oil as a liquid fuel substitute. Based on the
findings, this could be accomplished by conducting new combustion trials
with a rapeseed oil burner installed in a modified furnace.
7) Investigate nitrogen partitioning between products as influenced by reactor
parameters. This investigation could be carried out by analyzing the products
from the experimental runs proposed above.
8) Develop partial condensation of bio-oil in order to control water content in the
final product. This development could be initiated with the present
experimental set-up by observing the effect of varying the temperature in the
direct condenser.

Further Work
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1

Introduction

Constituting the heart of a pyrolyzer, the reactor differentiates the various flash
pyrolysis plant designs. This appendix will identify the requirements to a reactor
installed in a pyrolyzer that, in addition to being mobile, will operate in situ (i.e. as it
moves across the growth site of the biomass) with the main objective to convert straw
to bio-oil. The appendix is divided in to three sections. First, the requirements and
constraints pertinent to in situ operation are identified. Second, existing reactor
designs are discussed in relation to the identified requirements. Finally,
recommendations regarding the design of the experimental unit are proposed.

2 Considerations for In Situ Operation
In situ flash pyrolysis differs from conventional stationary operation because the unit
is not only mobile but also needs to operate in motion whereby some additional
constraints regarding size and maneuverability have to be considered. This section is
not an attempt to treat the engineering of a flash pyrolyzer in detail but merely to
gather information to support the choice of reactor design. For details on the general
requirements for flash pyrolysis reactors, an exhaustive review article is available
elsewhere [1].

2.1 Yield Maximization
The desired product of flash pyrolysis is bio-oil subsequently used as boiler fuel. As a
first approximation, it is assumed that the product quality in terms of heating value
(i.e. elemental composition), viscosity, and storage stability (i.e. reactivity) is not
critically affected by reaction parameters whereby maximization of liquid organics
yield is a central parameter for evaluating reactor performance. It is generally
recognized [2] that the formation of volatiles has a greater activation energy factor
than the competing char forming reactions. Therefore, the yield or liquid organics will
increase with temperature whereas the char yield decreases, as demonstrated in Figure
1. However, due to temperature-accelerated secondary degradation of tar to gas, an
optimum temperature for liquid organics yield is established, in this case for sorghum
bagasse somewhere between 500 and 520 °C. Accordingly, a particle at ambient
temperature will when subjected to heating pass through the low temperature domain
before reaching the temperature for optimum tar yield. Thus, in order to minimize
-1-
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char formation during, the heating period the heating rate should be as high as
possible.
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Figure 1: Yields of reaction products with reactor temperature for flash pyrolysis of raw sorghum
bagasse at 500 ms vapor residence time. Data from [3].

2.2 Plant Capacity
In order to minimize the variable costs of production, the capacity of the in situ
pyrolyzer needs to as high as possible but will ultimately be determined by the
physical size available on the vehicle. However, for the sake of this discussion a
minimum target capacity of 10 t h-1 is selected because the objective for the pyrolyzer
is to substitute the Hesston baler which has a similar capacity [4].

2.3 Raw Material Characteristics
In fluid bed reactors, high heating rates are promoted by reducing the particle size [5]
and the mass-average particle size is generally of the order 0.5 mm. The power input
needed to mill straw is dependent on plant species, equipment, water content, and the
desired particle size of the product [6]. Mani et al. [7] found that for wheat straw
containing 12.1 % wt. water, a specific power input of 43.6 kW h t-1 was need with
hammer mill fitted with a 1.6 mm screen in order to obtain a material with a mass
-2-
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mean particle size of 0.34 mm and 95 % wt. below 0.85 mm. The results reported by
Mani et al. appear to be representative for wheat as their results were similar to those
found by Cadoche and Lopez [8] who also used a hammer mill. However, for fibrous
materials knife mills use significant less power than hammer mills in order to obtain
the same average final particle size but also produce a significantly broader size
distribution [9]. Thus, the apparent power saving is offset because a smaller screen is
required in order to narrow the particle size distribution. Accordingly, for an in situ
pyrolyzer processing 10 t h-1, a power input of approximately 440 kW is needed in
order to maximize liquid organic yield if the reactor is of the fluid bed type. Even
though size reduction is the most power intensive process of the machine, even more
power will be needed and since only the largest agricultural tractors are rated above
150 kW this is a potential pitfall for the widespread acceptance of the process. One of
the market leaders for big balers, Case New Holland, recommend a tractor power
output minimum of minimum 112 kW for their largest bailer [10]. Consequently, if
the power requirement of the pyrolyzer is significantly larger than this figure
investment in a new tractor will be a financially heavy prerequisite in order to operate
a pyrolyzer.

2.4 Energy Management
In addition to the mechanical energy required by the in situ pyrolyzer, thermal energy
is also needed in order to heat the raw material to the reaction temperature and supply
the enthalpy of reaction, and this must be provided by combusting the permanent
gasses released from the reaction. In contrast to a stationary plant where the primary
focus is to reduce the energy consumption in order to maximize the amount available
for export, the situation with an in situ pyrolyzer is also a matter of balance. Storage
of pyrolysis gas, which requires a high pressure to liquefy, is not practicable due to
the increased size and weight of tank, condenser, and compressor. The goal is
therefore to balance thermal energy supply and demand by adjusting parameters
influencing gas yield while aiming at tar maximization. Furthermore, since the gas
can not be stored on board it is required that the pyrolyzer utilize this product for
heating rather than using char which may be left on the field or collected for export.
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2.5 Plant Size
The in situ flash pyrolyzer operates in the field and must be able to drive between
fields on public roads. Consequently, it needs to be maneuverable in terrain without
damaging soil structure and to comply with traffic statutes. The latter imposes
constraints on length (12.0 m), height (4.0 m), and width (3.3 m) [11]. As mentioned
above, these constraints will ultimately limit the capacity, and thereby the
profitability, of the machine thus underlining that it is of great priority to specify a
compact design both in term of volume and weight.

2.6 Heat-up Time
The pyrolyzer must be restarted every time it is moved to a new field. Time used for
setting up the equipment to resume operation reduces the operational window and net
capacity. Therefore it is necessary to minimize the time it takes for the reactor to
reach its working temperature when it is restarted.

2.7 Time between Service
The pyrolyzer is a piece of harvest equipment and as such will be used seasonally.
Unlike a stationary plant where operation may be scheduled non-stop for 8,000 h y-1
or more, the pyrolyzer can only be utilized when straw is available on the field. As
discussed in Appendix I, the present operational time of a Hesston baler (250 h y-1) is
a reasonable estimate for the yearly time of operation. However, since straw is only
available in this time frame prolonged out-of-service can not be accepted during the
harvest. Accordingly, service intervals should not be shorter than 250 h.

2.8 Summary
Table 1 summarizes the identified requirements and constraints for an in situ
pyrolyzer.
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Table 1: Requirements and constraints for an in situ pyrolyzer.

Specification

Value

Weight/volume specific capacity
Acceptable particle feed size
Bio-oil yield
Maximum weight
Heat-up time
Source of thermal energy
Time between service
Capacity
Mechanical power demand
Length
Width
Height

As high as possible
As high as possible
As high as possible
As low as possible
As low as possible
Pyrolysis gas
> 250 h
> 10 t h-1
< 112 kW
< 12 m
< 3.3 m
< 4.0 m

3 Basic Reactor Designs
Although only a few full-scale flash pyrolyzers are in operation several designs have
been published and some even evaluated in pilot-plants [12]. In order to evaluate their
applicability for in situ flash pyrolysis, this section will summarize their common
features and address the issues treated in the foregoing chapter. The existing reactor
designs can be divided into three basic categories, namely fluid beds, plug-flow
transported beds, and ablative reactors. For a comprehensive review of ongoing
research activities and operational flash pyrolyzers the reader is referred to Bridgwater
and Peacocke [12].

3.1 Fluid Bed Reactors
The common feature of fluid bed pyrolyzers is that biomass particles are fluidized in a
chamber by inert gas. A distinction between designs can be made according to
whether an inert solid is present and whether that solid is circulated externally. The
latter is referred to as transported fluid beds, not to be confused with the plug-flow
transported bed design treated in section 3.2, whereas the former group of reactors is
referred to as bubbling fluid beds. Fluid beds without inert solids constitute the group
of sprouted beds.
A transported fluid bed reactor system was applied in the pioneering full-scale flash
pyrolyzer commissioned by Occidental Research Corporation in the late 1960’s [13].
The inert bed material consisted of ash and debris from the municipal solid waste feed
-5-
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and was circulated between the bed and an external char combustor mechanically.
Thermal energy was provided exclusively by combusting pyrolysis char in the
presence of the circulating ash. Vapors were removed from the top of the reactor
assisted by the recycled pyrolysis gas used for fluidization. Present day circulated
fluid beds work much the same as this pioneering project except that the bed material
is usually sand. Another difference is that ash from char combustion is entrained in
the vapor phase and separated by a secondary cyclone before the pyrolysis liquid is
condensed [14]. If a separate char combustor is used, ash is entrained in the exhaust
gas whereby contact with vapors is avoided. Due to the expected catalytic effect of
ash on vapor cracking the former solution may for straw feed be especially
problematic as it contains an order of magnitude more ash than wood.

Figure 2: Bubbling fluid bed design used by Dynamotive. Notice the internal cyclone (206) used to
separate char from pyrolysis vapors [16].

Dynamotive Energy Systems Corporation is an example of a company working with
bubbling fluid bed technology [3, 15]. In their design [16] heat is provided by
combusting either the pyrolysis gas, or alternatively gasified char, in fire tubes
installed in the bottom section of the reactor. Fluidization is accomplished by recirculating pyrolysis gas preheated by the fire tube exhaust, see Figure 2.
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The spouted bed reactor represents yet another type of fluid bed design but it is
operated without inert material. Here, the function of the gas is both to fluidize the
biomass particles and to provide most or all the process heat [17]. This increases the
gas recirculation rate considerably due to the low volumetric gas heat capacity.
Overall, the major advantage of fluid bed systems seems to be their apparent
simplicity, high liquid organics yield, and easy scale up [1]. On the other hand, they
generally require the feed to be milled to less than one millimeter in order to obtain
efficient heat transfer and thus a competitive tar yield. Other disadvantages include
the vertical orientation and thus excessive height when scaled (i.e. in relation to traffic
statutes), the blower and piping associated with the transport of gas for fluidization
(i.e. in relation to power demand and plant volume), and increased difficulties in
liquefying aerosols due to gas-phase dilution. Furthermore, for transported fluid beds
a sieving step needs to be added if it is desired to utilize pyrolysis gas for heating in
order to export char.

3.2 Plug-Flow Transported Bed Reactors
The rotating cone [18] and the twin-screw reactors [19] are examples of reactor
configurations where biomass and a solid heat carrier are transported in plug flow
mode, while evolved volatiles are removed cross-currently. For the rotating cone
(Figure 3), biomass and heated sand are introduced and mixed at the center of the
cone and transported in spiral motion on the sloping cone by centrifugal force and
finally pass over the edge. Evolved vapors escape the solid phase perpendicularly and
are withdrawn though a connection located near the cone center. The twin-screw
reactor (Figure 4) relies on two augers with intervening flights to transport and mix
the solid phase horizontally, while vapors are removed from the space above the
solids. For both reactor types, heat is supplied by combusting pyrolysis char
externally by blowing air through the hot re-circulating sand/char mixture and may for
the rotating cone be supplemented by a gas burner acting directly on the cone. Ash is
removed by entrainment in the exhaust. If all heat is transported via sand the weight
of sand fed constitutes on the order of 20 times the biomass input in order to heat it to
the optimum reaction temperature [19]. Naturally, both sand and systems to handle it
adds weight and increase power demand and heat-up time whereby net capacity is
reduced.
-7-
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Figure 3: Laboratory version of the Rotating Cone Reactor that unlike the full-scale version employ
electric heating. Based on [18].
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Gas/Vapor
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Drive
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Figure 4: Twin-screw reactor with hot sand as heat carrier for fast pyrolysis of straw chops. Screws are
positioned next to each other. Based on [19].

Especially the twin-screw reactor appears to be a simple and compact horizontally
arranged reactor for pyrolyzing biomass. However, the large amounts of circulating
hot sand and the need to mechanically remove char from the sand in order to use gas
as the heating source limit its effectiveness for in situ pyrolysis.

3.3 Ablative Reactors
Ablation signifies a process of removal by erosion, melting, evaporation, or
vaporization. A familiar example is the entering of meteorites in the upper atmosphere
where the surface of the meteorite exposed to the high-speed flow of air melts and is
rapidly blown away without affecting the internal structure significantly due to a steep
-8-
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temperature gradient [20]. The underlying principle as related to biomass pyrolysis
can be demonstrated in the simple spinning disk experiment. If a rod of biomass is
pressed on to a heated spinning disk it will exhibit a fusion-like behavior [21].
Between the rod and the disk a layer of liquid with a thickness on the order of 10-6 to
10-5 m will be formed and continuously be removed from below the rod. The liquid
will then undergo further de-polymerization before evaporating from the open disk
surface. Heat transfer coefficients of the magnitude 10 kW m-2 K-1 are realized
possibly as a result of the liquid establishing good conduction between plate and rod
and insulating char being continuously removed [21-24].

Gas
outlet

Feeder

Recycle

Reactor

Char
Cyclone

Steam
Inlet
Ejector

Figure 5: Vortex reactor schematic. Based on [25].

One way to achieve ablative pyrolysis, is to accelerate biomass particles in a stream of
steam or other inert gas and introduce them tangentially in to a heated tube [26-28] as
illustrated in Figure 5 with the vortex reactor. A consequence of the particles traveling
virtually in plug flow is that unpyrolyzed particles will have to be recycled. Vapors
and entrained char are removed axially at the reactor end and solids separated in a
cyclone. The speed of the particle inside the tube is close to 100 m/s and the
centrifugal force ensures, that it is maintained in good contact with the wall [29]. The
main drawback of this is reactor seems to be the need to heat and cool the gas needed
to transport the particles, the resulting dilute vapor phase, and the coupling between
solid and gas residence times.
The Continuous Ablative Regenerator (CAR) flash pyrolysis system developed by
Enervision, Inc. relies on a design very similar to the vortex reactor’s but in order to
-9-
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closely define the trajectory of the particle, a coiled steel tube constitutes the heated
wall [30]. In the Cyclone Reactor [31], simultaneous pyrolysis and char/vapor
separation is accomplished by introducing the entrained particles to the heated walls
of a cyclone and collecting char in the catch pot. This integration of reactor and solid
separation offers the possibility of a potentially very compact arrangement with
minimum piping.
Drive

Feeder

Tilted blades

Electric Heaters

Char/Vapors/Gas Outlet

Figure 6: Ablative Thermolysis Reactor. Based on [32].

Yet another ablative reactor is the Ablative Thermolysis Reactor [32, 33] which
employs mechanical sweeping to move the particles across the hot surface, see Figure
6. Biomass is introduced onto a circular heated plate and dragged by four tilted
propellers, whereby pressing the particles against the plate is simultaneously
achieved. The asymmetric form of the propellers allows char to be transported
towards the center of the plate where it is removed through an outlet. The Pyrolysis
Mill reactor shown in Figure 7 is similar to the Ablative Thermolysis Reactor but
instead of blades the material is squeezed and transported between two heated copper
discs [34]. Both these reactors have eliminated pneumatic transport of particles but are
prone to wear due to close contact between biomass and rotors. Furthermore, scaling
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of neither has been demonstrated and may present several problems, also in terms of
heating by combustion of gas or char.
As a result of the step temperature gradient inside a particle undergoing ablative
pyrolysis there is no bond on the maximum particle size and thus the task of particle
reduction is minimized or even eliminated. As noted earlier, this is advantageous in
relation to a mobile unit as both power demand and size of the unit are reduced.
Combined with the absence of a circulated gas for fluidization in a mechanically
driven arrangement (i.e. as in the Ablative Thermolysis or the Pyrolysis Mill reactors)
and the compact horizontal arrangement, an ablative arrangement could potentially be
well suited for an in situ pyrolyzer. Finally, since char is not mixed with sand or other
inerts there is no need for separation before export of char and the heat transfer
through wall contact facilitates gas heating.
Biomass
Inlet

Drive
Drive
Shaft

Stationary
Disc

Gas/Vapor
Outlet

Rotating
Disc

Char
Collection

Figure 7: The Pyrolysis Mill: The lower rotating disc is pressed against the upper counterpart by a
spring (not shown). On this laboratory model discs are heated electrically and feed is introduced in the
center and move out between them. Based on [34].

4 Conclusions
Based on the review of existing reactor designs and the requirements for a flash
pyrolysis reactor operating in situ it can be concluded that although the fluid bed
reactor is the most commonly applied configuration for stationary pyrolysis it is not
well suited for in situ operation. The same is true for transported beds due to the
inherent circulation of hot sand and need to separate char from sand. In contrast
ablative reactors seem to be well suited due to especially their flexibility regarding
- 11 -
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raw material particle size provided a mechanical system for pressing the straw against
the heated wall can be devised in a horizontal arrangement.
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1

Introduction

In this appendix the experimental equipment used during the project is treated. This
equipment is a simplified bench-scale model of the full-scale Pyrolysis Centrifuge
Reactor (PCR) as presented in Appendix H.
The appendix is divided in to three sections. First the specific objectives for
constructing the equipment are illustrated. Second, the operational principle of the
bench-scale system is presented. Third, the modifications added to the equipment in
order to achieve the present version are explained along with the construction
drawings. Finally, suggestions for further improvements to the system are presented.
The experimental equipment was designed by the author who provided the
construction drawings to the workshop at the department for fabrication.
Improvements to the initial design and changes added later as operational experience
accumulated were conceived in a close corporation with the workshop where
especially Engineer Assistant and Machinist S. V. Madsen has provided invaluable
assistance and input.

2 Specific Objectives
The experimental set-up was constructed after the concept for the PCR was conceived
with the intension to test its principle of operation. Furthermore, provided the system
performed as expected it was also desired to obtain data for an engineering model
which could mimic the yield of the flash pyrolysis products with varying operational
conditions. Additionally, since the bulk of the flash pyrolysis results research reported
in the literature concerns wood, it was desired to construct a system which could
increase the general knowledge on straw flash pyrolysis. However, in order to be able
to test other raw materials both for comparison with published results but also for
more exotic fuels in the future, a flexible system regarding raw materials was desired.
It was decided that the experimental set-up should be sized as a bench-scale system
even though the uncertainty regarding the functionality traditionally would have
weighed in favor of a lab unit in order to minimize the investment. However, due to
the need for very high rotational speeds in order to achieve a significant level of
centrifugal acceleration when the PCR is miniaturized, and thereby specialized
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knowledge on mechanical construction, this option was disregarded. Furthermore,
although a pilot plant was initially planed, a unit which could provide sufficient biooil for analysis and small-scale boiler testing was perceived as an attractive option if
those plans were not realized. Finally, it was decided to size the unit so it would just
fit into an available fume hood where unexpected mishaps would not compromise the
safety of the operator and other researchers present at the departmental pilot hall.

3 Operational Principle
In line with the objectives, the bench-scale reactor system was designed as a
simplified version of the conceived full-scale PCR described in Appendix H. The
simplifications are reflected in the operation and design of the heating system, the
char/vapor separation system, and the condensations train. First, in order to provide
more accurate control over reactor temperature an electric heating system was
selected instead of heating by pyrolysis gas. Second, due to size constraints the
condensation system was not integrated into the reactor rotor but was placed more
conventionally outside the reactor. Third, in order to accommodate the external
condenser system char was not separated from the vapor within the reactor but
externally in a catch-pot and a cyclone.

Figure 1: Simplified flow chart for the final version of the bench-scale reactor system.
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Figure 1 depicts a simplified flow char for the experimental set-up. Biomass particles
are introduced in to the horizontally oriented reactor body by a screw feeder. Within
the reactor a three-winged rotor causes the gas to swirl and the suspended particles are
forced against the heated reactor wall on which they circulate while they move
towards the outlet. At the outlet char particles are suspended in the vapors before they
are removed by a change-in-flow separator and a cyclone. The particle-free vapors are
then condensed in a direct condenser by bubbling them through a pool of bio-oil
maintained at approximately 60 °C by a water cooled coil. In order to remove aerosols
from the gas, a coalescer follows before the gas enters a gas pump. Following the
pump, a fraction of the gas is preheated before it enters the reactor near the particle
inlet whereas produced gas flows to a gas dryer and a gas meter. The system ensures
that the reactor and feeder are automatically maintained at atmospheric pressure.
In addition to the elements depicted on Figure 1 utilities and support systems are
needed for the system to operate. The reactor rotor is fixed by bearings at either end
and these are lubricated and cooled by circulating lubricating oil maintained at 100 °C
through them in order to ensure the correct oil viscosity and bearing temperature.
Nitrogen is used to displace air from the system before it is operated. Tracing in the
form of heating cables are mounted on all piping and components outside the reactor
which is in contact with pyrolysis vapors in order to avoid premature condensation.
Figure 4 depicts the detailed PI&D diagram for the system.

4 Development Outline
The PCR went through several modifications before the present shape materialized.
The development of those subsystems which were changed significantly during the
project is summarized below.

4.1 Condensation Train
The condensation train was originally designed as an indirect condenser where the
liquid was condensed inside a metal tube cooled on the outside with cooling water.
However, during the test runs this arrangement proved to be unsuited as the highest
boiling organic fractions would plug the tube near the entrance. Therefore the
condenser was modified in order for the vapors to condense on the outside of the tube
whereby plugging could be avoided. However, condensation of high boiling
-3-
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components was favored by this system and the condensed liquid would stick to the
surface whereas the lighter components left the condenser in form of aerosols. It was
concluded that the optimum system should cool the vapors rapidly in a direct
condenser which would not leave the high boiling components any surface to stick to
and also provide some scrubbing action in order to combat aerosols and retain the
light ends. This lead to the development of the present condenser which was put in
place before the experimental program started.
Devising a system to collect the aerosols escaping the condenser also took several
tries. First a simple laboratory glass condenser cooled by liquid nitrogen was installed
but it proved to be only partially effective. Then a wad of mineral wool was added to
the exit of the condenser which was so effective that it worked even without the
preceding cryogenic cooling. Accordingly, in order to avoid the hassle of the liquid
nitrogen, the present system was constructed in which the gas after leaving the bubble
chamber at approximately 60 °C is somewhat cooled in the top section of the uninsulated coalescer and then passes through a bed of ROCKWOOL® mineral
insulation material where coalescing takes place. After a few runs this material is
soaked in liquid and will begin to discharge the collected aerosols to a conical flask
mounted below. This system was also installed before the experimental program was
started.

4.2 Char Separating System
The initial char separation consisted merely of a traced catch pot mounted directly
below the reactor exit where a change of flow direction was supposed to deposit the
char particles. The test runs showed that a significant amount of char was not removed
by this simple system and a cyclone was added after the catch pot before the
experimental program was started in order to clean the vapors more thoroughly.
Following the first part of the experimental program, the contact between char and
vapors in the catch pot was found to be partly responsible for the disappointing yields
of liquid organics. Furthermore, as the catch pot was mounted directly on the reactor
the system had to cool down before it could be removed for emptying which limited
the maximum duration of an uninterrupted run to about 15 minutes due to the holding
capacity. However, since the modified system had proved to work satisfactory the
principle of operation was retained but the catch pot was substituted with a change-in-4-
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flow separator from which the char was continuously removed by gravity and stored
in a glass char collector below. At the same time an optimized cyclone with an
extended solid exit pipe and a glass char collector was put in place. Both char
collectors were fitted with stop valves whereby emptying could be accomplished
during a run by simply interrupting feeding for the short time it takes to replace the
collectors. This system was used for the later experimental runs.

4.3 Reactor Heating
Initially the reactor was heated by an electric tubular heating element wrapped around
the reactor pipe and controlled by one temperature probe located at the center of the
pipe and a PID controller. At the end of the initial experimental runs it was decided as
part of the effort to improve liquid organics yield to check the temperature distribution
on the reactor pipe. It was found that the temperature was substantially below the set
point at either end of the reactor (i.e. due to heat loss from the flanges) and that the
system had to be optimized in order to obtain reliable data. Therefore, four
independent heating zones were added, each controlled by a separate PID controller,
and the insulation on the flanges was improved. This system was used for the later
experimental runs.

4.4 Reactor Pipe and Rotor
After the char removal system had been modified the glass char collectors revealed
that char would exit the reactor in short bursts rather than continuously and it was
decided to check the solid flow within the reactor. For this purpose a glass copy of the
reactor pipe was made and cold runs were conducted. Both with the naked eye and on
the movies made with a high speed camera it could be observed that the particles
accumulated at the reactor entrance. When a certain amount of material had
accumulated a ring of material would shoot down the reactor pipe (see Figure 2)
which could explain the bursts of char observed during operation. This flow pattern
where the main part of the reaction took place in a thick relatively cold layer
contributed to the disappointing results mentioned above and it was decided to modify
the system in order to eliminate the accumulation at the entrance and use the entire
surface of the reactor more efficiently. After testing several modifications by gluing
strips of plastic to the glass reactor it was found that inserting thin rings into the
reactor tube would slow down the speed of the material as it traveled down the tube.
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The accumulation at the entrance was eliminated by fitting a ring to the rotor whereby
the excess space between the entrance and the end flange was removed and by adding
a helix ring on the reactor tube near the entrance which guided the material in the flow
direction. The steel reactor tube was modified with these changes as seen in Figure 3
and in order to maintain the same distance between the fitted rings and the rotor wings
as had previously been between the wings and the reactor wall, the rotor wings were
machined. These modifications were in place during the later experimental runs.

Figure 2: Picture of the material flow in the unmodified glass reactor taken with an exposure time of
1/4000 s, feed rate 23 g s-1, and rotor speed of 14,784 rpm. The feed port is to the left and a “ring” of
material (below the timer) has just separated and is rapidly moving towards the outlet in the lower right
corner (out of view). In this picture the rotor has been fitted with end rings that limit the accumulation
of material to the left of the feed port.

4.5 Final Version
The main specifications for the final version of the bench-scale reactor system which
was used for the later part of the experimental program and the pilot plant runs are
given in Table 1. Figure 4 to Figure 10 show the detailed construction drawings for
the system.
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Figure 3: View into the reactor tube after 202 hours of operation. Notice the entrance port in the
foreground, the helix strips at both ends welded to the wall to guide the flow towards the exit, and the
strip rings welded to the wall to slow axial velocity.
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Table 1: Specifications and main dimensions for the experimental set-up.

Reactor Specifications

Value

Unit

Overall pipe length
Pipe length, entrance to exit (c-c)
Pipe inner diameter, avg.
Pipe particle-swept area
Rotor diameter
Wall-to-rotor-wing clearance, min
Motor, rated power max
Rotor speed, max
Centrifugal force at wall, max

200
137
81.4
3.50⋅10-2
60.3
2.2
0.37
2.0⋅104
1.8⋅104

mm
mm
mm
m2
mm
mm
kW
rpm
g

Reactor Heating

Horst heating cable HSQ, 4 zones

Zone split over full pipe length
Cable temperature, max
Heating power, all zones
Tracing Temperature, max
Gas preheater temperature, max
Gas preheater power

3:1:3:4
900
1870
450
540
750

Temperature Sensors

K-type thermocouple

Accuracy @ 500 ºC

±2.0

Gas Pump

Rietschle Thomas VTE8 (rotary vane)

Reactor gas volume
System total hot gas volume

0.44
0.50

Feeder

AccuRate MOD304M with centerless helix

Feed rate (straw particles), max

2.4

Gas Meter

IGA AC5M, positive displacement, temp. comp.

Gas flow, max
Accuracy

5
±0.5

(length)
ºC
W
ºC
ºC
W
ºC
L
L
kg/h
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Figure 4: Pyrolyzer construction drawings: P&ID Diagram.
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Figure 5: Pyrolyzer construction drawings: Front view.
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Figure 6: Pyrolyzer construction drawings: Side view.
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Figure 7: Pyrolyzer construction drawings: Rotor and end flange details.
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Figure 8: Pyrolyzer construction drawings: Reactor pipe, bearing covers, and pulley details.
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Figure 9: Pyrolyzer construction drawings: Motor pulley, bearings, coalescer, char separator, char
cyclone, and reactor support details.
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Figure 10: Pyrolyzer construction drawings: Direct condenser (bubble chamber) details.
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5 Further Improvements
The optimization of the experimental set-up has resulted in a reactor system which is
suitable for collecting data for yield modeling and the production of smaller quantities
of products. However, if more than a few hundred grams of bio-oil or char is desired
it needs to be produced over several runs as the vapor nozzle in the bubble chamber
will plug up after approximately 20 minutes of operation. The char plug develops at
the nozzle outlet due to heat conduction whereby the tip of the traced nozzle cools
below the condensation temperature of the higher boiling components. A simple
suggestion for solving this issue is to install a nozzle with a larger diameter than the
present size of 4 mm whereby the formation of char eventually will come to a hold
due to its insulating effect without affecting the flow in the nozzle significantly.

6 Conclusions
A simplified version of the PCR was constructed in the form of a bench-scale
experimental unit. After several modifications the system performs well and is
suitable for the production of smaller quantities of product and for obtaining data for
yield modeling. Only a minor modification is needed in order to prepare the system
for runs lasting more than 20 minutes whereby larger amounts of product may be
obtained in a single run.
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ABLATIVE FLASH PYROLYSIS OF STRAW AND WOOD: BENCH-SCALE RESULTS
Bech, N.; Jensen, P.A.; Dam-Johansen, K.
Department of Chemical Engineering, CHEC Research Centre, Technical University of Denmark
Søltoft Plads, Building 229, DK-2800 Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark
ABSTRACT: A novel ablative reactor, the Pyrolysis Centrifuge Reactor (PCR), is presented and bench-scale results
with wheat straw and pine wood feedstock reported. In the tubular reactor, biomass particles are forced against the
heated reactor wall by the centrifugal force caused by the circular motion of the particles. Particle residence time is
controlled by solid feed rate. In the investigate temperature (480 to 620 °C) and centrifugal force (4,900 to 17,000
G), the yields of liquid, char and gas are relative insensitive to these parameters. The sluggish yield response is
attributed to a non-uniform temperature profile on the reactor pipe, whereby the particle undergoing pyrolysis may do
so partially through pore formation promoting char and gas formation. In addition, heterogeneous tar cracking also
seems to influence the observed behavior. The presented results give promise to a reactor that with due adjustments
will deliver good liquid yield from biomass at a high area specific feed rate without carbon build-up on the active
surface and excessive mechanical wear. Also, an empirical correlation between water content in the liquid product
(bio-oil) as measured by Karl-Fisher titration and the mixtures refractive index is presented.
Keywords: Flash pyrolysis, Straw, Bio-oil
components.
This article reports the results obtained with the novel
ablative Pyrolysis Centrifuge Reactor (PCR) developed
in an attempt to exploit the potential benefits of ablative
pyrolysis without the above drawbacks. Focus is on the
yield of pyrolysis products for wheat straw and pine
wood feedstock with changes to the operational
parameters and a discussion of the observed results.
Further, a simple method for determining the water
content in pyrolysis liquids by measurement of the
mixtures refractive index is presented.

1 INTRODUCTION
With flash pyrolysis organic materials may thermally
be decomposed into liquid, gaseous and solid fuels. Due
to the attractive features of liquid fuels, the aim is
universally to achieve conditions where the energy
content of the parent material is concentrated in this
fraction, commonly referred to as bio-oil or biocrude.
Although the liquid can not substitute motor vehicle fuels
without further upgrading, the simplicity and relative
good yield of the process makes it attractive as a route for
utilizing bulky and otherwise difficult fuels in
applications formerly unable to operate on bio-fuels.
Converting wheat straw or other high-ash herbaceous
waste into a practically ash-free liquid by flash pyrolysis
appears especially promising as these fuels contain
volatile inorganic fractions known to cause slagging and
corrosion in boilers [1-3].
A multitude of reactor designs for carrying out flash
pyrolysis of biomass with the aim to achieve a high liquid
yield on a large scale has been proposed over the past
three decades [4, 5]. Generally, the configurations may be
subdivided into shallow transported beds (atmospheric
and vacuum) [6, 7], fluid beds [8, 9], and ablative
reactors [10-15]. The latter have received a great deal of
attention due to the promise of low char yield as initially
demonstrated by the hot wire [16] and rotating disk [17]
experiments. However, to this date the fluid bed reactors
have been the technology of choice for facilities engaged
in bio-oil production on commercial scale.
Ablative reactor development has pursued several
directions. In the Vortex [10] and Cyclone [11] reactors,
biomass particles are suspended in a flow of highvelocity gas which after tangential introduction in the
reactor forces the particles against the heated reactor wall
by centrifugal action. Despite their inherent mechanical
simplicity, both reactors require large volumes of motive
gas relative to the biomass feed and the area specific feed
rate must be maintained below a critical value in order to
avoid build-up of carbon residue on the reactor wall [18].
Other reactors, including the Pyrolysis Mill [12] and the
Ablative Plate or Tube reactors [14, 15], have resolved
these issues by utilizing mechanical systems in the form
of mill stones or scrapers, respectively, to force the
biomass against the reactor wall. This obviously
introduces mechanical complexity and wear to

Table I: Analysis of wheat and pine samples

Ash Composition*

Ultimate

Proximate

Particle Size (MMD)
Particle Size (PAMD)
Moisture
VM
Ash
HHV
C
H
S
N
O (by difference)
Cl
Si
Al
Fe
Ca
Mg
Ti
Na
K
P
O (by difference)

µm
µm
% wt.
% db.
% db.
MJ/kg db.
% daf.
% daf.
% daf.
% daf.
% daf.
% wt.
% wt.
% wt.
% wt.
% wt.
% wt.
% wt.
% wt.
% wt.
% wt.
% wt.

Wheat
Straw
633
316
5.8
75
6.8
18.4
49.2
6.39
0.21
1.2
43.0
9.3
21
0.44
0.43
5.7
1.4
0.04
0.32
27
2.2
32.2

Pine
Wood
632
314
7.1
85
0,50
20.5
49.9
6.30
<0.022
<0.1
43.7
2.4
14
1.7
1.8
28
5.9
0.10
0.55
7.3
1.0
37.4

db.: dry basis; daf.: dry, ash-free basis; MMD: Mass
Mean Diameter; PAMD: Projected area mean diameter.
* Ash composition measured on untreated straw.
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2 MATERIALS

vertically oriented ø 150 x 400 mm pipe section loosely
packed with fibrous commercially available rock wool
thermal insulation. In the coalescer, the aerosols
accumulated to larger droplets and traveled downward
due to gravity and gas flow and were collected.

Wheat straw and pine wood pellets were crushed in a
Retsch SM 2000 cutter mill fitted with a 4 x 4 mm screen
and fractions above 1400 µm were removed by sieving.
Table I displays the proximate and ultimate analysis of
the wheat and pine samples in addition to the
composition of the inorganic constituents. Wheat straw
particles tended to be spherical whereas the pine wood
particles were more cylindrical (splinters). Average
particle sizes were determined by sieve analysis.

650
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3

700

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

550
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400

3.1 Bench Reactor System

350
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Figure 2: Temperature profile on reactor pipe with
position and set point (equal to center value).
Gas recirculation was maintained by a dry-running
rotary vane vacuum pump in order to control the gas
residence time. Reactor, feeder, catch pot, and cyclone
were kept at atmospheric pressure whereas the forced
flow of gasses created a vacuum of typically -150 mbar
within the bubble chamber and coalescer. The
recirculation rate was controlled by adjusting a valve on
the pump suction side, and an electric heater was placed
on the pressure side in order to preheat the gas to 400 °C
before reintroducing it axially into the reactor through the
end-flange near the particle inlet. Excess incondensable
pyrolysis gas was purged to a condenser cooled by tap
water to achieve a temperature of 22 to 24 °C, before
measuring the flow in a temperature compensated gas
meter and collecting it in a gas bag. The molecular
weight of the incondensable gas was determined by
weighing a 5 L gas bag on an analytical scale and
compensating for air buoyancy by using pure nitrogen as
reference. The influence of the initial purge nitrogen was
compensated for by assuming the nitrogen would leave
the system as in a perfectly stirred reactor. The
gravimetrical method for gas molecular weight
determination was tested with both pure carbon dioxide
and oxygen which indicated a precision of ± 2 pct.

Figure 1: Experimental bench reactor system.
Wheat and pine particles were treated in the
experimental set-up depicted schematically in figure 1. A
variable rate screw feeder carried the feed material to the
tangential inlet on the horizontally oriented ø 82 x 200
mm tubular reactor. Within the reactor a solid rotor with
three radial wings having a wing-to-wall clearance of 2
mm turned at a fixed speed between 10,000 and 20,000
rpm creating a centrifugal force at the pipe wall of
nominally 4,900 to 17,000 G. At the inlet, the wing-towall clearance was increased by 6 mm to form an
acceleration zone in order to minimize the damage to the
particles by collision with the wings upon entry. Heat
was supplied to the reactor wall by a single electric
resistance heater coiled around the pipe and controlled by
a digital PI controller receiving a signal from a K-type
thermocouple placed in a grove machined into the
outside of the pipe at a central position. A temperature
deviation from the set-point of less than 5 °C was
generally achieved for the controlling thermocouple.
Figure 2 shows the realized axial temperature profile over
the reactor surface. For a more detailed description of the
PCR, please refer to Bech et al. [19, 20].
Pyrolysis vapors and char evolved upon contact with
the hot wall traveled axially to a catch pot, where part of
the char was deposited, followed by a cyclone for smaller
char particles to be separated from vapors. Catch pot,
cyclone and piping were heat traced to maintain a surface
temperature of about 420 °C to avoid premature
condensation. The particle-free gas was cooled rapidly by
bubbling it through a pool of liquid obtained from earlier
runs, in which the temperature was restricted to 55 to 65
°C by means of a pipe coil cooled by tap water. Typically
40 pct. of the collected liquid by weight was condensed
in this bubble chamber and the aerosol-laden gas was
further treated in a coalescing filter consisting of a

Figure 3: Water content determined by Karl Fischer
titration with refractive index at 30.0 °C for wheat straw
and pine wood tar/water mixtures.
3.2 Water–in-Liquid Measurement
The relationship between water content in the liquid
product and the refractive index was determined by
correlating Karl Fisher titration results with
-2-

measurements of the refractive index by a Bellingham &
Stanley Abbe 60 refractometer (estimation to within
±0.0002). Figure 3 shows the obtained relationship and
the empirical correlation given by:
2

C water = 523.52(n D ) − 1981.5(nD ) + 1803.8

5 RESULTS
5.1 Particle Flow in Reactor
The cold flow particle residence time measurements
presented in figure 4 did not show any systematic
variation with neither rotor speed nor gas velocity (i.e.
gas residence time) but was related to the inverse feed
rate according to the equation:

(1)

2

R = 0.9936
4 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

τ b = mbQb−1

4.1 Pyrolysis Experiments
A 500.0 g sample of feed material was placed in the
feeder and the system was purged with nitrogen. The
heater was turned on and after the reactor had reached the
temperature set point and the rotor speed had been
adjusted, feeding was started at approximately 24 g min-1.
Due to semi batch operation of the catch pot and cyclone,
feeding could not be extended beyond 20 minutes and a
value of 14 minutes was used for all runs. Steady state
operation was achieved after three to four minutes of
feeding as witnessed by the stabilization of temperature
readings.
After the system had cooled, liquid and char yield in
addition to spend raw material were determined
gravimetrically. Gas yield was calculated on the basis of
the measured gas volume and the molecular weight
measurement obtained immediately after the run in order
to minimize the potential effect of light gasses diffusing
through the gas bag. Liquid samples were filtered
through Whatman #4 filter paper on a Buchner funnel
and the residue re-suspended in 200 ml ethanol, filtered
again, and washed with 100 ml acetone. After drying
under an infrared light bulb for 45 minutes, the residual
mass (typically 1.5 pct. or less of total liquid) was
determined and added to the char yield. Average mass
balance closure was 93.9 and 97.3 pct. for wheat and
pine experiments, respectively. Water content in the
liquid products from the bubble chamber and the conical
flask below the coalescing filter was determined by
refractive index measurement and eq. 1. The fraction left
in the coalescer was assumed to be similar in composition
to the fraction condensed in the bubble chamber and was
determined by weighing the coalescer before and after the
run.

(2)

A good description was observed for Qb-1 greater than
~7,500 and ~25,000 s kg-1 for pine and wheat,
respectively, with mb and mb/a equal to 5.5•10-3 kg and
102•10-3 kg m-2 in both cases (full line, figure 4).
However, for higher feed rates the residence time
deviated positively from eq. (2), apparently due to
increasing particle loading mb/a . It was concluded that
the axial particle movement across the reactor surface
took place through a succession of particle-particle
collisions whereby particles were pushed across the
surface in plug flow. Accordingly, particle residence time
was controlled by the feed rate directly and by affecting
the specific particle loading on the reactor surface.

Figure 4: Particle residence time obtained in cold flow
experiments with inverse feed rate for pine wood and
wheat straw particles.
5.2 Visual Observations
Following six hours of hot operation (including heatup and shut down) the reactor was dismantled for
inspection. The reactor tube had a brown color typical of
stainless steel heated to 500 to 600 °C and appeared from
the smooth touch and fine scratches to have been
polished by the biomass particles and associated grains of
sand. No signs of carbon deposits on the hot active
surface were observed. On the rotor body, thin
(approximately 1 mm) flakes indicated that some tar had
condensed and later carbonized but was slung off before
a more extensive layer would build up. It was noted that
tar condensation on the solid rotor could have been
caused by allowing insufficient time for the rotor to reach
400 °C before feeding was started. Except for the particle
acceleration zone, the wing tips did not appear to have
been in contact with the particles as they were covered by
a faint vanish-like material.

4.2 Cold Flow Runs
In order to measure reactor particle residence time the
char catch pot, cyclone, and the condensation train were
removed from the reactor and substituted by a cyclone of
the improved Stairmand design developed by Zhu and
Lee [19]. A flask was coupled to the cyclone particle exit
port by a flexible coupling and placed on a scale
equipped with continuous logging. After adjusting rotor
and gas velocity, feeding of either wheat or pine particles
was started and continued until approximately 10 g had
been collected in the flask. As the time-weight curve
showed a linear response, the hold-up time was
determined as the time of intersection between a linear
regression curve and the abscissa. For each set of
conditions, the experiment was repeated 10 times and an
average hold-up time taken to represent the particle
residence time. In the cold flow experiments the reactor
was unheated and air at ambient temperature was used as
purge gas.

5.3 Yields
Yields of liquid, char and gas were expected to be
influenced by reactor temperature, rotational speed of the
rotor (i.e. centrifugal force), and gas residence time.
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However, examination of the results reported in figure 5
revealed that for both feedstocks the effect of centrifugal
force was undetectable and trend lines were drawn with
respect to temperature only. Even though the effect of
reactor temperature on yields was not expected to follow
a linear empirical relationship, the trend lines were
observed to provide a rather good fit to the observed
data. For liquid yield from wheat and pine, the reactor
temperature had a positive effect as yield increased 0.8
and 0.7 pct. (daf of feedstock), respectively, for 100 °C
increase in temperature. However, liquid yield for pine
was 60.8 pct. at 550 °C compared to 52.8 pct. for wheat
and this difference was reflected in the gas yields which
were projected to be 14.0 and 21.3 pct., again with only a
slight effect from reactor temperature. The same was true
for char but here the feedstock difference was comparable
smaller with pine giving 21.9 pct. and wheat 22.5 pct. at
550 °C.

Figure 6: Water content in the liquid product from
pyrolysis of wheat straw and pine wood with reactor wall
temperature.
5.5 Char Analysis
Wheat char obtained from the catch pot proved to be
highly reactive and would self-ignite within minutes
when exposed to air, even if allowed to cool to room
temperature overnight under a nitrogen blanket. In
contrast, wheat char from the cyclone and pine char
(irrespectively of origin) did not show any sign of selfignition. The reactivity of the wheat char was thought to
be related to a high specific surface area but as table II
displays, the analyzed values were two to three orders of
magnitude lower than that generally observed for
activated carbon. The tendency to self-ignition was
probably caused by the high ash content and
concentration of alkali salts of the wheat char as the
inorganic constituents in straw are known to increase the
pyrolytic reactivity [23].
The content of volatile matter (table II) in wheat and
pine chars was relatively insensitive to reactor conditions
and indicated that the chars roughly had the same volatile
matter content left after pyrolysis irrespectively of
feedstock. However, due to the considerably higher ash
content of the wheat chars, it appeared that the organic
fraction left in this char was noticeably more volatile as
reflected by the lower fixed carbon content. To ensure
this difference did not reflect different ash composition
and thus volatility, the ash retention α was calculated:

α = Yc
Figure 5: Yield of liquid, char, and gas for pine (top) and
wheat with reactor wall temperature and centrifugal
force.

Ashc (100 − Ashb )
Ashb (100 − Ashc )

(3)

Ignoring sample #6, which seemed to be erroneous, the
ash retention for pine was approximately 77 pct. and that
for straw 91 pct. The cause for the lower retention for
pine was not apparent but was suspected to be the result
of the increased sensitivity introduced by the low initial
ash content or the less than 100% mass balance closure.
In any case, Knudsen et al. [2] found that for fixed bed
pyrolysis of wheat straw up to 600 °C, approximately 47
pct. of the initial chloride would be released from the
organic matrix. As chloride constituted 9.3 wt. pct. of the
straw ash this seemed to provide an explanation for the
fate of the major part of the disappeared ash. Further,
Knudsen et al. found that for pyrolysis up to 950 °C,
another 20 pct. of the chloride in addition to 14 pct. of
the potassium, summing in our case to 6 pct. of the ash
content, would disappear. As the volatile content was
measured at 950 °C, only up to 4 pct. of the measured
volatile matter could therefore be attributed to further

5.4 Water Content in Liquid Product
As shown in figure 6 the water content of the liquid
product did not wary with reactor temperature. However,
a noticeable difference was observed between wheat and
pine as liquid obtained from the former contained 40 pct.
more water. It was observed that the scatter for data in
figure 6 is comparable larger than that observed for yield
data in figure 5. This scatter did not seem to originate
from errors introduced by the refractive index water
measurement technique employed, but was likely caused
by the tendency of the liquid to separate into two phases
if the water content was above approximately 35 wt. pct.
Thus, for high water-content samples, separation was
suspected to have caused inaccuracies due to difficulties
in obtaining a representative sample even after thorough
homogenization [20].
-4-

Table II: Analysis of wheat and pine chars.
Sample ID

Feed

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6

Wheat
Wheat
Wheat
Pine
Pine
Pine

Tw
[°C]
476
537
606
480
549
618

G
[-]
4,927
17,004
10,071
4,927
17,004
17,004

BET
[m2 g-1]
1.3
1.2
1.5
-

high temperature ash evaporation. For pine char, the low
chloride and potassium concentrations combined with
low ash content implied that ash evaporation was
insignificant. This indicated that the lower fixed carbon
content of straw char did in fact reflect higher volatility
of the residual organic material. It could therefore be
noted that for pine, the total volatilization (i.e. that
observed during pyrolysis plus that measured as volatile
matter in the char) was equal to that measured by volatile
matter determination on the virgin material. For straw,
the total volatilization on the other hand was
approximately 80 pct. compared to 75 pct. when
measuring volatile matter content on the untreated straw.
These observations were seen as indicative for that straw
char yields below that predicted by the fixed carbon
content of the raw straw were obtainable.
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VM
% db.
32.8
31.2
28.4
32.9
34.1
32.0

Ash
% db.
21.8
22.0
23.3
1.68
1.74
2.54

FC
% db.
45.4
46.8
48.3
65.4
64.2
65.5

DISCUSSION

6.1 Particle flow
To evaluate whether particles were distributed on the
reactor surface in a mono layer, a metal plate was
subjected to the same area specific particle loading
observed in the low feeding rate regime. Even though it
was difficult by hand to evenly distribute the particles
due to the large variation in sizes, it did give the visual
impression that the reactor surface was less than 50 pct.
covered by material. Another way to reach this
conclusion is to compare the weight of a mono layer of
particles with the amount contained within the reactor
during the experiment. Taking the true density for both
wheat and pine to be 700 kg m-3 [25], a continuous layer
of particles with a thickness equal to the particle
Projected Area Mean Diameter (PAMD) would have a
specific mass of 221 • 10-3 kg m-2 or roughly double that
observed for lower feed rates. As can be seen from the
dotted line in figure 4, this specific loading, effectively
forming a mono layer without particle spacing, gives a
good fit at higher feed rates. For the investigated feed
rates the particles will therefore form a mono layer on the
reactor surface and the surface coverage will attain
asymptotic values for both high and low feed rates. The
observed difference between wheat and pine particles
with regard to the transition between high and low feed
rate regimes can be speculated to be related to the exact
particle morphology, as the mean diameters for the two
feedstocks (table I) are nearly identical.
It should be pointed out that the fixed rotor
tip/reactor wall clearance was larger than the maximum
particle size, and the particle motion across the reactor
wall could therefore not have been caused by impact
between particles and rotor, as also indicated by the
visual inspection. Accordingly, circular particle motion
must be the result of the spinning gas volume in a similar
way as in the both the Vortex and Cyclone reactors.
Diebold [26] described the motion of wood chips in the
former to be visually comparable to cars traveling at the
same velocity down a highway, as the particles would
swirl through the tubular reactor in widely spaced
discrete helical bands. This behavior was apparently
caused by the flow pattern of the motive gas which was
similar to that observed in Ranque-Hilsch vortex tubes
[10]. In the cyclone reactor, it was also indicated from
measurements of particle residence times that the solid
phase was transported in plug flow [18, 27] which would
be a logical consequence of the similar way of
accomplishing particle motion in the cyclone and vortex
reactors. In the light of these observation it appears
plausible that the particle residence time in the PCR is
independent of both gas flow and rotor speed, as there is
no discrete tangentially introduction of gas capable of
forming a vortex. Consequently, the active surface area

Figure 7: Molecular weight of pyrolysis gas from wheat
straw and pine wood pyrolysis with reactor wall
temperature.
5.6 Gas Molecular Weight
The molecular weight of the pyrolysis gas (figure 7)
proved to be unaffected by reactor temperature but a
detectable difference was observed between wheat and
pine as the average gas molecular weights were 37.2 and
32.6 g mol-1, respectively. The data scatter was presumed
to be related to the analytical method as two standard
deviations, or approximately the 95 pct. confidence
interval, for both wheat (4 pct.) and pine (5 pct.) were
comparable to the indicated precision of the method. The
observed difference between the pyrolysis gases
produced from the feedstocks was thought to be the result
of a change in the gas composition, especially the
CO2/CO ratio, caused by the high potassium content of
wheat straw [24].
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available for particle contact is not limited by the gas
flow pattern, and particle residence time can be
controlled independently of the gas flow rate and the
rotor speed.

the gas residence time whereby it is found that 36 s
would be needed to reduce the tar yield by half. The
lower-than-expected yield of organics and higher gas
yields can therefore not to a large extent be the effect of
secondary homogeneous gas phase tar degradation.

6.2 Yields
As noted in the introduction, the focus of flash
pyrolysis is the production of liquid in high energy yields
and, accordingly, minimization of solid and gaseous byproducts. Peacocke and Bridgwater [14] operated their
Plate reactor with pine wood at a wall temperature near
600 °C and obtained 73.4 pct. (on dry, ash-free feed)
total liquid yield with a water content of 26 pct. d.b. and
yields of char and gas of 19.7 and 10.7 wt. pct.,
respectively. With the Vortex reactor operating at a wall
temperature of 625 °C, Czernik et al. [28] obtained 72.5
pct. (on dry, ash-free feed) liquid yield from Southern
Pine and a water content of 19 pct. d.b., whereas char and
gas yield were 19.3 and 13.9 wt. pct., respectively.
Although definite conclusions are hard to derive due to
the somewhat poor mass balance closures, these reactors
produce a liquid product with noticeably less water than
reported here (32 pct. on dry feedstock for pine) and
simultaneously achieve lower yields of char and gas. It is
therefore of interest to investigate which factors have
resulted in relatively high gas and char yields, and further
what led to the high water concentrations.

6.2.2 Heterogeneous Activated Tar Cracking
Another pathway for secondary tar degradation is the
poorly understood heterogeneous cracking of tar on (or
within) char particles. Boroson et al. [32] investigated
the effect of passing freshly produced hardwood tar
through a bed of char produced from the same material
and found that the net tar yield would decreased
independently of temperature (400 to 600 °C) and space
time (2.5 to 100 ms). They interpreted this behavior as
indicative for that a certain tar fraction, supposedly
composed mainly of lignin-derived material, was reactive
whereas others were unaffected. Increasing char yield
with vapor residence time in a fluid bed reactor [33] with
sorghum bagasse feedstock could possible be a result of
such heterogeneous tar cracking, although operation with
maple wood did not confirm this [30]. However, Boroson
et al. found that the char-induced cracking may be
responsible for increases in gas yield of up to 12 wt. pct.
and char yield of up to 23 wt. pct. of the virgin tar.
Correcting our pine yield data for heterogeneous tar
cracking with these estimates and assuming that this
mode of tar degradation was insignificant in both the
Plate and Vortex reactors, the deviations observed for
liquid and gas yield may be well accounted for. It is
noteworthy, however, that Boroson et al. did not find that
the heterogeneous reactions would increase the yield of
water to any significant degree, but rather that the main
gaseous (at reactor conditions) products were CO2 and
CO.
Due to the lack of detailed knowledge on
heterogeneous tar cracking, the exact locations within the
reactor system where heterogeneous tar cracking could
have taken place is difficult to establish, but the relatively
cold zones formed at the entrance and exit of the reactor
in addition to the catch pot (located at the reactor outlet)
appear to possible candidates. From Boroson et al.’s
investigation it appears that tar may in reality be adsorbed
on the char particles, followed by polymerization and
char forming reactions leading to the elimination of light
gasses, see kinetic scheme A on figure 8. This would be
analogous to the polymerization (Tar* on figure 8)
observed for bio-oil samples stored at ambient
temperature for months [34], but here greatly accelerated
by the higher temperatures. Further, if the mechanism
does in fact proceed through adsorption, it would appear
reasonable that this would preferably take place at
relatively cold locations as tar formed and released to the
vapor phase and later adsorbed on particles, would likely
be desorbed if the particles were still are in contact with
the hot portion of the reactor wall. Future investigation of
the chars with TGA may shed further light on this.

Kinetic Scheme A:
n Tar

n Tar-Char

R'1

Tar*

R'2

Char + Gas

Kinetic Scheme B:
Tar
Biomass

R1

Active

R4

Gas

R3
R2
Gas + Char

Figure 8: Kinetic model for heterogeneous secondary tar
cracking via tar adsorption (A) and the BroidoShafizadeh model for biomass pyrolysis (B).
6.2.1 Homogeneous Thermal Tar Cracking
It is well established that tar produced by primary
pyrolysis may crack in the gas phase before cooled
sufficiently or condensed, see R4 on figure 8. An estimate
for the gas residence time can be obtained by comparing
the empty volume of the system with the volumetric flow
rate of gas. Assuming that the average tar molecular
weight (excluding water) was 350 g mol-1 [29] and all
reactions (including water formation, see below) were
completed instantaneously at the reactor entrance, the
realized hot gas residence times for wheat and pine runs
were 2.0±0.5 and 2.2±0.6 s, respectively (average ± 2 std.
deviations). On account of the severe vapor cracking
which would result in fluid beds from such long
residence times (see e.g. [30]), it is therefore of interest if
this could also be the case here. However, because the
temperature of the gas phase was maintained at 400 °C,
supposedly due to the thermally insulating blanket
formed by the particles on the reactor wall, homogeneous
tar cracking does not seem to be important. One way to
ascertain this is to compare the half time of the tar
cracking reaction, using data from Liden et al. [31], to

6.2.3 Slow pyrolysis conditions
The so-called Broido-Shafizadeh model [35] for
cellulose pyrolysis extended to include tar thermal
cracking [36] has also been employed to explain the
behavior of biomass [18] as detailed in kinetic scheme B,
figure 8. Under this framework pyrolysis takes place
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Table III: Simplified reactions considered in the mass balance.
Reaction
R1 (Activation)
R2 (Slow Pyrolysis)
R3 (Tar evaporation)
R’ (Het. Tar Cracking)

Reaction scheme
Biomass → “Active” + CO2 + CH4 + H2O
“Active” → Char + H2O + CO2
“Active” (s) → Prim. Tar (g)
Prim. Tar → Char + Sec. Tar + CO2 + CO

Pine

Wheat

Table IV: Composition of mass balance components.
Component
Composition
Feed
CH1.6O0.66
“Active”/Prim. Tar
CH1.2O0.49
Char
CH0.43O0.087
Gas
61% CO2, 33% CO, 6% CH4* (w/w)
Secondary Tar
CH1.6O0.23
Feed
CH1.5O0.66
“Active”/Prim. Tar
CH1.2O0.49
Char
CH0.53O0.12
Gas
56% CO2, 38% CO, 6% CH4* (w/w)
Secondary Tar
CH1.4O0.43
* by difference
§
Reactor conditions: Tw=550°C ; G=10,071; Wheat feed.
through the initial formation of an active specie
(“Active”) with a reduced degree of polymerization [37],
followed by competitive reactions resulting in either tar
or char and gas. Due to differences in activation energies,
the later reaction will dominate in the low temperature
domain. As the product “gas” from reaction 2 includes
both incondensable gasses (CO2 primarily [38]) and
water, the relatively high observed yields of gas, char and
water could therefore be the result of pyrolysis taking
place at a relatively low temperature. It follows that if
“Active” is produced on the particle surface (ablative
conditions) and is deposited on the warmer reactor wall
the formation of tar will be favored to a higher degree
than if it would be formed and further react within the
core of the particle. The relatively cold zone at the reactor
entrance is therefore expected to promote yields of char
and gas compared to conditions where ablative
conditions are more favored.
It can be noted, that Lédé et al.’s [39] concept of a
“fusion” temperature for wood would imply that the
thermal conditions of the reactive part of a particle
undergoing pyrolysis is only slightly altered by reactor
severity (i.e. the combined effect of Tw and G).
Therefore, if intra particle conversion is significant, one
would expect the yield profiles to be only slightly
affected by changes in reactor wall temperature. Thus, if
the sluggish yield profiles with reactor temperature and
centrifugal force were ascribable mainly to this mode of
pyrolysis, significant pore formation would be expected.
However, the observed level of specific surface area is
only a fraction of that observed for charcoal produced by
slow pyrolysis. Nunoura et al. [40] used the Flash
Carbonization process to carbonize corncob, and
observed that the specific surface area dropped from 447
to 1 m2 g-1 from the top to the bottom of the char bed.
They suggested that tarry vapors released at the reactor
top, and forced downward through the char bed, would
deposit on the lower-location char and thereby reduce the
specific surface area there. Considering these
observations and the char SEM photographs (figure 9), it
seems likely that both slow pyrolysis conditions and

Source
Table I
Diebold [29]
Jensen et al. [25]
GC gas analysis§
From overall balance
Table I
Diebold [29]
Diebold [29]
Diebold [26]
From overall balance

heterogeneous tar cracking have lead to the yield profiles
observed in this study.
A

B

Figure 9: SEM photo of wheat straw char obtained at
606 °C (A) and 596 °C (B), both at a nominal centrifugal
force of 10,071 G.
6.3 Component Mass Balance
The main assumptions upon which the mass balance
rests are listed in table III and IV. In addition, “Active”
for both wheat and pine pyrolysis is assumed to have the
same composition as the primary tar obtained from
softwood pyrolysis under conditions with minimal tar
cracking and char formation, and tar is therefore simply
formed by evaporation of “Active”. From the results
presented in table V, it appears that water is a major
product of biomass activation which is consistent with
that even with minimal char formation the liquid product
will contain some water. However, the extraordinarily
high water content reported in this study seems to be
directly related to the extensive char formation and to a
smaller degree, through dilution, to the tar cracking
caused by the heterogeneous reactions. The latter on the
other hand seems to be the main source of the higher than
expected gas yield, whereas its contribution to char
formation is less important. It should be noted that the
predicted degree of heterogeneous cracking, and thereby
the extent to which gas is formed in the activation step, is
strongly influenced by the content of hydrocarbons in the
pyrolysis gas. Combined with the lack of more
comprehensive gas data, it is somewhat uncertain to
which degree char is a product of heterogeneous tar
cracking in this system. On the other hand, the
assumptions regarding the CO2/CO ratio in each of the
reactions influence the relative importance of each
7

on the active reactor wall will promote conversion in the
ablative regime where char and water production will be
comparable lower. The presented results give promise to
a reactor that will be able to obtain high liquids yield
from biomass at a high specific feed rate without carbon
build-up on the active surface and excessive mechanical
wear.

reaction to a much smaller degree due to the relative low
gas yields in the activation and char forming steps.

Pine

Wheat

Table V: Source of products as predicted by mass
balance.
Reaction
R1 (Activation)
R2 (Slow Pyrolysis)
R’ (Het. Tar Cracking)
R1 (Activation)
R2 (Slow Pyrolysis)
R’ (Het. Tar Cracking)

Wt. % of feed daf.
Char
Water
Gas
n.a.
13
2
24
12
1
0
n.a.
17
n.a.
11
5
20
9
1
3
n.a.
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6.4 Concluding Remarks
In light of the above discussion, it appears that for the
investigated feedstocks the yield of char and water is
most effectively reduced by maintaining the entire reactor
wall temperature at a temperature above 500 °C.
Regarding gas yield, it seems likely that heterogeneous
tar cracking is not only limiting liquid yield in the PCR
but will be active to a certain extent in any reactor
system. Otherwise, the mass balance would predict that
gas yield for wheat and pine could be reduced to 3 and 6
wt. pct. daf., respectively, simply by maintaining the
temperature of char in contact with pyrolysis vapors. In
the light of results discussed above [14, 28] this level of
gas yield for pine appears rather low.
7

GLOSSARY
Latin letters
a
Reactor inside surface area [m2]
Ash
Ash content by ASTM D 1102 [% db.]
BET
Specific surface area of particles [m2 g-1]
Cwater
Water content in liquid product [% wt.]
FC
Fixed carbon: 100-VM-Ash [% daf.]
g
Force of gravity [m s-2]
G
Centrifugal force subjected to particles
divided by g [-]
M
Molecular weight [g mol-1]
m
Mass [kg]
nD
Liquid refractive index at 30° and sodium Dlines [-]
Q
Mass flow rate [kg s-1]
R
Reaction [-]
T
Temperature [°C]
VM
Volatile matter determined by ASTM E 872
[% db.]
Y
Yield of feedstock [% daf.]

CONCLUSIONS

The Pyrolysis Centrifuge Reactor, a novel ablative
reactor, has been presented and the initial bench-scale
results with wheat and pine feedstock reported. In the
tubular reactor biomass particles are forced against the
heated reactor wall by the centrifugal force caused by the
circular motion of the particles. This motion is caused by
a rotor located centrally on the axial axis of the reactor
and is transmitted to the particles by the spinning gas
volume created by the rotor wings. Particle residence
time is controlled by solid feed rate directly and through
its effect on particle loading which attains asymptotic
values at high and low feed rates. In the investigate
temperature (480 to 620 °C) and centrifugal force (4,900
to 17,000 G) domain, the yields of liquid, char and gas
proved to be relative insensitive to these parameters. The
cause seems to be that a significant part of the particle
reacts in the kinetic regime, where the balance between
tar and char forming reactions, as determined by reaction
temperature, is only slightly altered with reactor severity.
Further, these conditions appear to have lead to
significant char and water formation. The observed larger
than expected gas formation is likely the result of
heterogeneous tar cracking on the surface of char
particles, possibly promoted by an uneven temperature
profile of the reactor pipe and the design of the char
separation system where conditions appear to favor this
reaction. Due to poor heat transfer between reactor wall
and gas, the gas temperature within the system was
maintained at approximately 400 °C whereby thermal tar
cracking did not contribute to the observed increased gas
yield. A uniform reactor temperature and optimization of
the char separation system to reduce vapor-char contact is
expected to reduce the gas yield somewhat, whereas
increased reactor severity through a uniform temperature

Greek letters
α
Ash retention [% wt.]
ρ
Density [kg m-3]
τ
Residence time [s]
Subscripts
b
c
g
t
w
v

Biomass; wheat or pine
Char
Incondensable pyrolysis gas
Tar (organic and water fraction)
Reactor wall
Vapors; gaseous tar and incondensable gas
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Abstract
Less than a handful of ablative pyrolysis reactors for the production of liquid fuel from
biomass have been presented and for only a single reactor has a detailed mathematical
model been presented. In this article we present a predictive mathematical model of the
pyrolysis process in the Pyrolysis Centrifuge Reactor, a novel ablative flash pyrolysis
reactor. The model relies on the original concept for ablative pyrolysis of particles being
pyrolysed through the formation of an intermediate liquid compound which is further
degraded to form liquid organics, char, and gas. To describe the kinetics of the pyrolysis
reactions the Broido-Shafizadeh scheme is employed with cellulose parameters for
wood and modified parameters for straw to include the catalytic effect of its alkalicontaining ash content. The model describes the presented experimental results adequately for engineering purposes for both wood and straw feedstock even though conditions for ablative pyrolysis from a reaction engineering point of view are not satisfied.
Accordingly, even though the concept of an ablatively melting particle may constitute a
limiting case, it can still be used to model flash pyrolysis provided that the reacting particle continuously shed the formed char layer.
Keywords: Alative flash pyrolysis; Pyrolysis Centrifuge Reactor; wheat straw; pine
wood; modelling; bio-oil; biocrude
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1. Introduction
The Pyrolysis Centrifuge Reactor (PCR) is a novel flash pyrolysis reactor developed for the production of liquid fuel from biomass. Due to the reactor currently being
scaled-up from bench to pilot scale, a model to help understand its behaviour and optimise the yield of bio-oil was needed. As the PCR belongs to the ablative branch of flash
pyrolysis reactors this model is believed to be of general value to other researchers
studying flash pyrolysis, as the vast effort to create engineering models for flash pyrolysis reactors has concentrated on the more common fluid bed reactor designs [1-4].
To our knowledge less than a handful of ablative reactor designs for the production of liquid fuels from biomass have been published to date. Peacocke and Bridgwater
presented a design where biomass is squeezed between a tilted slow moving scraper and
a hot plate [5, 6], and later a pipe [7], but did not attempt to model neither of them. The
same is true for Reed’s Pyrolysis Mill [8] in which biomass is forced to pass between
two heated metal “mill stones”. The initial and most widely known ablative design is
properly Diebold’s Vortex Reactor [9] in which biomass is forced centrifugally against
a heated pipe due to high-speed circular flow within a heated pipe. This reactor was
thoroughly modelled by Miller and Bellan [10] who assumed the biomass particles to
react by forming pores and shedding char from the surface when a critical porosity was
reached.
In this paper we wish to investigate whether the original concept of ablative pyrolysis in which the particle is thought to react from the surface inwards through the
formation of a liquid intermediate [11] can be useful for predicting the behaviour of an
ablative reactor. The process is assumed to be controlled by chemical kinetics, external
and internal heat transfer, that is, the decomposition kinetics are coupled to the physical
properties of the material and the external heat transfer environment. The model constitutes a limiting case within the field of solid fuel pyrolysis, since a porous char layer
may also be formed due to the action of competing pyrolysis reactions. However, given
the right combination of mechanical influence on the char layer and char properties (i.e.
brittleness), the layer may be removed continuously causing the virgin particle surface
to remain exposed to the hot reactor surface.
The paper is organised as follows: First, the PCR and the experimental procedures are presented. Then follow the derivation of the numerical model and presentation
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of the experimental results. Finally, the experimental and model results are compared
and conclusions drawn.

2. Experimental
The PCR decomposes organic material by sliding particles across a heated wall
in a circular motion, whereby the generated centrifugal acceleration press the particles
against the wall and improves heat transfer. Referring to Figure 1, particles are fed tangentially to the horizontally oriented reactor cylinder where the centrally mounted triwinged rotor creates a swirling gas wherein the particles are suspended and accelerated.
While circulating on the wall, the particles simultaneously move axially toward the tangential reactor outlet. External to the reactor, the flow of gas and particles is first directed to a simple change-in-flow-direction separator and then a cyclone to remove
coarse and fine solid particles, respectively. The liquid product is condensed in a direct
condenser and aerosols are collected by a coalescer. A gas pump and a gas pre-heater
allow for inert hot gas recirculation delivered axially to the reactor entrance, and excess
gas is further cooled before being metered. Further details on the PCR, the bench reactor
system, materials, and analytical methods can be obtained elsewhere [12, 13].

Figure 1: PCR reactor system.
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Figure 2: Reactor details: One mm thick by four mm wide flow guide rings on reactor
wall (top) and assumed gas velocity profile in the three mm gap between rotor tip and
reactor wall.
Prior to the present experimental runs were made the PCR was optimised based
on the experience with the initial system [12] and high-speed video clips of a cold flow
glass cylinder model. The reactor heating system was divided into four independently
controlled zones to ensure a uniform temperature of the reactor pipe. Char storage in
connection with the first separator was separated from the gas flow to eliminate the risk
of catalytic vapour cracking. Flow guide rings were welded to the inside of the cylindrical reactor wall (Figure 2 (top)) to distribute the particles evenly on the reactor surface.
The rotor was machined to maintain a rotor-tip-ring clearance well above the greatest
particle diameter. Finally, spirally-twisted flow guides were welded at both the entrance
and the exit to guide particles from the former to the latter.
Pyrolysis Centrifuge Reactor
Gas-phase reactor (tar cracking)
Gas
Gas
(purge)

Plug Flow

Water
Organics

Biomass

Heat-up

Reaction

Solid-phase reactor (biomass pyrolysis)
t2
t1

Figure 3: Model outline and convention for reactor streams.
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3. Model
3.1 Model Outline
Figure 3 outlines the overall approach taken to model the reactions in the PCR.
Conceptually, solid-phase primary pyrolysis and secondary tar cracking in gas phase are
treated independently in separate reactors although numerically solved simultaneously.
Particles are introduced in the solid reactor where they travel in plug flow undergoing
heat up, reaction, and transport of char. For large (and small, see below) particles conversion is not completed before they are discharged from the reactor whereby the collected solids are a mixture of char and unconverted biomass. During reaction the formed
pyrolysis gas and vapours are injected into the plug flow gas-phase reactor where the
vapours undergo cracking to gas. The numerical method results in a number of discrete
time steps which are automatically sized to avoid numerical inaccuracies. It should be
noted that the term “gas” denotes all small molecules including water whereby “organics” does not equal the experimentally collected mixture “bio-oil”.
Temperature

Temperature

Original
surface

Moving
surface

Surface heat
flux

Time

r=0

Surface heat
flux

r = RSurf

r=0

r = RSurf

Figure 4: Schematic illustration of solid material undergoing surface decomposition at
time t (left) and t +∆t.
Conversion of the biomass particles is treated as a pseudo-surface reaction. For
ablative pyrolysis, the steep temperature gradient observed experimentally [14] combined with a reaction rate which is strongly dependent on temperature suggest, that reaction is concentrated in a relatively thin shell at the surface. The reaction scheme is
coined pseudo in order to stress that particle density is considered constant, whereby
any reaction within the particle also results in movement of the surface towards the centre rather than formation of a pore system [15]. The situation is depicted in Figure 4,
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where the left pane shows the initial transient temperature profile for the situation where
the particle surface has not yet moved. Under continued heating the spatial temperature
increases successively with time until the particle surface is heated to a temperature,
where decomposition causes the surface to retreat. After a finite movement of the particle surface, the situation is as depicted in the right pane. Again the heating continues
followed by movement of the surface. The movement of the front continues until the
particle is consumed (i.e. Rsurf → 0) or the particle is ejected from the reactor.
The shrinking particle is converted to an Intermediate Liquid Compound (ILC)
which in turn is further degraded to the final pyrolysis products tar, gas, and char. Only
the formation of ILC is assumed to influence the degradation of the particle whereas the
split between products is determined by the surface temperature of the particle.
3.2 Spatial Temperature Profile and Particle Shrinkage
An expression for the movement of the surface is obtained by setting up a shell
mass balance for a particle to obtain the differential equation:
(1)

d s
r v + r s rp ,1 = 0
dr

( )

Here v is the velocity of the retracting surface, r is the particle characteristic size, s the
particle shape factor, and rp,1 the rate of reaction for the initial reaction. Integration
within limits and substituting rp,1 with the Arrhenius first order expression gives:

dR surf (t )
dt

=−

1

Rsurf

s
Rsurf

∫
0

 − E1 
 dr
r s A1 exp
 R T (r ) 
 g


(2)

where Rsurf is the initial characteristic size of the particle, E1 the activation energy, A1
the pre-exponential factor, Rg the gas constant, and T(r) describes the temperature profile within the particle. The transient temperature distribution in the solid is described
with the following partial differential equation [16]:
ρ ⋅cp

∂T
1 ∂ 
s ∂T 
=
k ⋅ r

∂t r s ∂r 
∂r 

(3)

where s is the shape factor, ρ is the solid density, cp is the specific solid heat capacity
and k is the thermal conductivity and since these are considered constant, (3) is rewritten as:
∂T
1 ∂  s ∂T 
=α s
r

∂t
r ∂r  ∂r 

(4)

where α is the thermal diffusivity (=k/ρcp). The initial and boundary conditions for the
system of differential equations (2) and (4) are:
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IC1 :

Rsurf (t = 0) = R0

(5)

IC2 :

T (t = 0, r ) = T0

(6)

BC1:

k

∂T
∂r

∂T
∂r

BC2:

(

= h T ∞ − T Rsurf

(7)

)

r = Rsurf

(8)

=0
r =0

IC1 states the initial size of the particle considered, IC2 states that the initial spatial
temperature profile is uniform, BC1 states that heat transferred to the external surface
by convection is transported into the material by conduction and finally BC2 states that
the particle is symmetric around the particle centre.
The model is made dimensionless by introducing a number of variables. Thus,
the dimensionless temperature θ is selected in such a way that the dimensionless temperature ranges between 0 and 1:

(9)

T − T0

θ=

∞

T0 − T0

For this moving boundary problem the time is scaled according to a fixed size, namely
the initial distance from the surface to centre. The dimensionless time τ is given by:

τ=

(10)

αt
R0

2

The dimensionless position within the particle x is scaled so the moving surface is always located at 1 and the centre of the particle is located at 0:

x=

(11)

r
R surf (t )

To satisfy the symmetry boundary condition at the centre, (8), a variable substitution is
used:
u = x2

(12)

To track the position of the surface in time, a dimensionless position η is introduced:

η=

R surf (t )

(13)

R0

A dimensionless activation energy γ is also introduced based on the initial temperature:

γi =

(14)

Ei
R g T0
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The dimensionless variables are introduced into the original equations (2) to (8). The
conservation of energy in the particle becomes:
∂ 2θ
∂θ 2
∂η  ∂θ

+ 4u 2
η = 2 s + 1 + uη 
∂τ
∂τ  ∂u
∂u


(15)

with corresponding initial and boundary conditions:
∂θ
∂u

=

1 hRsurf ∞
θ −θ
2 k

=

1 hRsurf ∞
θ −θ
2 k

u =1

(

) = Bi(R2 ) (θ
surf

u =1

∞

−θ

u =1

)

(16)

or
∂θ
∂u

u =1

(

) = Bi(2R ) η (θ
0

u =1

∞

−θ

u =1

)

θ (t = 0, u ) = 0

(17)

where it is noted that the dimensionless Biot number is introduced:
Bi =

hRsurf

(18)

k

Finally, the movement of the surface is also made dimensionless yielding:
2
0

1

R A1
dη
η u
=−
dτ
2α ∫0

s −1
2





γ1
 du
exp  −
 T ∞ 

  0 − 1 θ ( u ) + 1 

  T0


(19)

with the initial condition:

η (τ = 0) = 1

(20)

Biomass is decomposed on a metal wall having a constant temperature T∞ in
time. A special feature is that the heat transfer coefficient changes during conversion
with the characteristic length of the particle. For a rod of cellulose in contact with a rotating disk, the heat transfer coefficient has been experimentally established to be correlated to the contact pressure between rod and disk, provided the relative velocity is
above 1.0 to 1.5 m/s [14]:

h=

1
p
59

(21)

where h is the overall heat transfer coefficient [W m-2 K-1] and p the contact pressure
[Pa]. Following the idea of Diebold and Power [17], heat transfer to the particle is assumed to originate from wall-particle contact only. In addition, particles are assumed to
be indefinite and during conversion particles of slab geometry are only submitted to
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wall contact on one side, whereas cylinders and spheres are evenly exposed to the hot
surface due to rotation. Under these conditions, it can be shown that h is given by:

h=

1
r ρ gG
59 ( s + 1)

(22)

where G is the dimensionless centrifugal acceleration. Table 1 and Table 2 contain information regarding the kinetic and physical properties. Note that the heat of reaction
has been ignored due to its insignificance relative to the latent heat [17, 22]. Finally,
particles are assumed to be fully converted when the characteristic size is reduced to
below 5 µm.

Wheat

Pine

Table 1: Model parameters used to simulate pine wood and wheat straw experiments.
Parameter Value

Source

S
MMD
ρ
cp
k
A1
E1
A2
E2
A3
E3
A4
E4
γg
s
MMD
ρ
cp
k
A1
E1
A2
E2
A3
E3
A4
E4

Bech et al. [12]
Bech et al. [12]
Miller and Bellan [10]
Miller and Bellan [10]
Miller and Bellan [10]
Diebold [18]
Diebold [18]
Diebold [18]
Diebold [18]
Diebold [18]
Diebold [18]
Liden et al. [19]
Liden et al. [19]
Di Blasi [20]
Bech et al. [12]
Bech et al. [12]
Jensen et al. [21]
Jensen et al. [21]
Jensen et al. [21]
Like pine
Fitted
Like pine
Like pine
Like pine
Fitted
Like pine
Like pine
Like pine

γg

1 (cylinder)
632 ⋅ 10-6 m
650 kg m-3
2300 J kg-1 K-1
0.13 W m-1 K-1
2.8 ⋅ 1019 s-1
240 kJ mol-1
6.79 ⋅ 109 s-1
140 kJ mol-1
1.30 ⋅ 1010 s-1
150 kJ mol-1
4.3 ⋅ 106 s-1
108 kJ mol-1
0.65
2 (sphere)
633 ⋅ 10-6 m
700 kg m-3
2446 J kg-1 K-1
0.21 W m-1 K-1
2.8 ⋅ 1019 s-1
206 kJ mol-1
6.79 ⋅ 109 s-1
140 kJ mol-1
1.30 ⋅ 1010 s-1
143 kJ mol-1
4.3 ⋅ 106 s-1
108 kJ mol-1
0.65
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Table 2: Reactor parameters.
Parameter Pine Wood Runs Wheat Straw Runs
Vr
5 ⋅ 10- 4 m3
dr
8.2 ⋅ 10-2 m
lr
2.0 ⋅ 10-1 m
G
4.9 ⋅ 103; 1.0 ⋅ 104; 1.7 ⋅ 104
2.8, 3.3, and 6.0 ± 0.3 s
τ∞
475 to 600 °C
T∞
20 °C
T0
Mo *
350 g mol-1
P
105 pa
Fb
20 ± 7 g min-1
23 ± 2 g min-1
-1
Fg
17 ± 5 g min
19 ± 8 g min-1
Mg
31 ± 3 g mol-1
35 ± 1 g mol-1
* Source: Diebold [9]
3.3 Particle Velocity
In order to find the true acceleration acting on a particle for use in (22), the
nominal acceleration G at the rotor tips needs to be corrected. Similar to cyclonic separator modelling it is assumed that the slip between gas and particles can be ignored [23].
Furthermore, as the Reynolds number for experimental conditions investigated here
range from 3 · 104 to 5 · 104, based on the rotor tip diameter [24], it is assumed that the
flow is turbulent and the velocity profile between rotor tip and wall (Figure 2, bottom)
can described by a power law of the form:

v r
= 
v0  δ 

1

(23)

n

where δ is the rotor-to-wall distance, r the particle radius (i.e. the distance from the
wall), v0 the rotor speed, v the speed at r, and n an empirical exponent taken as 6 in accordance with the Reynolds number range [25]. Since the centrifugal acceleration is
proportional to the squared particle speed, the acceleration correction factor κ becomes:

r
κ = 
δ 

1

(24)

3

Accordingly, reacting particles will experience progressively lower centrifugal acceleration as they disappear.
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Gas
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γg Gas + (1-γg) Char

Figure 5: The Broido-Shafizadeh model for biomass pyrolysis.
3.4 Product Yields
To predict the fate of the ILC we employ the extended Broido-Shafizadeh (BS)
kinetic scheme [20] depicted in Figure 5 to model the pyrolysis reaction. Although the
BS kinetic scheme has been criticised for not providing an adequate fit to thermogravimetric weight loss curves [26], and more accurate schemes have been suggested for
both cellulose [26, 18] and biomass [27], it continues to be popular within papers on
flash pyrolysis [28, 29] along with the similar three-parallel reaction Shafizadeh scheme
[1]. Although extrapolation of both models must be done with caution [30], considering
that the operational envelope for flash pyrolysis reactors is relatively narrowly defined
with respect to temperature (i.e. 450 to 600 ºC), the popularity of the BS kinetic scheme
can properly be attributed to the products being easily identified and that it intuitively
reduces a complex system with adequate precision for engineering purposes. All reactions are assumed to be irreversible first order with an Arrhenius type of rate expression.
The respective mass balances for tar, gas, biomass, and char in dimensionless
form reduce to:
∂X o
∂X b
Xo
= −So
−B
−1
−1
∂τ
∂τ
X o eo + X g eg

(25)

∂X g

(26)

∂τ

= −(1 − S o )γ g

∂X b
Xo
+B
−1
−1
∂τ
X o eo + X g eg

∂X b
∂η
= X b , 0 (s + 1)η s
∂τ
∂τ

(27)

Xc =1− Xb − X g − Xo

(28)

where the Xi’s are mass fractions of feed and products with dimensionless time τ and γg
is the gas/char selectivity of R3. The reactor factor B, the dimensionless molar masses
ei’s, and the organics selectivity So are given by:
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B=

V ⋅ rp , 4 ⋅ p ⋅ M b
F ⋅ Rg ⋅ T ⋅ τ ∞

,

ei =

Mi
,
Mb

So =

rp , 2

(29)

rr , 2 + rp ,3

where the organics cracking rate rp,4 (and thereby B) is taken as constant as it is assumed
that the gas temperature will approach the reactor wall temperature rapidly due to the
highly turbulent gas flow discussed above. In contrast rp,2 and rp,3 (and So) are evaluated
at the particle surface temperature because ILC is assumed to be consumed immediately
when formed due to the experimentally observed very short life time of the compound
[11]. Product yields Yi’s are computed by solving the system of equations to obtain corresponding mass fractions Xi’s at the reactor outlet (i.e. at τ = τ∞).
3.6 Solution Procedure
Discretization by orthogonal collocation is used to approximate the transient
temperature profile described by (15) inside the particle. Integration of the coupled differential equations and (25) to (27) is performed using the FORTRAN-based semiimplicit Runge-Kuta integration routine SIRUKE [31]. Equation (19) is solved by
Gauss integration.
As the feeds used in the experiments were not homogeneous with regard to particle size (see Figure 6), the code was set up to repeat the calculations for each ASTM
screen size between 106 and 1180 µm using the arithmetic mean as twice the characteristic particle dimension. Results for the combined feed were obtained by taking the
weighted average using the sieve mass fraction as the weight.
100%

Cumulative Frequency

80%

60%

40%

Pine Wood

20%

Wheat Straw
0%
0

200

400

600

800 1000 1200 1400

dp [x 10-6 m]

Figure 6: Characteristic particle diameter for feed material.
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4. Results
4.1 Mass Balance
Mass balance closures were generally good for both wood and straw experiments with average losses of 7.6 ± 2.2 % wt. and 2.8 ± 2.2 % wt., respectively, and in
all cases the loss was positive. However, in order to assign the balance for modelling
purposes the ultimate analysis presented in Table 3 was used to compute the composition of the lost material. The analysis revealed that based on the organic constituents the
lost fraction had a composition similar to char, although with an increased hydrogen
content, and therefore it was assumed that the loss was due to condensation of vapours
on the reactor pipe flanges which were somewhat inadequately insulated and prone to
promote condensation. Thus, in the following material not collected experimentally has
been assigned to char.

Table 3: Ultimate analysis (wt. %) and measured higher heating value (HHV) of feed
material and products from flash pyrolysis of straw at 550 °C and G=17⋅103. For products, averages and two standard deviations of three experimental runs are reported.
Straw Liquid
C
44
H
6.3
S
0.19
N
1.1
O
42 a
Ash
6.4
HHV (MJ/kg) 17.3
a
By difference; b Not
Table 4

Solids

Gas d

37 ±2.3
53 ±2.0
40 ±0.6
7.7 ±1.4
3.6 ±0.23 2.8 ±0.2
b
0.10 ±0.01 0.4 ±0.05 n/a
b
1.1 ±0.12 1.0 ±0.17 n/a
52 ±1.4 a
17 ±1.0 a 57 ±0.8
1.3
n/a b
25 ±1.2
15.2
20.1
11.2 c
analysed; c Calculated from ultimate analysis [32];

d

Based on

Table 4: Gas analysis (% vol.) by GC/TCD and GC/FID for flash pyrolysis of straw at
550 °C and G=17⋅103. Averages for three repeated runs shown.
CO2 CO H2

CH3CHO CH4 CH2CH2 CH3CH3 CH2CHCH3 CH3CH2CH3 C4+ a

50
37 1.1 1.6
2.2 0.6
0.3
a
Includes balance (assumed composition C4H10).
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0.3

0.1

6.8

Table 5: Ash composition and mass balance (% wt.) for inorganic components determined by wavelength dispersive (WXRF) x-ray fluorescence spectrometry of feed and
products from flash pyrolysis of straw at 550 °C and G=17⋅103.
Na

Mg

Al

Si

P

Cl

K

Ca

Mn

Fe

Zn

Oa

Straw
0.32 1.4 0.44 21
2.2 9.3 27 5.7 n.d.b 0.43 n.d.b 32
Liquid
0.31 0.87 0.31 0.26 0.77 13 31 6.1 0.08 17 0.08 30
Solids
0.23 1.1 0.19 14
2.0 8.4 30 6.2 0.07 0.45 0.03 37
In liquid 11
7.2 8.0 0.14 4.0 16 13 12
450
11
In solids 70
80
43
68
90
90 110 110
100
110
Total
81
87
51
68
94 110 120 120
550
120
a
b
By difference; Not detected (<0.001%)
Assigning the observed loss to char was apparently contradicted by an ash mass
balance which would overestimate the amount of ash. However, detailed analysis of the
ash in the parent material and the two products (Table 5) revealed that for all components but silica and iron the distribution between the products was roughly equal. It is
therefore believed that the ash observed in the liquid product resulted from leaching of
inorganic components from carried-over char (roughly 10 to 15 % wt. of total char
yield) before it was removed by filtration and quantified. However, since silica is expected to be present in the form of SiO2 which is insoluble in the mildly acidic bio-oil
this component was retained in the solid phase. The highly increased amount of iron in
the products could likely originate from either wear on the reactor pipe from particle
movement or corrosion of the equipment by bio-oil. This is, however, not supported by
the presence of neither nickel nor chromium which constitutes 12 and 17 % wt., respectively, of the reactor construction material.
4.2 Yield Modelling for Wood
Results for pine wood are shown in Figure 7 which includes the limits of a
credible interval established by repeating an experiment five times with fixed reactor
parameters at 550 °C and for each product estimating the interval as twice the standard
deviation. Rather than calculating error bars for each experimental observation based on
the analytical uncertainty, this procedure was thought to give a more correct picture as
the observed experimental scatter seemed to arise from experimental variations and not
from the analytical methods [12]. Thus, the credible interval can be perceived as: given
the model correctly represents the true mean for a number of repeated experiments, the
interval should encompass any single experimental observation with 95 % probability.
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From the plots it can be seen that the model accurately predicts the yield of gas
in the entire investigated domain and to a lesser extent also of organics and char. For the
latter two the predictions appear to be biased such that above approximately 550 °C organic yields are overestimated whereas char yields are too conservative. A possible explanation could be the before-mentioned condensation of organics on the reactor internals. However, given that the main discrepancy between model and experimental results
is observed for the single experiment at 575 °C and that the mass balance was closed
with char, it is uncertain whether this is the result of poor collection of organics for this
data point. In any case the model appears to be satisfactory for engineering purposes.
As the modelling results were obtained with kinetic data for cellulose they support earlier findings [28] that a satisfactory description can be obtained by simplifying
the pyrolytic degradation of wood to include only its main constituent. However, since
the kinetic data were not for pine wood it is not clear whether the observed inaccuracies
could be eliminated by improved kinetic data or are artefacts introduced by the model.
4.3 Yield Modelling for Straw
Due to the lack of published kinetic data for wheat straw, it was attempted to
employ the superposition kinetic scheme of Miller and Bellan [33]. By dividing each
size fraction into its three main organic components cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin
and modelling each separately using kinetic data for the pure components the result was
obtained by averaging over composition and then particle size. However, not unexpectedly this approach proved unsuccessful properly because the influence of ash components [34] is of more importance than the organic composition for the yield of products.
Interestingly, for pine the simple cellulose kinetics more accurately described the experimental results than the detailed superposition model. Accordingly, it was decided to
use the cellulose kinetic data which had been given good results with wood but modify
them to obtain an acceptable fit.
It was assumed that the higher ash content in the wheat straw has a pronounced
catalytic effect on the pyrolytic reactions favouring the formation of char and gas [34]
by reducing the activation energies of the affected reactions. Accordingly, the distribution between char and gas (γg) and the pre-exponential factors were left equal to those
of cellulose, whereas the gas phase cracking of tar was assumed to be unaffected by the
ash content which largely stays in the solid state for the investigated temperature domain. Furthermore, as the distribution between gas/char and organics can be described
by one parameter, the activation energy for R2 was kept unchanged for simplicity. Fit- 16 -

ting the remaining two activation energies for R1 and R3 simultaneously to the three
investigated rotor speeds visually, the result shown in Figure 8 were obtained. Although the predictive power of the model was somewhat reduced compared to the pine
modelling, reducing the activation energies by 14 % and 4.5 %, respectively, produced
an acceptable fit but could likely be improved by investigating the kinetics for straw in
more detail.

5. Discussion
5.1 Ablative Conditions
The conditions necessary to obtain ablative pyrolysis have suggestively been defined by means of the Biot number and the thermal Thiele modulus [35, 36]:
Bi ≥ 1
Th >> 1

(30)

where the latter is given by:
Th = −

dη
η
dτ

(31)

The physical interpretation of Th is that it gives the ratio between a characteristic time
of solid heating and a characteristic time of solid degradation. The ablative envelope is
thus characterized by internal control of particle heating and that solid degradation proceeds faster than the inward solid heating rate. With this definition in mind, it can be
questioned whether ablative conditions ever materialized during the conversion discussed here, judging from the simulation presented in Figure 9 (left). It is noted that the
temperature profiles remained relatively flat throughout the conversion. Further, early
investigators in the field of ablative pyrolysis compared the observed behaviour of cellulose (and biomass) undergoing decomposition on a moving hot moving surface to a
process of fusion due to the almost constant surface temperature observed in the ablative regime [37-39]. It was therefore expected that the surface temperature would stabilize on a constant level after the process was initiated but this is not observed, most
likely due to the lack of ablative conditions. In contrast, Figure 9 (right) presents the
results for a spherical particle with a five times larger diameter. Here it can be observed
that the transient heating period is considerably shorter due to the five times higher initial heat transfer coefficient whereby the particle is within the ablative regime almost
immediately. Following the definition (30), it stays here until conversion has reached
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more than 99% as can also be confirmed by the steep parallel temperature profiles. It is
noted that the almost constant surface temperature is at 319 ºC for straw whereas a similar wood (cellulose) particle under unchanged conditions is converted at 405 ºC or
somewhat lower than earlier estimates of 467 ºC [38] or 437 ºC [40].
Following from the above discussion, the reaction mechanism for the investigated conditions can from a fundamental reaction engineering point of view not be classified as ablative even though the term is generally applied to flash pyrolysis processes
in the sense of solid convective. Accordingly, the reaction proceeds for the investigated
conditions predominantly in the kinetic or thermally thick regime [36] where the particle is partly consumed from within. This situation is graphically presented in Figure 10
along with the pure ablative and pore-forming (kinetically controlled regime) and is for
the PCR characterised by the continuous char peeling or ablation of char formed on the
particle surface (cf. Miller and Bellan’s concept of a critical porosity [10]) due to high
centrifugal acceleration and particle velocity across the metal surface. It can be hypothesised that there are two primary explanations for the model being able to mimic
the obtained results well even though the surface reaction assumption does not hold.

A. Ablative

B. Pore-forming

C. “Ablative char peeling”

Figure 10: Idealised visual presentation of flash pyrolysis schemes.
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First, it has been observed for fluid beds that cracking of product vapours can be neglected inside a pyrolysing particle of 100 to 1000 µm at reactor temperatures between
500 and 600 ºC [41]. Secondly, due to the high speed and centrifugal acceleration a char
layer developing on the surface and thus changing the heat flow in to the particle is continuously removed.
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relative reactor capacity with centrifugal acceleration for straw particles of MMD.
5.2 Reactor Optimisation
Having established that the pyrolytic degradation is not ablative from a reaction
engineering point of view, it seems appropriate to investigate which effect particle size
has on the yield of organics. Referring to Figure 11, it is interesting to note that for both
straw and wood optimum organics yield are predicted for particle sizes close to the
mean mass diameter (MMD) of the investigated distributions. It is noted that the optimum temperature for this particle size is lower than what is predicted for the entire distribution and that the reason for this behaviour is that particles below approximately 0.8
MMD require considerably higher temperatures to minimise the fraction of biomass
passing through the reactor unconverted. In contrast, particles several times lager than
MMD require a relative long residence time for conversion and for them the optimum
temperature is limited upwards by the rapidly increasing organics cracking above 500 to
550 °C, an effect which is less pronounced for the smaller particles where the decreasing centrifugal acceleration and thus heat transfer tend to favour higher temperatures.
Loss of potential organic yield due to char formation is for both biomasses not responsible for the observed decrease in liquid yield for particle sizes different from the MMD
as the result of the increased optimum reactor temperature is to lower the char yield
somewhat (not shown). The implications would be that in order to maximise the yield of
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organics the reactor should be designed to suit the relevant particle size and that fines
and oversizes should be avoided or removed in the preceding size-reduction process.
From the experimental results with straw it was noted that the maximum yield of
organics did not change significantly with increasing centrifugal acceleration which
merely lowered the optimum temperature. In order to investigate this issue further, it is
necessary to make some assumptions regarding the particle residence time within the
reactor as a function of rotor speed. Assuming that the particles follow the same narrowly pitched helical path the residence time will be given by:

t p ,∞ =

(32)

l p ,∞
Ggrr

where lp,∞ is the length of the assumed path. Employing the measured residence times
for the three investigated rotor speeds an estimate for lp,∞ = 237 ± 61 m is obtained and
used to compute the curves shown in Figure 12. From this figure it can be noted that
increasing G above approximately 5⋅103 has only a moderate effect on organics yield
and that 90 % of the yield at G=30⋅103 is obtained at G=10⋅103. However, assuming that
the surface loading (or average particle-particle distance) is independent of rotor speed,
the decreasing conversion time with rotor speed will result in a progressively higher
area-specific throughput as demonstrated in Figure 12 (full line) for particles of MMD.
Consequently, increasing the centrifugal acceleration to above the domain investigated
here is not expected to contribute significantly to the yield of organics but is predicted
to increase throughput.

6. Conclusions
For engineering purposes, the presented pseudo surface reaction model has been
shown to describe the yields from flash pyrolysis of wood and straw in the PCR satisfactorily. It was shown that with the Broido-Shafizadeh kinetic scheme, parameters for
cellulose represented wood very well whereas fitting cellulose parameters in accordance
with the influence of the higher ash content led to an acceptable fit for the straw data.
As this simplified kinetic scheme achieved a better fit than a superimposed based on the
organic composition of the material, it again stresses that ash constituents are of more
importance than organic composition for the yield distribution in flash pyrolysis of herbaceous biomass. However, the predictive power of the model for straw could possibly
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be improved by determining the kinetic parameters for this material in a dedicated
study.
Simulations showed that for the conditions investigated, the assumption of ablative degradation involving a steep temperature gradient and consumption of the reacting
particle from the surface inwards did not hold. However, due to the minor importance of
the pore system on the yields for the investigated particle size and temperature domain
and the ability to keep the particle free of an insulating char layer by mechanical action
in the reactor, the model could still describe the experimental data well. Accordingly, it
appears that even though the concept of an ablatively melting particle may constitute a
limiting case, it can still be used to model flash pyrolysis provided the reacting particle
continuously shed a build up char layer.
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Glossary
A

Pre-exponential factor

1/s

B

Reactor factor

-

Bi

Biot number

-

cp

Specific heat capacity

J/kg/K

d

Diameter

m

e

Dimensionless molar mass

-

E

Activation energy

J/mol

F

Flow rate

kg/s

g

Gravitational acceleration

9.81 m/s2

G

Acceleration/g

-

h

Heat transfer coefficient

W/m2/K

k

Thermal conductivity

W/m/K

l

Length

m
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M

Molar mass

kg/mol

MMD Particle mass mean diameter

m

n

Particle velocity power law constant

-

p

Pressure

Pa

R

Distance from centre to surface or wall

m

R

Reaction

-

Rg

Universal gas constant

8.31 J/mol/K

r

Spatial coordinate for particle or in reactor

m

rp

Rate of reaction

1/s

S

Product selectivity

-

s

Shape factor (0,1 & 2 for slab, cylinder & sphere)

-

T

Temperature

°C or K

t

Time

s

Th

Thermal Thiele modulus

-

u

Dimensionless position (≡x2)

V

Gas volume of reactor

m3

v

Velocity of retracting surface

m/s

X

Mass fraction or conversion

- or %

x

Dimensionless position

-

Y

Product yield (daf)

- or %

α

Thermal diffusivity

m2/s

δ

Rotor-to-wall clearance

m

γ

Dimensionless activation energy

-

γg

Gas/char selectivity

-

η

Dimensionless position of surface

-

κ

Acceleration correction factor

-

θ

Dimensionless temperature

-

ρ

Density

kg/m3

τ

Dimensionless time

-

-

Sub- and superscripts
b

Biomass (wood or straw)

c

Char
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g

Gas (permanent gasses and water)

m

Mean (on mass basis)

o

Liquid organics

p

Particle

r

Reactor

s

Solids (char and biomass)

surf

Surface

0

Initial or nominal

∞

Surroundings or final
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Abstract
Analysis of the elementary composition a fuel’s organic fraction is important in many
fields but unfortunately elementary analysers require a considerable monetary investment and skill to operate. This article presents a method to obtain a simplified elementary analysis of an organic sample in which the oxygen, nitrogen, and sulphur are
lumped. The method uses a simple bomb calorimeter combined with a numerical procedure based on a generalised equation for predicting higher heating value. By analysing
pure organic substances, literature data, and fuels it is demonstrated that the method can
provide a hydrogen estimate within ±0.7% daf. and carbon and sum of oxygen, nitrogen, and sulphur estimates within ±2% daf. for fuels containing less than 90 % ash db.,
2 % nitrogen daf., and 1% daf. sulphur.
Keywords: Elementary analysis; bomb calorimeter; biomass; coal
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1. Introduction
Within fuel and combustion research the composition of the organic fraction of a
fuel found by elementary analysis is often important. However, due to the special
knowledge and high investment in equipment these analyses are often performed at specialised laboratories where a constant flow of samples allows operating the equipment.
Correlations to predict the higher heating value (HHV) of a fuel from the ultimate
analysis [1, 2, 3], or even the proximate analysis [3, 4], continue to be published
whereas the reverse relationship to our knowledge has not received attention. Due to the
before-mentioned cost and skill required to operate an elementary analyser we expect
that a general procedure to deduce the elementary analysis by means of a bomb calorimeter will be of general interest. In this article we present a procedure developed in
our lab by which a simplified elementary analysis may be obtained for fuel samples by
means of a simple bomb calorimeter and investigate the applicability on common fuels.

2. Experimental Method
Samples from our material library which had been analysed to determine elementary composition (Flash Dymamic Combustion, Gas Chromatography (FDC-GC))
and ash content (CEN 14775 or ISO 1171) by an external laboratory and samples of
simple pure (analytical grade) components with known composition were used. Moisture was for all solid samples determined at the time of the investigation to exclude
changes in water content by a Sartorius electronic moisture analyser (model MA40) by
drying at 105 ° until the change in weight remained below 0.01% in 120s.
Higher heating value was determined by an IKA C200 bomb calorimeter in
isoperibolic mode according to DIN 51900 [5] and recalculated to dry basis. After the
measurement the bomb was depressurised and all liquid and solid material in the bomb
and crucible was collected by a pre-weighted paper towel and the mass determined on a
four decimal laboratory scale. It was assumed that all organic material was combusted
and that the collected material represented the sum of free water, water of reaction, and
ash. For all samples the procedure was repeated five times and average values reported.
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3. Numerical Procedure
Channiwala and Parikh [1] found in a comparative study employing 225 data
points of various fuels that the best universal equation to predict the dry basis higher
heating value (HHV) based on elementary composition had the form:
HHV = AH H + AC C + AO O + AN N + AS S + AA A

(1)

where H, C, O, N, S, and A is the content of hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, sulphur, and ash, respectively, expressed in percentage on dry basis and Ai’s are the numerical coefficients displayed in table 1. For organics containing only H, C, and O the
carbon content may predicted by combining (1) and the total mass balance:
C=

HHV − ( AH − AO ) H − ( AA − AO ) A − 100 AO
AC − AO

(2)

where H can be calculated from the material collected in the calorimeter bomb after correcting for sample ash and moisture content (free water). Finally, oxygen content is predicted by the mass balance:
O = 100 − H − C − A

(3)

This procedure is applicable for simple hydrocarbon fuels such as petroleum
fractions. However, many solid fuels such as various biomasses and coal contain more
than just traces of sulphur and nitrogen. If no information is available regarding the
concentration of nitrogen and sulphur these components can be lumped with oxygen to
obtain the equation:
C=

HHV − ( AH − AR ) H − ( AA − AR ) A − 100 AR

(4)

AC − AR

where R denotes the combined amount of oxygen, nitrogen, and sulphur. Since oxygen
in most cases will be dominating the simplest procedure is taking AR equal to AO but if
the level of the trace elements is known a priori a better value may be found from:

(5)

S

i
Ai
i =O O + N + S

AR = ∑

Table 1: Coefficient for equation (1) with HHV expressed in J/g and composition in
percentage on dry basis.
AH

AC

AO

AN

AS

AA

1178.3 349.1 -103.4 -15.1 100.5 -21.1
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Finally, a mass balance yields:

O + N + S = 100 − H − C − A

(6)

In (4) to (6) it is assumed that neither nitrogen nor sulphur will influence the determined hydrogen content and thereby also the other elements but this may not necessarily be true. During combustion these elements will form the corresponding gaseous
oxides which through further oxidation and reaction with water can form nitric and sulphuric acid. For sulphur this can be represented by the reaction scheme [6]:

S + O2 → SO2 ( g )

(7)


→ SO2 (aq )
SO2 ( g ) ←


→ HSO3−
SO2 (aq ) + H 2O ←


→ SO32 − + H +
HSO3− ←


→ SO42− + 2 H +
SO32 − + H 2O ←

The relative proportions of the various sulphite and sulphate ions are dependent on the
detailed equilibrium chemistry in both the gaseous and the aqueous phases. Thus, it is
expected that a certain, although low, amount of these elements can be tolerated without
effecting the hydrogen determination significantly.
Ash in the fuel is also capable of influencing the determined hydrogen content
by reaction. During combustion in the pure oxygen atmosphere substantial temperatures
may be reached whereby reactions not important in the customary analysis of ash at 580
to 600 ºC [7] can play a role. An example is calcination of carbonates:
MCO3 ( s ) → MO( s ) + CO2 ( g )

(8)

where M denotes a suitable anion. During biomass combustion, substantial chloride release has been observed [8] and can result in gaseous hydrochloric acid formation:

Biomass − HCl ( s ) → HCl ( g ) + Biomass ( s )

(9)


→ H + (aq) + Cl − (aq)
HCl ( g ) ←

However, the equilibrium between gaseous HCl and ions in aqueous solution is expected to mediate the effect on hydrogen determination.

4. Results and Discussion
Initially the outlined method was tested with pure organic chemicals containing
only hydrogen, carbon, and oxygen. The results depicted in Table 2 show that for these
compounds a nearly unbiased result with low variability could be obtained for hydrogen
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whereas both carbon and oxygen estimates were biased and with considerably higher
absolute variability.

Table 2: Predicted elementary composition (% wt. daf.) and absolute error of prediction
for pure organic substances containing only C, H, and O.
Substance

H

C

O

EH

EC

EO

Ethylene glycol
Ascorbic acid
Cellulose
n-Decane
Benzene
n-Dodecanol
Ethyl acetate
Polyethylene oxide
Methyl cyclohexane
Benzoic acid
Average
2 x Std. deviation

9.7
4.6
6.0
15.6
7.6
14.0
9.1
9.0
14.3
5.0

37.7
39.3
44.1
83.5
92.3
77.1
52.4
55.5
83.3
67.1

52.5
56.1
49.1
0.9
0.1
8.9
38.4
35.4
2.3
27.9

0.0
0.0
-0.2
0.0
-0.1
0.0
0.0
-0.1
0.0
0.1
-0.1
0.2

-1.0
-1.6
-0.3
-0.9
0.0
-0.3
-2.1
1.0
-2.3
-1.7
-0.9
2.1

1.0
1.6
0.6
0.9
0.1
0.3
2.1
-0.9
2.3
1.7
1.0
2.0

Table 3: Influence of ash, nitrogen, and sulphur on predicted elementary composition
(% wt. daf.).
Substance

EH

EC ER

Adipic Acid
Adipic Acid, 5% K2CO3
Adipic Adic, 5% KCl
Adipic Acid, 6.4% S
92% Adipic Acid, 5% Methionine, 3% Urea

0.1
-0.2
-0.1
1.3
0.0

-4
-3
-3
-3
-2

4
3
3
2
2

Before applying the method on solid fuels the possible influence of reactive ash
components, sulphur and nitrogen on hydrogen determination was tested. This was done
by observing the effect of adding these components to adipic acid, a crystalline dicarboxylic acid with an elemental composition similar to that of most biomasses (7.0% H,
46% C, 47% O), and is reported in Table 3. As expected both addition of carbonate (as
potassium carbonate) and chloride (as potassium chloride) resulted in under prediction
of hydrogen through the weigh loss mechanisms proposed above. However, in both
cases the effect was small compared with the error standard deviation even for the large
additions relative to real fuels. Addition of sulphur on the other hand resulted in a large
over prediction of hydrogen. Finally, predicting hydrogen content of a synthetic bio-5-

mass produced by mixing adipic acid, methionine, and urea (composition: 6.9% H, 48%
C, 42% O, 1.1% S, 2.0% N, all daf.) was achieved without error. Therefore, the following will only treat fuels containing less than 2.0% N and 1.0% S as these levels apparently do not affect hydrogen determination significantly.
In order to study the suitability of the method for fuel analysis on a larger set of
data, 111 data points of liquid and solid fuels selected only by their nitrogen and sulphur
content were taken from the literature [1, 9] and analysed. This was done by assuming
that hydrogen could be determined quantitatively and then applying (3) and (4) without
adjusting AR for nitrogen and sulphur (i.e. AR=AO). The data points covered fuels with
ash contents from 0 to 90% db. Figure 1 shows the correlation obtained between the
analysed and predicted elementary composition. For 95% of the data points carbon and
the sum of oxygen, nitrogen, and sulphur were predicted within ±2.8% wt. daf., as
found from twice the error standard deviation, or somewhat higher than experimentally
found with the simple hydrocarbons (Table 2).

100
y = 0.9986x
R2 = 0.9938

Composition [% wt. db.]

80

60

40

20
y = 1.0041x
R2 = 0.9935

C
O+N+S

0
0

20

40
60
Predicted [% w t. db.]

80

100

Figure 1: Correlation between composition and prediction of carbon and oxygen, nitrogen, and sulphur content (% wt. db.) for 111 fuels investigated by Channiwalla et al. [1]
and reported by Gauer et al. [9].
Since the literature data were originally used to derive (1) and the coefficients of
Table 1 and since it was unclear whether the lower accuracy results from the fuels containing ash, nitrogen, and sulphur or is the result of the method used to analyse the fuels
elementary, we analysed ten fuels from our own library. Table 4 presents the results ob-6-

tained and the error standard deviations are seen to be in agreement with those found
from the analysis of the literature data. Accordingly, we were confident that these values were representative and could be used to derive the accuracy which can be expected
from the present method.

Table 4: Predicted elementary composition and absolute error of prediction for fuels (%
wt. daf.).
Fuel

H

C

R

EH

EC

ER

Wheat Straw Pellets
Pine Wood Pellets
Spruce Bark
Waste Wood
75% Caragenan Residue, 25% Shea Nut Shell
75% Pektin Residue, 25% Potato Starch Residue
Olive Residue
Coal A (Columbia)
Coal B (Poland)
Coal C (Poland)
Average
2 x Std. deviation

6.2
5.9
5.9
6.0
6.0
6.3
6.1
6.2
5.8
5.0

49
51
51
50
50
48
55
80
84
81

45
43
43
44
44
46
39
14
10
14

-0.2
-0.4
-0.3
-0.3
-0.2
0.0
-0.4
0.7
0.5
0.0
0.0
0.7

0
1
-3
-1
0
-3
1
-1
0
-1
-0.8
2.5

1
-1
3
1
1
3
0
0
0
1
0.8
2.5

Because the experimentally observed error is the result of both error from the
present method and the method used to analyse the fuels elementary, the method error
can be found by correcting the former for the latter by standard deviation arithmetics.
Table 5 presents the measurement error reported by our external laboratory taken as
twice the standard deviation for measurements performed on the same reference material over several days and with different operators. These are conditions under which
our material library has been gathered over the years. In addition, the calculated method
error which can be expected for the present method is presented. It is observed that for
both carbon and the sum of oxygen, nitrogen, and sulphur this estimate is in excellent
agreement with the estimate for method error obtained with the pure hydrocarbon samples where the elementary composition was derived without the use of an elementary
analyser. Accordingly, for 95% of solid and liquid fuel samples containing less than
90% db. ash, 2% daf. nitrogen, and 1% sulphur it can be expected that elemental analysis by bomb calorimetry can predict the hydrogen content within ±0.7% daf., carbon
content within ±2% daf., and the sum of oxygen, nitrogen, and sulphur content within
±2% daf.
-7-

Table 5: Measurement error (two std. deviations) for elementary analysis by FDC-GC
and bomb calorimetry, % wt. daf.
EH

EC

ER

FDC-GC
0.2 1.5 1.5
Bomb Calorimetry 0.7 2.0 1.9

5. Conclusions
A simplified elementary analysis can be obtained for fuels with a bomb calorimeter provided ash and moisture contents are known and the fuel contains less than
2% daf. nitrogen and 1% daf. sulphur. Since the method is not capable of distinguishing
between oxygen, nitrogen, and sulphur these elements are reported as a lump sum.
Study of literature and experimentally obtained data has shown that for 95% of liquid
and solid fuel samples with the above restrictions an accuracy of 0.7% daf. can be expected for hydrogen and 2% daf. for both carbon and the sum of oxygen, nitrogen, and
sulphur.
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Glossary
A

Ash content

% wt. db. or daf.

Ai

Elemental coefficient for (1)

J (% wt. db.)-1

C

Carbon content

% wt. db. or daf.

E

Absolute measurement error (measured – true value)

% wt. daf.

H

Hydrogen content

% wt. db. or daf.

HHV Higher heating value on dry basis

J g-1

N

Nitrogen content

% wt. db. or daf.

O

Oxygen content

% wt. db. or daf.
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R

Rest (oxygen, nitrogen, and sulphur) content

% wt. db. or daf.

S

Sulphur content

% wt. db. or daf.

Subscripts
C

Carbon

H

Hydrogen

N

Nitrogen

O

Oxygen

R

Oxygen, nitrogen, and sulphur

S

Sulphur
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Pilot Production and Combustion of Straw Bio-Oil

1 Introduction
This appendix reports on the pilot plant operation of the bench-scale Pyrolysis
Centrifuge Reactor, on the properties of the produced straw bio-oils, and on attempts
to combust the produced samples in domestic rapeseed oil furnaces. The investigation
was initiated with the intention to test the reactor system over longer runs and at
higher feed rates, obtain representative samples of straw bio-oil for characterization,
and to test the suitability of straw bio-oil as a liquid fuel replacement. First, the
experimental equipment, procedures, and results are presented. Second, the properties
of the produced samples are compared to specifications for a future standard for biooil and recommendations for improvements to the pyrolysis pilot plant proposed.
Third, the combustion behavior of bio-oil and rapeseed oil is reviewed in order to
explain the observed behavior of the fuels during the trials and propose suitable
modifications to the equipment. Finally, the findings are compared with the practical
experience of bio-oil combustion reported in the literature.
The combustion trials would not have been possible without the consent of M.
Jørgensen from the company Firegreen and M.P. Roesen from KSM-Roesen. The
author wishes to thank both for their invaluable assistance during these trials.

2 Pilot Plant Runs
2.1 Experimental
Two pyrolysis pilot plant runs were completed during October and November of 2007
under identical conditions and approximately two liters of bio-oil were produced in
each. The feed material was obtained by crushing wheat straw pellets and removing
sizes above 1.4 mm by sieving. Properties for the feed material are displayed in Table
1.
For the pilot runs the procedure for operating the equipment was slightly changed
compared to the previous experimental runs of shorter duration (see appendix C and
E). The solid feed rate was set to the feeder’s maximum in order to test reactor
operation at higher feed rates and since the electric heating elements for zone 1 and 2
(i.e. near the reactor entrance) were not able to supply adequate power to maintain the
set point of 550 °C the realized temperature in these zones were considerably lower.
-1-
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Furthermore, since the preheater was out of service at the time the re-circulated gas
was returned to the reactor unheated. Also, the produced bio-oil was continuously
removed from the direct condenser in order to remove carry-over char by filtration on
a vacuum filter. Finally, since heavy compounds condensed at the vapor nozzle tip of
the direct condenser feeding was interrupted approximately five minutes every 20
minutes and the direct condenser was emptied in order to clean char buildup in the
nozzle. Table 2 displays the realized experimental conditions for both runs.
Table 1: Properties of straw feed used for the pilot runs.

Property

Method

Value

Water content (% wt.)
Mettler-Toledo Moisture Analyzer MA40 a
9.2
Ash content (% wt. db.)
ASTM D1102 (550 °C)
7.0
HHV (MJ kg-1)
DIN 51,900
17.0
-1
HHV db. (MJ kg )
DIN 51,900
18.2
49
C (% wt. daf)
Calorimetry b
H (% wt. daf)
Calorimetry b
6.2
O+N+S (% wt. daf)
Calorimetry b
45
a
b
Drying at 105 °C until change in weight < 0.01% in 120s; See appendix E
Table 2: Experimental conditions during pilot runs.

Property

Unit

Value

Nominal centrifugal acceleration
Reactor temperature, zone 1
Reactor temperature, zone 2
Reactor temperature, zone 3+4
Preheater temperature
Tracing temperature
Gas residence time
Solid feed rate
Specific feed rate

g
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
ms
kg h-1
kg m-2 h-1

1.0·104
420
480
550
60 - 70
420
∼ 500
2.4
69

The yield of bio-oil for the pilot runs operating at a specific straw feed rate of 69 kg
m-2 h-1 was 53 and 48 % wt. of wet feedstock, respectively. Although not statistically
significant, this is in average somewhat lower than the 54 % obtained in an earlier
experiment with similar feedstock and conditions but at a lower specific feed rate of
41 kg m-2 h-1. However, this does not need to be caused by the higher feed rate per se
but rather by the relatively low temperatures realized in zone 1 and 2, the cold recirculated gas, and less careful collection of product.
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2.2 Bio-Oil Properties
The fuel properties of the bio-oil samples obtained from the pilot runs were analyzed
and compared with typical properties of a wood-derived bio-oil, see Table 3. Both
samples were homogeneous liquids with an intense burgundy/maroon color that
appeared black in larger containers and had a characteristic smell of smoke with a
note of acid. In Figure 1 the dynamic viscosity with temperature for the samples and
for the wood-derived bio-oil is compared with that of rapeseed oil (RSO) and
rapeseed bio-diesel, two alternative liquid fuels suitable for combustion in small
furnaces. The bio-oil properties are further discussed in section 3.4.
Table 3: Comparison of fuel properties between the October (10/07) and November (11/07) straw biooil samples and typical specifications for Dynamotive wood-derived bio-oil (Wood).

Property

Method a

Density @ 20°C (kg dm-3) Hydrometer
Water content (% wt.)
Refractive index c
Ash content (% wt.)
ASTM D1102 (550 °C)
HHV (MJ kg-1)
DIN 51,900
-1
HHV db. (MJ kg )
DIN 51,900
C (% wt. daf)
Calorimetry d
H (% wt. daf)
Calorimetry d
O+N+S (% wt. daf)
Calorimetry d
Dynamic viscosity (cP)
Rotation viscometer e
- @ 20 °C
- @ 40 °C
- @ 60 °C
- @ 80 °C
a
For straw-derived samples; bFrom Dynamotive

10/07

11/07

Wood b

1.18
25.8
1.2
15.4
20.7
50
6.6
42

1.20
28.1
0.36
15.5
21.5
52
6.4
41

1.2
20-25
<0.02
16-19
21-25
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

108
24
9.2
6.4
[1]; cSee

53
84
18
23
8.9
10
6.0
5
Appendix C; dSee

Appendix E; eDIN SC4-18/13R spindle

3 Combustion Trials
3.1 Burners
Combustion trials were carried out with burners developed for combustion of RSO in
domestic furnaces. These small-scale burners were chosen due to the relatively small
samples of produced bio-oil and the availability of test facilities locally.
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Figure 1: Dynamic viscosity with temperature for RSO [2], rapeseed bio-diesel [3], and straw and
wood derived bio-oil samples. Data for bio-oils from Table 3.

3.1.1 Firegreen
The Firegreen burner [4] is intended for replacing a conventional heating oil burner of
a domestic furnace and has a rated capacity of 15 to 70 kW. The liquid fuel is pumped
to a level-controlled open tank where an electric thermostat-controlled heater
maintains it at the desired set-point. From the tank the fuel is drawn to an air-assist
spray nozzle by the vacuum created by the compressed air supplied to the nozzle. The
liquid nozzle is a Delavan #30609-5 producing a solid cone spray. Secondary
combustion air is delivered by a blower to the pipe enclosing the nozzle within the
combustion chamber and swirl is created by a disk distributor, see Figure 2. The
system can be regulated by changing the liquid pre-heat temperature, the nozzle air
pressure, and the amount of secondary air but fuel flow can not be controlled
independently but increases with nozzle air pressure. Ignition of the fuel is
accomplished by an electric spark between two ignition electrodes positioned just
above the nozzle tip.
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Stack

Swirl disc

Compressed air
Air-assist nozzle

Secondary air

Liquid fuel

Furnace

Figure 2: Firegreen burner installed in furnace.

3.1.2 KSM-Roesen
The KSM-Roesen burner [5] is an experimental unit developed by M. P. Roesen and
intended for the same market as the Firegreen but not yet in production. In this design
fuel is metered by a step motor coupled to a gear pump and feed to an inline preheater
before entering the air-assist nozzle which similar to the Firegreen’s but rated at a
higher flow (Delavan #30610-8). In the combustion chamber the nozzle and the
surrounding secondary air supply pipe is located within a horizontally oriented ø 250
mm radiation reflector pipe extending approximately 500 mm beyond the tip of the
nozzle, see Figure 3. The secondary air supply system is similar to the Firegreen’s but
is without a distributor for inducing swirl. The system is controlled by regulating
liquid pre-heat temperature, liquid flow rate, nozzle air pressure, and amount of
secondary air.

3.2 Flue Gas Analysis
For both burners, flue gas was continuously drawn from the stack, filtered, dried in a
refrigeration dryer, and analyzed by Rosemount UV gas analyzers. Results for CO,
CO2, O2, NO, and SO2 were logged on a laptop computer.
-5-
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Figure 3: KSM-Roesen burner installed in furnace.

3.3 Results
In the first run sample 10/07 was tested in the Firegreen burner. The bio-oil was
initially preheated to 60 °C which had been established to be suitable for RSO in
order to reduce the viscosity sufficiently for good atomization. As expected,
atomization was excellent at this temperature due to the lower viscosity of the bio-oil.
However, since ignition proved difficult the preheating temperature was adjusted to
90 °C in order to increase the gaseous concentration of flammable components in the
igniter vicinity. Nevertheless, even at this temperature approximately 50 ml of ethanol
had to be added to the top of the preheating tank in order to establish a flame. After
ignition with ethanol the pure bio-oil burned with an unstable flickering flame about
100 mm in front of the nozzle. This was unlike the performance with RSO where a
stable flame was observed approximately 40 mm from the nozzle tip.
The CO emission reflected the poor bio-oil performance as concentrations varied
between 3500 and 7300 ppm (150 ppm for RSO). In contrast, nitric oxide and sulfur
dioxide emissions were comparable to RSO at 50 to 80 ppm (45 for RSO) and 35 to
50 ppm (12 for RSO), respectively. Oxygen concentrations at 16 to 18 % vol. (4.5 %
for RSO) and CO2 concentrations at 2 to 5 % vol. (13 % for RSO) indicated that
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secondary air should be reduced. However, any attempt to do so resulted in loss of
flame.
The KSM-Roesen burner was selected for a new attempt with sample 11/07 due to its
ability to control liquid flow rate independently of primary air supply. It was
speculated that the poor flame stability observed with the Firegreen burner and thus
small operational window with regard to secondary air was caused by an excessive
primary air to fuel ratio. Due to the fixed ratio between compressed air and liquid
flow and the difference in elemental composition the Firegreen burner supplied 5% of
the stoichiometric air demand when operating on RSO but 10% for bio-oil. This
indicated that conditions were too lean near the nozzle tip and that doubling the liquid
flow rate would create similar conditions to those for RSO operation whereby ignition
and flame stability could be improved.
The KSM-Roesen burner had the same difficulties igniting the fuel as had been
experienced with the Firegreen. The liquid temperature was initially maintained at 60
°C. Due to the plug flow design of liquid feeding system it was possible to ignite the
bio-oil by operating the burner on RSO for several minutes and then switch to bio-oil.
Visually the clear feed hose revealed when the bio-oil reached the preheater and at
that time the flow rate was doubled in order to maintain the same primary air to fuel
ratio. Immediately after changing fuel the operation of the burner was unaffected but
after approximately 30 seconds the flame went out. Attempts to rectify this behavior
by changing nozzle air pressure, fuel flow rate, secondary air admission, and preheater
temperature was unsuccessful. Due to the short duration of each successful start on
bio-oil no meaningful data for emissions of this fuel were collected. However, when
firing RSO the burner achieved excellent emission values with CO concentration at 15
to 20 ppm, NO at 70 ppm, SO2 at 2 ppm. Carbon dioxide and oxygen values were
comparable to those achieved with the Firegreen firing RSO at 11 and 5.5 % vol.,
respectively.

3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Bio-Oil Properties
For commercial hydrocarbon and some biomass-based liquid fuels national and
international standards specify the accepted chemical and physical properties relevant
-7-
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for combustion, handling, and safety. Due to the at present low production volume
this is not the case for bio-oil even though suggestions for a future standard have been
published, see Table 4. This framework operates with four grades defined in term of
viscosity at a reference temperature and ash content analogous to how hydrocarbon
fuel oils are classified [7]. According to the suggested classification the produced
samples, as well as the reference wood-derived bio-oil, can be classified as lightmedium products if the ash content of the samples was below 0.05 % wt. (see Table
3). However, it has earlier been established that the relatively high ash content of the
samples is caused by leaching of soluble inorganic components from carry-over char
particles before they are removed by filtration (see Appendix D). Accordingly, by
optimizing the char separation system it is expected that the product can be brought
within the ash content specifications.
Table 4: Proposed specifications for various grades of bio-oils [6, 7].

Property

Light

Kin. viscosity @ 40ºC (cSt)
Ash (% wt.)
Solids (% wt.)
Water (% wt.)
LHV (MJ l-1)
S (% wt.)
N (% wt.)
Phase stability, 8 h @ 90 ºC
Flash point (ºC)
a
@ 50 ºC

1.9-3.4
<0.05
<0.01
<32
>18
<0.1
<0.2
single
>52

Light-medium
5.5-24
<0.05
<0.05
<32
>18
<0.1
<0.2
Single
>55

Medium
17-100 a
<0.10
<0.10
<32
>18
<0.2
<0.3
single
>60

Heavy
100-638 a
<0.10
<0.25
<32
>18
<0.4
<0.4
Single
>60

Energy content of bio-oils produced by flash pyrolysis (expressed by HHV or LHV)
depends on water content, raw material, and to some degree on pyrolysis process and
conditions. Table 5 displays properties of five bio-oil samples produced by larger pilot
or commercial production units. On dry basis the HHV of the bagasse-derived
samples is seen be significant lower than those produced from hard and softwoods.
Oasmaa et al. [8] found that the dry basis LHV was 19 to 22 MJ kg-1 for woodderived oils, 18 to 21 MJ kg-1 for wheat straw oils, and 22 to 23 MJ kg-1 for oils rich
in lignin-derived water insolubles. Accordingly, materials with relatively low contents
of lignin, such as herbaceous feedstocks (e.g. wheat straw and bagasse), are expected
to have a lower dry basis specific energy contents than the wood-derived bio-oils. On
volumetric basis the samples had a LHV of 16.2 MJ L-1 (19.5 MJ kg-1 db.) and 16.5
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MJ L-1 (20.3 MJ kg-1 db.) for sample 10/07 and sample 11/07, respectively, or
approximately 10 % below the minimum LHV specification. Ignoring the effect of
increased density with water removal, the water contents must be reduced to 19.4 and
23.5 % wt. for samples 10/07 and 11/07, respectively, in order to bring this figure up
to the required 18 MJ L-1.
Table 5: Selected properties of five bio-oils produced in larger production units [9]. Samples A, B, and
C produced by Dynamotive, sample D by Forestera and sample E by Ensyn.

Property

A

B

C

D

E

Feed material

Pine/
spruce
2.4
0.42
23.3
<0.1
<0.02
<0.1
<0.01
73

Pine/
spruce
3.5
2.6
23.4
<0.1
<0.02
0.3-0.4
<0.05
78

bagasse

spruce

Oak/
maple

2.1
2.9
20.8
<0.1
<0.02
0.7
<0.1
57

6-9

Feed moisture content (% wt.)
Feed ash content (% wt.)
Water (% wt.)
Solids (% wt.)
Ash (% wt.)
N (% wt.)
S (% wt.)
Kin. viscosity @ 20 ºC (cSt)
Kin. viscosity @ 40 ºC (cSt)
Kin. viscosity @ 80 ºC (cSt)
Density (kg dm-3)
HHV (MJ kg-1)
HHV db. (MJ kg-1)
LHV (MJ kg-1)
a
@ 50 ºC

4.3
1.20
16.6
21.6

4.4
1.19
16.4
21.4

4
1.20
15.4
19.4

23.8
0.05
<0.02
0.04
<0.01

22
0.045
0.01
0.2
<0.01

15

50 a
12
1.18
17
21.8
15.7

1.19
17.6
23.1
16.0

Control of water in the bio-oil product is traditionally achieved by pre-drying the
feedstock in order to reduce the moisture content below that used here as can be seen
from the raw material characteristics reported in Table 5. An alternative is to employ
fractional condensation of vapors whereby the concentration of low boiling
oxygenates with poor heating value is simultaneously reduced which has been shown
to improved storage stability and increase the flash point [10]. Since bio-oils
regardless of feedstock origin have been found to have flash point in the 50 to 66 ºC
range [8] fractional condensation appears promising for bringing the product within
specifications for heating value, stability, and flash point. However, employing this
method for water control also results in a reduced yield of liquid organics in the biooil fraction because low boiling components evaporate at lower temperatures or form
azeotropes with water and are lost to the condensate. Preliminary experiments with
-9-
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pine-derived bio-oil where water was evaporated at ~ 65 °C under reduced pressure in
a rotavap and the water content reduced from 33.9 % wt. to 14.1 % wt. suggest that
the distillate will contain 10-12 % wt. organics. This estimate is in agreement with the
findings of Oasmaa et al. [10] who evaporated water from pine-derived bio-oil at 40
°C and found the organics/water ratio of the distillate to be relatively constant
throughout the process. Accordingly, reducing the water content in the bio-oil by the
required 5.5 % wt. (i.e. the average value for the two samples) by fractional
condensation is expected to result in a loss of less than 1 % wt. of the liquid organics.
However, since the heating value of the lost components is below the average for the
organics the energy yield calculate on HHV will be decreased by less and may if
calculated on LHV basis even increase [10].
Solids, sulfur, and nitrogen contents in addition to phase stability was not determined
for the produced samples. Solid char particles are known to reduce the stability of biooils [11, 12] and since the high ash content was also caused by carry-over char
particles and may accelerate the degradation [13] it is essential to increase the
efficiency of the char separation system. The sulfur content of straw-derived bio-oils
(400 to 500 ppm) is generally higher than that for the wood-derived oils (60 to 500
ppm) [8] but well below the proposed specifications and is thus not expected to be
problematic. This is in contrast to the nitrogen content which has been found to be
generally higher for bio-oils derived from herbaceous feedstock as seen in Table 5.
Oasmaa et al. found that the nitrogen content for wheat straw derived bio-oil was 0.3
to 0.4 % wt. whereas it was below 0.1 % wt. for wood-derived oils [8]. Accordingly,
since nitrogen contents at that level will result in declassification to the medium or
heavy category, which could potentially reduce the value of the product, the nitrogen
content should be determined and an investigation carried out in order to determine
the effect of process conditions and straw properties on nitrogen partitioning between
products.
In summary, it is expected that straw-derived bio-oil produced with the PCR can
obtain the proposed light-medium specification if char separation is improved, water
content reduced by fractional condensation, and nitrogen partitioning controlled.
Whereas the former two conditions are expected to be relatively straightforward to
achieve, the latter may require further investigation to determine the effect of process
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conditions and raw material properties. If the nitrogen portioning can not be
controlled a declassification to medium or heavy may result which may affect the
value of the product negatively.

3.4.2 Bio-Oil Combustion Behavior
The behavior of bio-oil subjected to heating and combustion has been investigated by
thermogravimetric techniques [14-17] and single droplet heating and/or combustion
[18-22]. However, for the purpose of this discussion the results obtained with the
latter technique are more relevant due to the lower heating rates employed in the
former, typically 5 to 20 °C/min. Calabria et al. [18] reported five distinct phases
during heating of a single wood/bark-derived bio-oil droplet suspended on a
thermocouple above a heating coil, see Figure 4. The ø 847 µm droplet initially heated
from room temperature to 100 °C where gas bubbles began to cause repeated
expansions and collapses followed by a temperature plateau at approximately 130 °C
due to the evaporation of water and light organics. In the next phase the droplet heated
to 180 °C under continued gas production and fluctuations in diameter although
progressively smaller. At 180 °C the gas ignited and burned homogeneously causing
droplet heating to accelerate. When the droplet reached approximately 500 °C the blue
gas flame extinguished and heterogeneous combustion (yellow flame) of the formed
char cenosphere caused the interior temperature to peak. D’Alessio et al. [20]
observed similar initial behavior when exposing ø 600 µm single droplets of pine or
poplar derived bio-oil suspended on a thermocouple to a flow of air heated to 1200 °C
(local Re≈20). Under these conditions, water and light organic evaporation initiated at
100 °C after which the droplet heated to 500 °C where a second plateau was observed.
The gas ignited at 600 °C followed by a rapid temperature rise during the following
sooty cenosphere burnout. In agreement with Calabria et al. they observed maximum
droplet expansions up to between 1.5 and twice the initial diameter. Droplet pulsation
was observed well in to the combustion period.
Wornat et al. dropped single ø 320 µm droplets of oak or pine derived bio-oils in to a
vertical laminar flow reactor furnace heated to 1327 °C by an internal H2/CH4 fueled
combustor adjusted to yield a O2 concentration of 24 % vol. They observed four
distinct phases during combustion of the oils. After introduction in to the furnace and
ignition the undisturbed droplet was surrounded by a blue flame, a behavior which
- 11 -
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they also observed for pure droplets of methanol and acetone under the same
conditions. However, suddenly gases were released from within the droplet causing it
to distort in shape and release small fragments from the surface. During this
microexplosion the droplet was surrounded by a yellow flame indicative of soot
formation which they ascribe to gas-phase pyrolysis. Following the eruption, the
flame turned blue and the droplet coalesced in to its original spherical shape although
vapor release continued but at a markedly reduced rate. Finally, a yellow flame was
observed during cenosphere burn-out. In a later study employing the same equipment
and conditions Shaddix et al. [21] confirmed these findings and found that samples
with an increased content of char would distort in microexplosions earlier compared
to hot gas filtered samples with a residual char content approximately hundred times
lower. The authors offer the explanation that the char particles facilitated the
nucleation of gas bubbles leading to microexplosions at lower values of superheat.
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Figure 4: Droplet center temperature with temperature of environment during heat-up (1), evaporation
(2), devolitalization (3), homogeneous combustion (4), and heterogeneous cenosphere combustion (5).
Initial bio-oil droplet diameter was 847 µm. Data from [23].

From the discussion above it appears that the hanging droplet and the drop tube
experiments differ in whether the droplet is superheated before evaporation in the
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interior starts. In this connection Wornat et al. discuss two limiting cases, that of batch
distillation on one hand and that of superheating on the other, and it appears that a
continuum of superheat is attainable before bubble formation starts. Furthermore, in
addition to the nucleation effect of solid particles, time, and thereby indirectly heating
rate, may also play a role. This has been shown to be the case for liquids containing
readily activated nucleation centers [24-26] because time during rapid heating may be
insufficient for an assumed equilibrium phase change even though nucleation
dominates the phase transition process [27]. Comparing the time scales for bubble
initiation after the onset of heating for the hanging droplet and drop tube experiments
the former operated with values on the order of 500 ms whereas micro explosions
were observed for the latter after droplet residence times in the furnace of ~ 40 ms. In
addition, given sufficient time the bio-oil may polymerize and form solids whereby
new cites for nucleation may be formed or a shell of polymerized material may
develop around the bubble whereby bubble formation is not observed before the
internal pressure is sufficient to rupture the shell [22].

3.4.3 RSO Combustion Behavior
Despite the ready availability of RSO its behavior during heating under combustion
conditions has not been as intensely studied as that of bio-oil. RSO is a mixture of
triglycerides with fatty acid lengths ranging from 16 to 22 carbon atoms [28] and trace
quantities of phospholipids (<2.5 % wt.), free fatty acids (<1.2 % wt.),
unsaponifiables (<1.2 % wt.), and water (<0.3 % wt.) [29]. Due to its homogeneity
and the high molecular mass of the main components evaporation is not an important
mechanism for droplet gas production during heating but when heated to sufficiently
high temperatures the material will pyrolyze. Jóźwiak and Szlęk [30] found that the
flash point of RSO determined by the open cup method exceeded 300 °C and
accordingly they limited their investigation of the ignition properties of RSO/diesel
mixtures to those containing maximum 85 % wt. RSO. Employing an apparatus where
ø 1.4 mm droplets suspended on a thermocouple were lowered into a heated cylinder
they found that ignition was problematic for this mixture if the cylinder temperature
was below 550 ºC. Dweck and Sampaio [31] studied the thermal decomposition of 10
mg canola oil (i.e. RSO) samples in air by thermogravimetric techniques using a
heating rate of 5 °C/min. They found that the volatilization was initiated around 200
ºC but significant decomposition was delayed to 291 ºC and preceded over three steps
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were the last corresponded to char burnout. Their findings are in agreement with those
of McDonnell et al. [32] who used TGA under the same conditions and found that for
crude RSO volatilization commenced at 200 °C whereas decomposition set in at 280
ºC. Idem et al. [33] studied the decomposition of refined (i.e. free fatty acids, water,
and phospholipids removed) RSO in an un-catalyzed fixed bed reactor at atmospheric
pressure and found that 58 % wt. of the feed would be converted to light organics and
gas without char formation at 300 ºC (i.e. the lowest temperature employed) and gas
hourly space velocities of 3.3 to 15.4 h-1. Accordingly, for RSO gas release may
proceed at a significant rate at 300 ºC, even in an inert atmosphere if sufficient
residence time is available, and this temperature appears to be at the lower limit for
sufficient gas release to ignite the fuel during dynamic heating of a small quantity as
would be the case for a droplet during combustion.

3.4.4 Pre-Ignition Energy
Based on the combustion behavior of bio-oil and RSO it is possible to estimate and
compare the specific energy input needed to ignite fuel droplets and establish a selfsustaining flame. For bio-oil it is assumed that the droplet is heated from 60 ºC to 100
ºC where all water evaporates before heating continues to 180 ºC where the droplet
ignites. Volatile components with a normal boiling point below 180 ºC are also
assumed to have evaporated before ignition. For RSO it is assumed that the droplet is
heated from 60 ºC to 300 ºC where it is ignited and evaporation of lighter components
prior to ignition is ignored. Table 6 displays the numerical values assumed for
physical and chemical properties of the fuels. Under these assumptions the preignition specific input for RSO is estimated to be 456 kJ kg-1 whereas bio-oil requires
831 kJ kg-1 or 1.8 times that of RSO. Compared on energy (HHV) specific basis biooil droplets require 3.6 times the pre-ignition energy of RSO due to its lower heat of
combustion. The pre-ignition energy input estimate for RSO depends strongly on the
assumed ignition temperature but even if heating to 500 °C is required under
combustion conditions bio-oil would still require twice the input of RSO on energy
basis. Furthermore, it can be noted that 73 % of the specific energy input for bio-oil is
due to water evaporation and bio-oils with relatively high water contents, as was the
case for the produced samples, therefore have an increased specific pre-ignition
energy demand.
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Table 6: Properties of bio-oil and RSO.

Property

Unit

Value

Source

Bio-oil, water content
% wt.
27.0
-1
Bio-oil (water), heat of vaporization
kJ kg
2257
Bio-oil (org. fraction), heat of vaporization b
kJ kg-1
394.7
Bio-oil, org. fraction BP<180 °C
% wt.
28.3
Bio-oil, specific heat capacity 60-100°C
kJ kg-1 K-1
1.7
Bio-oil, specific heat capacity 100-180°C
kJ kg-1 K-1
0.84
-1 -1
RSO, specific heat capacity
kJ kg K
1.9
a
b
Average of produced samples; Assumed equal to acetic acid

-a
[34]
[35]
[14]
[36, 37]
[36, 37]
[29]

The higher pre-ignition energy demand for bio-oil droplets seems to explain the
behavior observed when attempting to combust this fuel with burners that are suitable
for RSO. For the investigated burners pre-ignition energy for fuel droplets preheated
to a fixed temperature may be supplied by radiation from the flame, convection from
hot flue gas, radiation from the furnace interior, or an electric spark when the burner is
started. Convection takes place in a recirculation zone induced by a swirling flow
whereby heat can only be supplied by preheating the fuel and by the electric spark at
start-up which was not sufficient for bio-oil. For the Firegreen burner droplet heating
during operation can only be accomplished through radiation from the flame and
convection with flue gas because the nozzle is surrounded by the furnace’s heat
transfer surfaces which are cooled by relatively cold water (~ 60 °C). However, if
adequate swirl is induced to the secondary air these mechanisms may be sufficient, as
it was observed, but since swirl and secondary air admission can not be regulated
independently with a fixed swirl disc geometry the droplets will not be heated
sufficiently when secondary air is reduced. Accordingly, after a flame was established
and it was attempted to reduce the secondary air supply swirl was inadequate and the
flame extinguished. For the KSM-Roesen burner, where swirl was not induced to the
secondary air, the dominating mechanisms for heating droplets were radiation from
the flame and the heat shield surrounding the flame. During start-up on RSO the metal
heat shield had been heated to glowing red but after switching to bio-oil pre-ignition
energy demand was increased and the shield cooled whereby the flame moved
forward until it was expelled from the shield and extinguished.
The above discussion indicates that combustion of bio-oil with burners suitable for
RSO is possible if measures are taken to increase heat transfer to fuel droplets
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immediately after atomization. In the simplest form this may be accomplished by
adding a swirl disc at the secondary air supply, changing the geometry of an existing
disc, or adding a radiation shield to the furnace.

3.4.5 Macro-Scale Bio-Oil Combustion
Only a single attempt to combust herbaceous-derived bio-oil in a furnace has been
found in the literature [38]. It was reported that combustion in a 50 kW furnace of biooil samples produced from switchgrass burned with a stable flame provided the water
content was below 35 % wt. Atomization was accomplished with an air-assist nozzle.
The procedure used for starting the furnace and igniting the bio-oil was not disclosed
but since the burner was developed for both single fuel and co-firing with natural gas
the latter option might have been employed. The combustion chamber design was also
not discussed.
Details on ignition and combustion chamber designs suitable for wood-derived bio-oil
are also scarce in the literature. Oasmaa et al. [39] studied the combustion of bio-oil
derived from hard and softwoods at a firing rate of 4 MW in an industrial hot water
boiler. Heavy fuel was used to start the boiler and the bio-oil was atomized with an
air-assist nozzle. They found the best results were obtained if the fuel was preheated
to 50 to 60 ºC in order to reduce viscosity but also prevent nozzle clocking due to
polymerization. The furnace front head had been modified based on the experience of
Birka Energi [40] by adding a cylindrical stub in order to prevent heat loss from the
flame. The result was a denser flame, higher flame temperature, and thus faster
volatilization but it was noted that the design should not allow the flame to touch the
wall because it will result in rapid coke deposition. A converging burner head and a
modified swirl plate operating with more secondary air was also chosen in order to
obtain a stable flame. Bandi and Baumgart [41] combusted pine-derived bio-oil up to
40 kW in a so-called FLOX burner modified to accept an air-assisted spray nozzle.
This burner featured an enclosed combustion chamber with internal air preheating and
mixing of air and combustion gasses. The burner was started by heating the
combustion chamber to 900 ºC with a natural gas flame after which the bio-oil ignited
unassisted. They did observed problems with nozzle plugging over time, even though
the nozzle feed tube was water jacketed, possibly due to the intense radiation
submitted to the tip.
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The reported experiences support the finding that combustion of bio-oil without
support fuel in smaller conventional furnaces does require equipment modifications.
In contrast to the hypothesis of Bridgwater and Peacocke [42] the combustion
chamber should be re-designed in order to partially enclose the flame and assist heat
transfer to the evaporating fuel spray. Further improvements are obtained by
increasing swirl to the combustion air. It follows that a cold furnace can not be started
on pure bio-oil but must be preheated. Finally, air-assisted atomization of the bio-oil
preheated to somewhat below 60 ºC appears to be a suitable way of introducing the
fuel in to the furnace.

4 Conclusions and Further Work
The bench-scale Pyrolysis Centrifuge Reactor was used as a small pilot plant to
produce two 2 l samples of bio-oil. At a specific straw feed rate of 69 kg m-2 h-1 the
yield of bio-oil on wet feed basis was somewhat lower than that obtained in an earlier
experiment operating at 41 kg m-2 h-1 mainly due to inadequate capacity of the heating
elements. Based on the viscosity of the samples they could be classified as lightmedium bio-oils but other parameters were not within the specified limits. It is
proposed that char separation should be improved in order to reduce ash and fractional
condensation implemented to reduce the water and thus increase the specific energy
content. The nitrogen content of the samples was not determined but due to the
generally higher content in herbaceous feedstocks the effect of reactor operating
conditions on nitrogen partitioning should be investigated in order to ensure that the
produced bio-oil is not declassified to medium or heavy.
Combustion of the produced samples was attempted with two burners developed for
combustion of rapeseed oil in small domestic furnaces. Atomization with an airassisted nozzle after preheating the fuel to 60 °C worked well but ignition and stable
operation failed. Based on a comparison of the fuels’ combustion behavior and
properties it is concluded that bio-oil droplets require substantially more energy
addition prior to ignition and therefore need the combustion chamber to be partially
enclosed and stronger swirl in the secondary air. These findings are in line with earlier
studies on practical aspects of bio-oil combustion and indicate that the employed
combustion systems could be modified to utilize bio-oil if wanted. However, since
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bio-oil requires the furnace to be preheated a support fuel will be needed to start a
cold furnace.
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A Method and a Mobile Unit for Collecting and Pyrolysing Biomass

Appendix H:

Pyrolysing Method and Apparatus

